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Closed Shell Sound Radiation Estimate From Camera 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a study on the estimate of the sound radiation field generated by the flexural vibration of a 
thin-walled cylinder using optical measurements. The cylinder is excited by a time-harmonic point force 
generated by a shaker located on its interior. The flexural deflection shape response of the cylinder is then 
reconstructed using frequency-domain triangulation from multi-view video acquisitions taken with a single 
high-resolution and high-speed camera. The camera is kept in a fixed position with the optical axis pointing to 
the middle of the cylinder axis. The cylinder is mounted via a turning-joint to a seismic basement such that it 
can be rotated around its axis to acquire the multiple views with the single camera. The sound field radiated by 
the cylinder is then reconstructed from a discretised boundary integral formulation. The paper provides insights 
on both the background theory and the MatLab codes developed for the discretised boundary integration.  

Keywords: videogrammetry; flexural vibration measurement; sound radiation measurement 

1 Introduction  

Normally, the measurement of sound radiation by machinery is carried out in specially dedicated 
reverberant or anechoic rooms [1-6]. These are rather expensive facilities, which, apart from big 
industries, are normally available at specially dedicated research and academic institutions that 
provide measurement services to third parties. Hence, beside the costs for the measurement 
infrastructure, which, alongside the room construction, involve the acquisition, the conditioning and 
post processing equipment, the costs for the transport and installation of the machine to be tested are 
quite relevant too. In some cases where it is difficult or too expensive to move the machinery, sound 
radiation measurements are taken directly in situ where the equipment is installed, although this 
solution is rather delicate since it should be arranged in such a way as the effects of reflections from 
walls or partitions, as well as the flanking noise generated by other machineries or plants, are 
minimised.  

This paper investigates a novel measurement approach recently proposed in Refs. [7,8] and 
verified experimentally in Refs. [9,10], where the sound radiation in free field is reconstructed using 
the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation [11] from maps of the machinery flexural vibration 
acquired with video camera acquisitions. Thus, overall, the sound radiation field is derived from 
optical measurements of the machinery vibrations and thus it is not influenced by the acoustics of the 
room where the measurement is taken as well as it is not affected by flanking acoustic sources or 
background noise. This is quite a relevant advantage since it is expected this methodology can be 
suitably implemented for in situ measurements without the need of moving the equipment into special 
infrastructures. Moreover, the camera acquisitions provide full field vibration measurements such that 
the sound radiation can be estimated with great accuracy [10]. In this study a stereo acquisition 
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approach is employed, where either the camera or the machine are rotated around the vertical axis of 
the machine itself to generate the indeed the stereo acquisition [12,13]. 

This paper presents the proposed measurement methodology and some initial measurement 
results of the work currently in progress, which, nevertheless refer to reference optical acquisitions 
taken with a laser vibrometer. The paper is structured in three sections. Section 2 presents the 
measurement setup and the image acquisition and post-processing necessary to reconstruct the 
transverse displacements and sound radiation generated by the flexural vibrations of the cylinder. 
Then, Section 3 presents the reference results based on laser vibration measurements. 

2 Cylinder and measurement setup 

2.1 Thin-walled baffled cylinder radiating shell 

Figure 1a shows three sketches of the thin-walled baffled cylinder considered in this study. The thin 
walled cylinder is made of steel and has thickness h = 1 mm, radius R = 149 mm and height 
H = 296 mm. As depicted in Figures 1b, 1c the radial displacements generated by the cylinder flexural 
vibrations have been measured with a high frame rate camera and a laser vibrometer at a regular grid 
of points. Then the sound radiation has been derived on a vertical and horizontal plane starting from 
the Kirchhoff – Helmholtz integral formulation [11].   

 

 

Fig.  1: (a) Baffled cylinder with (b) mesh of radiating elements. Sound radiation in (c) vertical 
plane and (d) horizontal plane. 

As shown in Figure 2a, the cylinder has been assembled on two flanges such that it can be considered 
fixed along the two circular rims. The bottom flange is joined to a base flange via a turning joint such 
that the cylinder was rotated during the measurement campaign with the optical camera and with the 
laser vibrometer. Figure 2b shows the speckle pattern glued on the cylinder surface for the 
measurement with the optical camera shown in Figure 2c. Also, Figure 2c shows the grid of circular 
markers located at the centres of the mesh or radiating elements, which was glued on the cylinder 
surface for the measurement with the laser vibrometer shown in Figure 2d. 
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Fig.  2: (a) Flanged cylinder, (b) cylinder with the speckled surface, (c) cylinder with the 
circular markers, (d) optical camera measurement, (e) laser vibrometer measurement.  

2.2 Camera acquisitions and image processing to reconstruct the markers displacements 

The implementation of the camera measurement was organised in three phases.  
 First, the calibration of the camera’s intrinsic parameters was performed using images of a 

standard ChArUco calibration pattern and the OpenCV image processing library.  
 Second, the acquisition of the images was performed using a single Photron FASTCAM SA-Z 

high-speed camera at the rate of 20.000 frames-per-second. The cylinder was rotated around its 
vertical axis by approximately 30 degrees between measurements, to achieve 12 different views 
of the specimen. A structured array of ArUco markers was applied to the surface of the cylinder 
(Figure 2b) to facilitate extrinsic calibration in post-processing. 

 Third, the post processing of the recordings is perfomed to reconstruct the actual radial 
displacements at the centre positions of the mesh of radiating pistons from the image recordings 
of the speckled pattern.  

The stationary flexural response of the cylinder excited by a stationary white noise point force is 
reconstructed using multi-view triangulation of image-based displacement measurements in the 
frequency domain, producing full-field 3D displacement spectra at the selected points on the 
specimen surface [12]. The method is based on the brightness-constancy constraint of optical flow 
[15] and enables full-field 3D displacement identification for high-frequency stationary vibration 
measurement of linear structures using a single, moving high-speed camera. Expanding on the 
Spectral Optical Flow (SOFI) method [14] (not utilized in this research), the frequency-domain 
triangulation approach also enables image-based measurement of 3D high-frequency vibrations using 
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a single still-frame camera [13]. With this methodology, the frequency of the measurement is not 
dictated by the image-acquisition rate of the camera, but rather by harmonically controlling the light 
source. Hence, the frequency range of the measurement can be very wide, and a still-frame camera 
can be used for the image acquisition.  

The proposed spatial deflection shape measurement method has two stages. First, the 2D 
deflection shape spectral components are measured in multiple camera views (e.g., by rotating the 
cylinder around its axis) using the Lucas-Kanade algorithm of Digital Image Correlation [16]. In this 
step, the deflection shape images at different observed response frequencies are constructed using a 
single high-speed monochrome camera.  

In the second stage, the multiview deflection shape images are passed on to the frequency-
domain triangulation algorithm [12], producing full-field spatial ODSs of the cylinder at selected 
frequencies, as is illustrated in Fig.  3.   

 
Fig.  3: The image-based 3D displacement measurement procedure using frequency-domain 

triangulation and the single-camera multiview approach.  

2.3 Reconstruction of the flexural vibration field 

Once the positions of the grid of markers were reconstructed in cylindrical coordinates, the flexural 
displacements 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝑡  at the marker positions 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧  were taken directly from the radial 
components such that, for the time-harmonic excitation with circular frequency 𝜔 

 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝑡 ≅ Re 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔 𝑒  . (1) 

where 𝑡  is the 𝑘th time sample and 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔 𝑒 , , ,  is the frequency-
dependent complex amplitude of the velocity at the centre position of the radiating elements 

𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 . Here, 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔  and 𝜑 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔  are the amplitude and phase of the displacement 
at each marker point (for synchronous vibrations 𝜑 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔  is bound to be either 𝜑 𝜔  or 
𝜑 𝜔 𝜋 ). Since the camera operated at a frame rate 1 𝑇⁄ , the amplitude and phase terms, 
𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔  and 𝜑 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔 , were derived from the sequence of r-coordinates 𝑟 𝑡  of the 
jth marker centre position assuming 𝑘 0, … , 𝑁 1. For instance, one can choose the data length 𝑁 
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so that the sequence contains an integral number of periods of the sinusoid. In such a case, the 
coefficients of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the data, computed for example via the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, give exactly the required modulus and phase [17]. 

In this study, the overall flexural vibration was first assessed with respect to the time-averaged 
total flexural kinetic energy of the thin walled cylinder, which is given by the following expression: 

 𝐾 lim
→

𝜌 ℎ𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃, 𝑧, 𝑡 𝑑𝑆  . (2) 

For time harmonic vibrations, this equation becomes 

 𝐾 𝜔 |𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃, 𝑧, 𝜔 | ∑ 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔  (3) 

where 𝑀  is the mass of the cylinder and 𝑁  is the number of radiating elements.  
 

 

Fig.  4: Spectrum of the total flexural kinetic energy from laser vibrometer measurements.  

Figure 4 shows the spectrum of the total flexural kinetic energy derived with Eq. (3) with the complex 
velocities per unit force exerted by the shaker, i.e. the mobility Frequency Response Functions 
(FRFs), measured at the centre of the radiating elements with the laser vibrometer. The plot shows 
that in the 500 – 1500 Hz frequency of interest the flexural response of the cylinder is characterised 
by distinct resonance peaks. This suggests that at the resonance frequencies the flexural deflection 
shape of the cylinder is controlled by the mode shape of the resonant mode. Nevertheless, since the 
cylinder is excited by a point force source, it is expected that, even at resonance frequencies, the 
deflection shapes are slightly distorted by the point excitation, which also generates the typical 
nearfield effect [11,18]. 

2.4 Reconstruction of the sound radiation field 

The acoustic pressure 𝑝 𝐱 , 𝑡  in the radiation field has been reconstructed considering the 
Kirchooff – Helmholtz formula for the sound radiation in free field by a flexible closed shell [11]: 

 𝑝 𝐱 , 𝑡 Re
𝐱

𝑝 𝐱 , 𝑡
|𝐱 𝐱 |

𝑗𝜔𝜌 𝑔 |𝐱 𝐱 | 𝑤 𝐱 , 𝑡 𝑑𝑆  , (4) 

which refers to the acoustic pressure 𝑝 𝐱 , 𝑡  and the radial velocity 𝑤 𝐱 , 𝑡  on the surface of the 
cylinder. Here 𝐱 𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧  identifies the position in the sound radiation field in cylindrical 
coordinates whereas 𝐱 𝑅, 𝜃, 𝑧  gives the position in cylindrical coordinates on the surface of the 
cylinder. Also  

 𝑔 |𝐱 𝐱 |
|𝐱 𝐱 |

|𝐱 𝐱 |
 . (5) 

is the free-space 1st-kind Green’s function. As shown in Refs. [19], this integral equation can be 
reworked into an explicit formula that gives the sound radiation with respect to the radial vibration of 
the cylinder 𝑤 𝐱 , 𝑡  only: 
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𝑝 𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧, 𝑡 Re 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔 𝑒 ∑ 𝑐𝑜 𝑠 𝑛 𝜃 𝜃 𝐼 𝑧 𝑧 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝑧  , (6) 

where  

 𝐼 𝑧 𝑧 𝑑𝑘  . (7) 

In these two equations, 𝜌  is the density of air, 𝑘 𝜔 𝑐⁄  is the acoustic wavenumber and 𝑐 is the 
speed of sound in air. Also, 𝑘  is the projection of the acoustic wavenumber into the longitudinal 

direction of the cylinder. Finally, 𝐻   𝐻  are the 1st-kind Hankel function and its derivative 
respectively.  

The surface integral in Eq. (4) can calculated numerically considering the mesh of rectangular 
radiators with a Reimann quadrature such that  

 𝑝 𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧, 𝑡 Re ∑ 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃 , 𝑧 , 𝜔 𝑒 ∑ 𝑐𝑜 𝑠 𝑛 𝜃 𝜃 𝐼 𝑧 𝑧 . (8) 

In this equation, 𝐴  represents the area of the surface element at position 𝜃 , 𝑧 , and 𝑁  is the number 
of surface elements.  After a few mathematical steps, this equation is further simplified into the 
following expression 
 𝑝 𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧, 𝑡 Re ∑ 𝑤 𝑅, 𝜃𝑗, 𝑧𝑗, 𝜔 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡 ∑ 𝜀 𝑐𝑜 𝑠 𝑛 𝜃 𝜃 𝐼 𝑧 𝑧 , (9) 

where 𝜀 1 for 𝑛 0, 𝜀 2 for 𝑛 0, and the infinite summation is approximated into the sum of the first 
𝑁 1 terms 𝐼  which contribute to the real part  

 𝐼 𝑧 𝑧𝑗
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑘𝑧 𝑧 𝑧𝑗

𝑘2 𝑘𝑧
2𝑅

𝐻𝑛
1 𝑘2 𝑘𝑧

2𝑟

𝐻𝑛
1 ′

𝑘2 𝑘𝑧
2𝑅

𝑑𝑘𝑧
𝑘

0  . (10) 

This integral was also approximated into a Reimann sum, such that  

 𝐼 𝑧 𝑧𝑗 ∑
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑚∆𝑘𝑧 𝑧 𝑧𝑗

𝑘2 𝑚∆𝑘𝑧
2𝑅

𝐻𝑛
1 𝑘2 𝑚∆𝑘𝑧

2𝑟

𝐻𝑛
1 ′

𝑘2 𝑚∆𝑘𝑧
2𝑅

Δ𝑘𝑧
𝑀
𝑚 0  . (11) 

where 𝑀 𝑘 Δ𝑘⁄ . Appendix A reports the MatLab code that has been developed and used in this 
study to generate the acoustic maps depicted in Figure 5. 

3 Measurement results 

Figure 5 shows the initial results of this research project, which have been generated from optical 
measurements taken with the laser vibrometer using the formulation presented in Sections 2.3 and 
2.4. These results will be used as a benchmark to assess the methodology proposed in this paper for 
the estimate of the cylinder flexural vibration and sound ration starting from optical measurements 
taken with the single camera approach described in Section 2.2 and shown in Figure 2d.  

The maps of the flexural deflection shapes taken at three resonance frequencies are controlled 
by specific flexural modes shapes of the cylinder. For instance, the first deflection shape at 622 Hz is 
characterised by the mode shape with circumferential number 5 and axial number 1. Also, the second 
deflection shape at 741 Hz is characterised by the mode shape with circumferential number 4 and 
axial number 1. Finally, the third deflection shape at 1344 Hz is characterised by the mode shape with 
circumferential number 10 and axial number 2. The maps are slightly distorted by the point force 
excitation, which somewhat twists the mode shapes and, also, generates the typical nearfield vibration 
in the vicinity of the excitation point [18]. 

For the frequency range considered in this paper, the maps of the sound radiation fields depicted 
in Figure 5, show the actual acoustic near fields in a horizontal midplane and a vertical plane, which 
result from the interference of the sound radiation generated by the whole surface of the cylinder. For  
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Fig. 5: Vibration and sound 
radiation fields reconstructed from 
laser vibrometer measurements at 
three resonance frequencies.
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the baffled cylinder, the far-field is bound to be characterised by cylindrical waves whose amplitude 
progressively fades in axial direction. At 622 Hz and 741 Hz the horizontal maps are thus 
characterised respectively by 10 and 8 out of phase acoustic lobes, whereas the vertical maps are 
characterised by a single acoustic lobe. Instead, at 1344 Hz, the horizontal map, which was taken at 
3/4 of the cylinder height, is characterised by 10 alternating acoustic lobes and the vertical map is 
characterised by two out of phase lobes. The acoustic near fields replicates the flexural vibration 
patterns at the given frequencies, with the typical radial pattern that forms a lobe-time acoustic field. 

These initial results provide a benchmark for the future work where the vibration field will be 
derived from the camera measurements and the frequency triangulation approach described in Section 
2.2.   

4 Conclusions 

This paper has presented a new methodology for the estimate of the flexural response and sound 
radiation of a closed shell structure using a single high-speed video camera. The paper has briefly 
described the methodologies proposed to reconstruct from optical measurements taken with a single 
camera the flexural vibration of the shell and then to derived the sound radiation into free field. Then 
it has reported initial results for the flexural vibration and sound radiation of a baffled cylinder derived 
from optical measurements taken with a laser vibrometer. Future work will prove the proposed 
methodology starting from measurements taken with a fast optical camera. 

Appendix A. MatLab code for the derivation of the sound radiation field  

This appendix reports the MatLab codes used to derive the sound radiation field from the flexural 
vibration of the cylinder measured with optical methods as discussed in Section 2. 
 
function p=acoust_press(r,theta,z, a, sourcethetaz, sourcev, f0, c0, rho0, S, M, tol, Madd) 
 
% Computes the contrbution of all source elements  
% to the target at r,theta,z. We are usually interested in 
% the real part of the result. 
% 
% r,theta,z, coordinates of the target point 
% a cylinder radius 
% sourcethetaz Ne x 2 matrix with the theta, z coordinates of the source 
%   elements on the cylinder 
% sourcev Ne x 1 vector with the velocities of the source points in sourcethetaz 
% f0 frequency 
% c0 speed of sound 
% rho0 density of medium  
% S area element 
% M number of ponts between 0 and k (default M=180) 
% tol tolerance to stop integration (default tol=1e‐6) 
% Madd additional terms for kz beyond k ‐ imaginary argument (default Madd=0)  
  
if nargin==10 
    tol=1e‐6; 
    Madd=0; 
    M=180; 
end 
  
Ne=size(sourcethetaz,1); 
p=0; 
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for i=1:Ne 
    thetas=sourcethetaz(i,1); 
    zz=sourcethetaz(i,2); 
    v=sourcev(i); 
    p=p+zij(r,theta,z, a, thetas, zz, f0, c0, rho0, S, v, M, tol, Madd); 
end 
     
     
function p=zij(r,theta,z, a, thetas, zz, f0, c0, rho0, S, v, M, tol, Madd) 
  
% Computes the contribution of a single source element  
% at a, thetas, zz to the target at r,theta,z 
% r,theta,z, coordinates of the target point 
% a, thetas, zz coordinates of source point 
% a cylinder radius 
% f0 frequency 
% c0 speed of sound 
% rho0 density of medium  
% S area element 
% v velocity of source element 
% M number of ponts between 0 and k 
% tol tolerance to stop integration (default tol=1e‐6) 
% Madd additional terms for kz beyond k ‐ imaginary argument (default Madd=0)  
  
if nargin==11 
    tol=1e‐6; 
    Madd=0; 
    M=180; 
end 
  
omega=2*pi*f0; 
k=omega/c0; 
delta=k/M; 
  
p=1i*rho0*omega*S*v*delta/(2*pi^2); 
  
n=0; 
addi=0; 
for m=0:M+Madd‐1 
    kz=m*delta; 
    arg1=sqrt((k^2‐kz^2)*a); 
    arg2=sqrt((k^2‐kz^2)*r); 
    if ((arg1~=0) & (arg2~=0) ) 
        addi=addi+(cos(kz*(z‐zz))*besselh(n,1,arg2))/... 
            (n*besselh(n, 1, arg1) ‐ arg1*besselh(n + 1, 1, arg1)); 
    end 
end 
  
add=addi; 
en=2; 
while (abs(imag(addi))>tol) 
    n=n+1; 
    addi=0; 
    for m=0:M+Madd‐1 
        kz=m*delta; 
        arg1=sqrt((k^2‐kz^2)*a); 
        arg2=sqrt((k^2‐kz^2)*r); 
        if ((arg1~=0) & (arg2~=0) ) 
            addi=addi+(cos(kz*(z‐zz))*besselh(n,1,arg2))/... 
                (n*besselh(n,1,arg1) ‐ arg1*besselh(n+1,1,arg1)); 
        end 
    end 
    add=add+en*cos(n*(theta‐thetas))*addi; 
end 
 
p=p*add; 
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Operational modal analysis of a footbrige using open source
Python library pyOMA

Uroš Bohinc ∗
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Abstract

To validate the numerical model of a pedestrian and cycling bridge an experimental campaign was performed.
The acquired data was processed according to the principles of operational modal analysis (OMA) using open
source python package pyOMA.

Keywords: Operational modal analysis, Bridge structure, Open Source, Structural Dynamics, Python

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on an experimental study of a contemporary steel footbridge structure over a high-
way in Slovenia. The primary aim of this study was to identify the modal parameters of the structure.
However, traditional experimental modal analysis techniques that use modal hammers or shakers were
not feasible. Instead, operational modal analysis (OMA) was employed, which relies on ambient vi-
bration sources such as wind and traffic [1]. OMA can identify the dynamics of large civil engineering
structures by measuring their dynamic response under operational conditions. To collect the neces-
sary data, a comprehensive measurement campaign was conducted using various configurations of
one- and triaxial accelerometers placed throughout the steel structure. After the measurements were
taken, Python-based scripts were used for additional processing, and the open-source Python module,
pyOMA [2], was used to perform the operational modal analysis.

2 Bridge

From a structural perspective the bridge can be categorized as a through arch bridge. The two arches
possess a span of 50.50m and are constructed using circular hollow cross-sections. The transversal
beams are used to connect the two arches, while the combination of diagonal and transversal beams
ensures stability and wind bracing. The ends of the arches are assumed to be entirely fixed to their
foundations. To suspend the deck from the arches, hangers have been employed. The bridge deck
comprises two longitudinal girders with a span of 59.10 m. At both ends of the longitudinal girders,
rocker bearings are used to facilitate horizontal movement in the longitudinal direction of the bridge.

∗Corresponding author, Email address: uros.bohinc@zag.si
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3 Experimental campaign 2

The transversal girders are positioned between the two longitudinal girders. The composite steel-
concrete slab is constructed using trapezoidal steel sheeting and a reinforced concrete slab with shear
connectors. All steel components are constructed using structural steel S235, except for the arches
and hangers, which are made of steel S275 and S355, respectively. The concrete used is classified as
C25/30.

Fig. 1: Lateral and side view of the pedestrian and cycling bridge with data acquisition station during
experimental campaign.

3 Experimental campaign

The fundamental principle behind operational modal analysis is to obtain synchronized acceleration
measurements from multiple locations on the structure. Due to limitations in sensor availability and
connectivity, it is typically not feasible to instrument all measurement points simultaneously, and
thus, several test runs with different configurations are necessary. To facilitate result comparison
across individual test runs and to perform the final synthesis of the outcomes, one or more reference
measurement points that remain unchanged throughout the testing process are chosen.

3.1 Data acquisition

The measurement campaign took place over two days. The acquisition of data was performed us-
ing specialized software called Dewesoft X, with two 8-channel measurement amplifiers, Dewesoft
Sirius ACC. These amplifiers were used to obtain signals from 8 uniaxial accelerometers, Dytran
3192A, and three high-sensitivity accelerometers, Dytran 3191A. A reference measuring location was
established on the northern lateral girder, at the mid-span from the top, using high-sensitivity ac-
celerometers mounted perpendicular to a custom-made steel platform, as shown in Fig. 3. Another
reference point was instrumented with a high-sensitivity three-axial MEMS accelerometer and placed
at the top of the arch beam directly above the first reference measuring point. The 8 uniaxial ac-
celerometers were divided into 4 roving groups, with one accelerometer mounted in vertical and the
other horizontally perpendicular to the lateral axis of the bridge. These accelerometers were mounted
on the lateral girder using magnetic adapters, as shown in Fig. 3. Additionally, 12 triaxial MEMS
accelerometers, Dewesoft MonoDAQ, were mounted on the arch at fixed positions, as depicted in Fig.
3. These accelerometers were connected in series using the EtherCAT protocol and synchronized with
the Dewesoft Sirius measurement amplifiers. Locations of measurement nodes are shown in 2.
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3 Experimental campaign 3

Fig. 2: Measurements nodes, lateral and top view. Orange - roving nodes, red - fixed nodes, cyan -
reference nodes.

The data acquisition for each test setup lasted for 30 minutes as the computed fundamental fre-
quency was estimated around 2 Hz. The acqusition rate was 2000 samples per second.

Fig. 3: Roving measurement node - two uniaxial accelerometers on a longitudinal girder (left), three
axial MEMS accelerometer (center), reference measurement node with high sensitivity uniax-
ial accelerometers mounted on a custom made platform (right).

Before the data was further analyzed the acquired sygnals were preprocessed in order to remove
the outliers, decimate, detrend and filter the data in the desired frequency range. All the preprocessing
steps were implemented through python scripts using conventional python module numpy. Intermedi-
ate results were saved in the HDF5 format.

Frequency Domain Decomposition algorithm which is implemented in functions FDDsvd and
FDDmodEx of Python module pyOMA was used to perform the basic modal identification. For each
test run (12 in total with different configurations of roving measurement nodes), first the FRF matrix
was computed followed by the SVD to help with the identification of possible modal frequencies.
Modal parameters were extracted using FDDmodEx function.
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4 Results

Inspection of SVD plot of individual test runs for the horizontal and vertical direction gives the first
insight of the modal frequencies of basic vertical modal shapes of the bridge. After hand picking
the frequencies the FDDmodEx function is called to exctract the corresponding modal shapes. Since
individual test runs consisted of 4 roving measurement nodes only, complete representation of the
modal shape needs to be assembled from the results of individual test runs. Assembly is possible
through the reference measurement nodes which do not change during the test runs. The modal shapes
presented in 4 refer only to the vertical direction. Each identified modal shape is presented only for
the measurement nodes located on the deck (depicted with orange in 2) with black line corresponding
to the measurement nodes on northern longitudinal girder and red line to the southern longitudinal
girder. Even though the FDD algorithm has limited range of applicability the results correspond well
to the results of the numerical model of the structure.

To obtain more comprehensive results, further analysis that incorporates measurement nodes lo-
cated on the main steel arches of the structures will be performed. This will allow us to obtain data
from different points of the structures, providing a more complete understanding of their behavior.

Further analysis will be performed using also fixed measurement nodes located on the main steel
arches of the structure. Additionally, more sophisticated algorithms, such as Stochastic Sub-space
Iteration, will be employed, which is also a part of the pyOMA module.

Fig. 4: Left - SVD plot of individual test runs with indicated peak frequencies. Green lines refer
to the vertical direction, blue ones refer to the horizontal direction. Right - selected mode
shapes taking into account only vertical accelerometers located on the deck (black - northern
longitudinal girder and red - southern longitudinal girder).
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the behaviour of a Euler-Bernoulli cantilever beam characterised by nonlinearities, 
highlighting how the use of open-source programming languages is suitable for studying system dynamics. The 
investigation of nonlinear dynamics in engineering systems is an important research area that has attracted 
significant attention in recent years. The Euler-Bernoulli beam is a widely used model in this field due to its 
simplicity and effectiveness in describing the behaviour of slender structures subjected to dynamic loads. An 
experimental campaign has been carried out to analyse the corresponding non-smooth nonlinearity due to a 
non-holonomic contact. Displacements measurements in time domain are performed by mean of laser sensors 
that have the advantage to acquire data about the system dynamics without affecting the structural properties of 
the beam. Time-frequency analysis has emerged as a powerful tool for studying nonlinear systems, allowing 
for the identification of time-varying features. In this study, we employ open-source time-frequency analysis 
tools to investigate the nonlinear dynamics of the beam. Therefore, two linearised models have been developed 
and tuned to describe the two configurations related to the nonlinear dynamics of the beam, since this nonlinear 
phenomenon can be considered as the superposition of the linearised behaviour corresponding to simplified 
models. The open-source nature of the tools used in this study also makes them readily accessible to researchers 
and engineers in several fields, facilitating further investigations and advancements in nonlinear dynamics 
research. 
 

Keywords: Euler-Bernoulli Beam, Non-holonomic Contact, Nonlinear Dynamics, Open-Source. 
 

1 Introduction 

In structural dynamics, linearisation is a common practice in approximating system behaviour. From a 
physical perspective, the behaviour is well approximated if deformations are small enough to not exceed 
the material limit of linear proportionality [1,2]. The nodal nonlinear displacement have been monitored 
by Keyence Laser spot sensors [3,4], which demonstrated the methodology effectiveness. Experimental 
tests are carried out and the frequency contents are examined to spot the nonlinear characteristics with 
respect to the linearised configurations of the structure. Moreover, numerical simulations with LUPOS [5] 
are performed to fully interpret the obtained results. Finally, experimental test frequency contents are post-
processed with the use of different time–frequency analysis approaches with Python open-source 
programming language and Matlab: the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) converting signals to frequency 
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2 Experimental setup  2 

 
 

domains as the summation of harmonics and the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) [6,7] allowing 
the description of different occurring time scale phenomena. 

2 Experimental setup 

An experimental campaign is performed to characterise the nonlinear dynamics of a Euler-Bernoulli 
cantilever beam. One end of the aluminium cantilever beam shown in Fig. 1 (left) is clamped by two 
steel parts, locked by Bosch profiles, trying to reproduce an ideally rigid constraint. Two steel disks 
are mounted at the beam free end. Finally, a non-holonomic constraint introduces nonlinearity acting 
like a pin during the contact between itself and the beam at each oscillation of the latter. 
 

      

Fig. 1: Euler-Bernoulli cantilever beam (left) and non-holonomic constraint (right). 

Displacements over the entire length of the beam are acquired by means of optical sensors produced 
by Keyence. The results used for the following analysis refer to the data acquired at the point near the 
non-holonomic constraint, depicted in Fig. 1 (right), to highlight the dynamics nonlinear effects. The 
structure is excited by non-null initial conditions reached by pulling a wire tied to the beam. 

3 Time-frequency analysis 

The acquired time response of the performed test on the Euler-Bernoulli cantilever beam is post-processed 
with the use of both FFT and CWT to investigate the frequency content of the dynamics caused by the 
introduction of the nonlinearity. For the following analyses both Python and Matlab software are exploited 
and compared to confirm the suitability of open-source programming languages for this kind of case study. 

3.1 Numerical model 

The described configuration of the Euler-Bernoulli beam with the non-holonomic constraint can be 
seen as two alternating linearised systems of a clamped – free beam and a clamped – pinned – free 
beam. Hence, the two models are developed and then studied with modal analysis with the software 
LUPOS to identify the main frequencies characterising both systems and to understand how the 
realised configuration behaves. The numerical model results are shown in Tab. 1. 

Tab. 1: Numerical model frequencies. 

Mode Clamped – Free [Hz] Clamped –Pinned - Free [Hz] Description 

1 2.973 13.88 1st bending 
2 38.75 85.18 2nd bending 
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3.2 Fast Fourier Transform analysis 

The time–frequency analysis using FFT consists of a series of data in frequency domain on windowed 
time histories with high overlapping percentages. The aim of such a type of analysis is to identify the 
main frequencies that characterise the system dynamics and to investigate how they change over time. 
The results obtained with the open-source Python code, by using the function specgram from 
Matplotlib library, and the Matlab analysis performed with spectrogram command are shown 
in Fig. 2. 
 

 

Fig. 2: Python FFT spectrogram (left) and Matlab FFT spectrogram (right). 

The two spectrograms of Fig. 2 match each other showing how both programming languages let to 
the same results. The FFT time-frequency analysis clearly shows the superharmonics of the 
fundamental natural frequency listed in Tab. 2. The 1st natural frequency, that decreases from a value 
of ~5 Hz to ~3 Hz, is an average of the fundamental frequencies of the clamped – free and 
clamped – pinned – free configurations. It is weighted with respect to the contact time between the 
constraint and the beam (more details are given in [4]). It is possible to distinguish a higher amplitude 
of the harmonic at ~37 Hz that, agreeing with Tab. 1, corresponds to the 2nd resonance frequency of 
the clamped – free linearised system. 

Tab. 2: Main frequencies. 

Frequency [Hz] Description 
4.7 Mixed frequency 
9.4 2nd superharmonics of the mixed frequency 
18.8 4th superharmonics of the mixed frequency 
37 Clamped – free 2nd mode frequency 

 
The 3rd superhamonics at 14.1 Hz is not visible since the non-holonomic contact stops the beam that 
cannot move in that direction. Consequently, this non-symmetrical displacement is not describable 
with a polynomial expansion mainly characterised by the term of 3rd order. 

3.3 Continuous Wavelet Transform analysis 

An alternative approach to time–frequency analysis with FFT is the adoption of CWT analysis that 
allows to study fast varying phenomena, as demonstrated from the results shown in Fig. 3. This 
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method consists in using an analysing function called “wavelet” to obtain a set of projections of the 
measured displacement time response in time and frequency scale. Even if the default “Morse” 
wavelet used by Matlab is not developed in the Python library Pywavelets, exploited for the 
specific sketch, the results obtained with the latter by mean of the “Complex Morlet” wavelet are 
totally viable and comparable to the Matlab cwt command results. The analysis with Python is 
developed using the open-source code in [8]. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Python CWT spectrogram (left) and Matlab CWT spectrogram (right). 

The main harmonics and its superharmonics, already discussed in § 3.2, are still visible, but in 
addition to the outcomes of the FFT analysis, in the first part of the time history it is possible to notice 
a sort of bouncing frequency content. This is due to the switch between the excitation of the 
clamped – free system 2nd mode at 37 Hz thanks to the beam - constraint contact and the behaviour 
of the behaviour of the mixed system described in § 3.1. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, the development of a first order quadrilateral finite element with flexural and membranal 

behaviour and a first order hexahedral solid element are addressed. The finite element method is a popular 

technique used for the design and analysis of structural systems. However, literature is overcrowded with 

formulations which do not account for the numerical implementation aspects, which limits their applicability. 

Moreover, the availability of accurate and reliable finite element models is limited and expensive, especially 

for complex structures. 

The developed first order quadrilateral finite element with flexural and membranal behaviours is focused on 

these limitations by incorporating these features in its open formulation. This element provides accurate results 

for the structural dynamics of structures, including plate and shell structures. It also avoids spurious modes, 

making it a versatile tool for 3D structural dynamics. 

The isoparametric hexahedral element employs a selective underintregration numerical scheme to avoid shear 

and volumetric locking also avoiding spurious zero strain energy modes with a small computing effort by using 

an enhanced assumed strain field. This allows an efficient and accurate modelling of most solid structures. 

The development of these elements is crucial for the open-source community as it offers a new and valuable 

tool for the design and analysis of complex structural systems. The availability of these elements in open-source 

software will also make it more accessible to researchers, allowing for the exploration of new ideas and 

innovation in the field of structural engineering. 

Keywords: Finite element method, Structural dynamics, Kirchoff plate, Hexahedral element 

 

1 Introduction 

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a well-known and consolidated technique in the engineering 

design and validation processes. The methodology, born in 1940s, got its strongest impetus with 

NASA open-source programs collected then in NASTRAN [1]. Beyond the preliminary simple 

working principles analytically exposed [2], [3], [4], [5], FEM industrial codes often present closed 

source modifications to obtain accurate results which are difficult to recognise without extended 

manual explanation. Under this scenario, the authors proposed LUPOS (Lumped Parameters Open-

Source FEM code) [6] and PoliFEMo, codes developed in Matlab, and compatible with GNU Octave 
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[7], with the aim of providing a complete 3D FEM code suitable for analysing elements formulations, 

assembly approaches, reduction techniques in a complete parametric scheme. 

In this paper, a first order quadrilateral finite element with flexural and membranal behaviour and a 

first order hexahedral solid element are developed. 

The developed first order quadrilateral finite element with flexural and membranal behaviours is 

developed in open formulation with industrial accuracy in mind. This element provides accurate 

results for the structural dynamics of structures, including plate and shell structures. It also avoids 

spurious modes, making it a versatile tool for 3D structural dynamics such as Numerical Modal 

Analysis (NMA). 

The isoparametric hexahedral element exploits a selective underintregration numerical scheme to 

avoid shear and volumetric locking also avoiding spurious zero strain energy modes with a small 

computing effort by using an enhanced assumed strain field. This allows an efficient and accurate 

modelling of most solid structures. 

In section 2 the 4-node shell formulation is developed both in membrane and bending behaviour. 

In section 3 the 8-node hexahedral formulation is developed. 

In section 4 a case study is presented, and the results are compared with MSC.Nastran. 

Finally, conclusions are expressed. 

2 2D shell element 

The chosen element is an isoparametric in-plane 4-node shell element, also known as “CQUAD4”, 

whose global reference frame ( ), ,X Y Z  and the local one ( ),   in which the i-th node coordinates 

assume the values of 1  are visible in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1: Global ( ), ,X Y Z  and local ( ),   reference frames. 

The developed shell element has 5 degrees of freedom (DOFs) per each i-th node: , , z , ,i i i xi yix y   . 

The isoparametric element is a square shell in the   plane centred in (0,0)O  and with side length 

equal to 2. Gauss integration points 1, , 4G G , that have unit weight and coordinates 3 3 , are 

in a 2 × 2 scheme for full integration. The element is, by simplification, homogeneous isotropic with 

constant thickness t  in all directions. 
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2.1 Membranal behaviour 

As described in [1], the equation of the bilinear co-ordinate transformation is used for transforming 

the arbitrarily quadrilateral element from the ( )x, y  coordinate system into a square element in the 

( ),   coordinate system of Fig. 1. The membranal displacement field ( )  , ,
T

m x y  =u  in (2.1) 

is described by bilinear shape functions related to nodal displacement (2.2) and incompatible mode 

nodeless displacements (2.3) introduced by Wilson et al. [8] and Taylor et al. [9]. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
4

5 5 6 6

1

, , ,m i m i m m m m m

i

N N N     
=

= + +u u u u  (2.1) 

 ( )
( )( )1 1

,
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i i

i mN
   

 
+ +

=  (2.2) 

 ( ) ( )
2 2

5 6

1 1
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2 2
m mN N

 
   

− −
= =  (2.3) 

The shape functions in (2.2) are stored in mN  matrix. 

 
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 (2 8)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

m m m m

m

m m m m

N N N N

N N N N


 
=  
 

N  (2.4) 

Then, it is possible to calculate the Jacobian matrix J  by using derivatives of (2.1). 

 

(2 2)

x y

x y

 

 


  
  
 =
  

   

J  (2.5) 

The dimensional co-ordinate partial derivatives of shape functions are calculated by chain rule and 

collected in 'Ν  matrix. The procedure requires the calculation of non-dimensional co-ordinate 

partial derivatives of shape functions Ν  matrix and the inversion of J . 

 

( ) ( )

1 4 1 4

1 41 4

2 42 4

'

m m m m

m mm m

N N N N

x x

N NN N

y y

 

  

     
          =  = =

     
   

     

-1 -1
Ν J Ν J  (2.6) 

Hence, i mB  strain-displacement matrix is obtained for each shape function (2.2) from the terms of 

matrix of (2.6) as described by [2]. Similarly, auxiliary strain-displacement matrices are composed 

for Wilson incompatible modes in (2.7). It is important to notice that i mB  matrix is composed by 

reorganising 'Ν  terms in which is embedded the inverse of J , while 5 mB  and 6 mB  are developed 

by highlighting the dependence of open form inverse of J . The full procedure is described in [8], 

[9]. 

The results are collected in a mB  matrix which defines strain relationship even for nodeless DOFs 

(2.8) allowing to cure shear and dilatation locking. 
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( )1 4 5 6 3 12m m m m m 

 =  B B B B B  (2.8) 

Therefore, the expanded stiffness matrix mK is defined as follows in (2.9) 

 
1 1

1 1

T

m m m m d d 
− −

=  K J B D B  (2.9) 

in which the material elasticity matrix mD  (3 × 3) is defined for isotropic material subject to an in-

plane tensile status, i.e., 0z =  [3], [4]. The membrane stiffness matrix building procedure is 

completed by using static condensation [10] 

 1

, , , ,

T

m m MM m SM m SS m SM

−= −K K K K K  (2.10) 

where M  identifies master DOFs of node generalised displacements, while S  identifies slave DOFs 

of nodeless displacements. Similarly to (2.9), mass matrix mM  is defined as follows: 

 
1 1

1 1

T

m m m d d  
− −

=  M J N N  (2.11) 

The integration is performed by approximated Gauss integration with a 2 × 2 scheme shown in Fig. 1. 

2.2 Bending behaviour 

Assuming the rectangular in-plane element of Fig. 1, non-dimensional coordinates are defined with 

respect to its mapping. Therefore, the displacement field ( )  , , ,
T

b x yz   =u  is defined with a 

partial polynomial of quartic degree. The polynomial terms are defined by Kirchoff formulation [5]: 
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 (2.12) 

where 1 12, ...,a a  are 12 unknown coefficients. The coefficients are calculated as function of the 

element generalised nodal displacement vector q  only i.e., an ordered collection of generalised 

displacements in (2.12). Therefore, the functional matrix ( ), Φ  (3 × 12) is defined by collecting 

the non-dimensional coordinate operators of each generalised displacement field [3]. Starting from 
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(2.12), it is possible to express the correspondence matrix A  (12 × 12) with respect to non-

dimensional co-ordinates and to obtain shape function matrix ( ), N  which determines the 

displacement field ( ),b  u  for a given q  set of nodal generalised displacements. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1, , ,b      −= =u Φ A q N q  (2.13) 

Therefore, the shape functions defined in (2.13) are polynomials of 4 variables that are functions of 

non-dimensional co-ordinates   and  . The methodology describing the bending properties of the 

shell element involves a way to express the shape functions that makes hard to evaluate bM  and bK  

matrices in open form, due to the lack of a proper Jacobian matrix definition and application of chain 

rule. Here, Ming procedure is adopted [11] to build bending strain-displacement matrix i bB . 
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B  (2.14) 

The results are collected in a bB  matrix which defines strain relationship for bending behaviour. 

 
( )1 4 3 12b b b 

 =  B B B  (2.15) 

Therefore, the bending stiffness matrix bK is defined as follows: 

 
1 1

1 1

T

b b b b d d 
− −

=  K J B D B  (2.16) 

Where material properties are contained in elasticity matrix bD  (3 × 3), expressed as [5], [11] for in-

plane tensile status. Instead, mass matrix mM  is defined as follows by using bilinear membrane shape 

functions for translational generalised displacements only. 

 
1 1

1 1

T

b b b d d  
− −

=  M J N N  (2.17) 

 
( )1 2 3 4 1 12

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0b m m m mN N N N


 =  N  (2.18) 

As for membrane behaviour, Gauss 2 × 2 integration scheme is adopted [1]. 

3 3D hexahedral element 

The element chosen is an isoparametric 8-node brick element, also known as “HEXA8”, whose global 

reference frame ( ), ,X Y Z  and the local one ( ), ,    in which the i-th node coordinates assume 

the values of 1  are visible in Fig. 2 [1], [12]. 
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Fig. 2: Global ( ), ,X Y Z  and local ( ), ,    reference frames [1]. 

 

For a generic element, the displacement field in the local reference frame ( ), ,  u  is obtained from 

the i-th node displacement field in the local reference frame ( )  , , , ,
T

i i i i     =u  as: 

 ( )
8

1

, ,i i

i

N   
=

=u u  (3.1) 

where the i-th shape function ( ), ,iN     is defined as: 

 ( ) ( )( )( )
1

, , 1 1 1
8

i i i iN         = + + +  (3.2) 

The stiffness matrix eK  of each element can be obtained by integrating over its volume the energy 

of deformation as: 

 
T

e
V

dV= K B D B  (3.3) 

where B  is the strain-displacement relationship matrix composed by the derivatives of the shape 

functions in space and D  is the matrix defining the elastic properties of the material while V  is the 

volume of the element. In the natural coordinates frame the infinitesimal volume for integration can 

hence be expressed as dV d d d  = J  and therefore the integral becomes: 

 
1 1 1

1 1 1

T

e d d d  
− − −

=   K J B D B  (3.4) 

where J  is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation: 
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To evaluate the integral in (3.4), a numerical integration scheme is employed and a 2 × 2 × 2 Gauss 

scheme is used in which each integration point has unit weight and coordinates 3 3  [13]. Without 

modifications, this formulation suffers from shear and volumetric locking. To overcome this problem 

selective underintegration is often employed. The material tensor D  is separated in the normal 11D  

and shear 22D  strain components as well as the strain-displacement matrix B  in matrices 1B  and 

2B . Then the integral for the stiffness matrix is also split as: 

 1 11 1 2 22 2

T T T

e
V V V

dV dV dV= = +  K B D B B D B B D B  (3.6) 

The stiffness portion due to the normal strains is integrated using the same 2 × 2 × 2 Gauss scheme 

presented earlier, while the shear terms are integrated using only one point in the centre of the element 

with a weight of 8. The obtained matrix is then less stiff and does not suffer from shear or volumetric 

locking. However, another problem is introduced since spurious zero strain energy modes arise. 

Those are elastic deformation modes in which the deformation strain energy is zero and hence could 

be assimilated to rigid body modes, but those are not rigid and hence are unphysical and must be 

eliminated to obtain the correct results. For the 8-node brick there are 3 of these modes which are 

visible in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Spurious zero strain energy modes for the 8-node brick. 

 

To avoid these spurious modes several techniques have been studied in literature and most of them 

are computationally intensive. The solution implemented in the current model is the fastest one and 

is based on the work of MacNeal [1] in which instead of using only the central node for 

underintegration one virtual node is used for each face. The values are obtained averaging the values 

obtained in the neighbouring Gauss points, weighted by their Jacobian for the elements to pass the 

patch test. Even with these precautions the formulation still suffers from volumetric locking. A 

solution can be obtained by introducing an Enhanced Assumed Strain (EAS) field which extends the 

1B  matrix as  1 1 
 =B B B  where the additional EAS field is defined as 
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in which again the factor 1 J  is needed to satisfy the patch test [1]. The combination of this EAS 

approach with the selective reduced integration solves all locking problems and does not introduce 

spurious modes. 

However, due to the introduction of the additional EAS field the modified stiffness matrix eK  has 6 

more additional DOFs which need to be eliminated since they do not correspond to any physical DOF. 

Including the selectively underintegrated matrix 2
B  and the EAS, matrix B  is partitioned as follows 

 
1

2

 
=  

 

B B
B

B 0
 (3.8) 

Therefore, eK  is partitioned as 

 
, ,

, ,

iso iso iso

e

iso



  

 
=  
 

K K
K

K K
 (3.9) 

where 
,iso isoK  is the isoparametric part of the matrix, 

, K  the part due to EAS field and 

, ,

T

iso iso =K K  the connecting portions. The matrix eK  is obtained by static condensation [10] as 

 1

, , , ,

T

e iso iso iso iso   

−= −K K K K K  (3.10) 

For a dynamic analysis also, the inertial properties are needed, which are expressed by the mass matrix 

 
T

e
V

dV= M N N  (3.11) 

where N  is a matrix containing all shape functions 
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1 8

1 8

1 8 3 24

i

i

i

N N N

N N N

N N N


 
 

=
 
  

0 0

N 0 0

0 0

 (3.12) 

The volume integral can be again expressed as 

 
1 1 1

1 1 1

T

e d d d   
− − −

=   M J N N  (3.13) 

Which is again numerically evaluated on a 2 × 2 × 2 Gauss grid. 

4 Case study 

A case study is developed to validate the accuracy of the elements in numerical modal analysis. An 

aluminium (Young modulus of elasticity 71 GPa, density 2700 kg/m3, Poisson ratio 0.3) hollow beam 

of 600 mm length, width 60 mm, height 30 mm and 3 mm thickness is meshed with the developed 

2D and 3D elements with the same amount of longitudinal sections and compared in natural 
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frequencies in free-free conditions. Fig. 4 shows the overall mesh structure for the two models, while 

Fig. 5 shows the details of the two cross sections, having different number of nodes, hence total DOFs. 

Indeed, hexahedral model has 72 DOFs per section, while shell model only 40 DOFs per section. 

 
 

Fig. 4: Shell and brick hollow beam mesh. 

 
 

Fig. 5: Shell and brick model cross sections. 

 

In Tab. 1 the comparison between MSC.Nastran and LUPOS formulations is performed. The 

hexahedron model is stiffer than the shell formulation as can be seen from the slight difference mainly 

in torsional behaviour. The difference is also present in LUPOS formulations, which are almost 

identical to MSC.Nastran. 

 

Tab. 1: Numerical modal analysis comparison. 

 

Mode 
MSC.Nastran [Hz] LUPOS [Hz] 

Description 
CQUAD4 HEXA Sh4 Hex 

7 595.49 593.22 595.2 593.2 1st xz bending 

8 1027.3 1018.6 1027 1019 1st xy bending 

9 1564.2 1543.9 1555 1544 2nd xz bending 

10 1792.7 1900.0 1794 1900 1st x torsion 

11 2438.2 2773.1 2424 2773 2nd x torsion 

12 2674.2 2589.3 2674 2589 2nd xy bending 

13 2816.7 2786.6 2730 2787 3rd xz bending 

14 2848.7 3159.1 2817 3159 3rd x torsion 

15 2903.7 3492.7 2928 3493 1st z shear 

16 3294.5 3797.6 3304 3798 1st y shear 

17 3718.4 3815.6 3691 3816 4th x torsion 
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5 Conclusions 

The developed elements are significantly similar in accuracy to industrial standard FEM code as 

MSC.Nastran. The 2D and 3D proposed elements are described in the critical passages of mass and 

stiffness matrices construction procedure, helping the open-source community obtaining compliant 

results to efficient industrial codes. The resumed methodology offers a valuable tool for the design 

and analysis of complex structural systems. 

Currently, these elements are present in the open source projects LUPOS and PoliFEMo. The current 

implementation is fully compatible with GNU Octave programming language. GNU Octave and 

Python are both powerful open-source programming languages that are used for scientific computing 

and data analysis. While Python has gained significant popularity in recent years, GNU Octave 

remains a highly effective tool for numerical computations, especially in the field of engineering. One 

of the key advantages of GNU Octave is its built-in support for matrix operations and linear algebra, 

which are often essential in engineering applications. In future, translation to open-source language 

such Python will also make it more accessible to researchers. 
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FLife - Vibration fatigue by spectral methods
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Abstract

FLife is an open-source Python package for efficient and reliable estimation of structure’s service life for known
vibration load. Primarily, the package is designed to apply existing spectral methods to known stress-load power
spectral density (PSD) in the fatigue zone. With given set of material fatigue parameters in Basquin’s equation,
FLife provides an accurate estimation of vibration fatigue life. Load profiles can be either in form of Numpy
array for closed-form analysis or by using a simple and intuitive GUI. The evaluation of all 20 spectral meth-
ods, available in FLife, have been thoroughly evaluated in review paper [1]. Secondly, FLife also handles load
profiles, defined in terms of time series, where it relies on the FatPack package.

To process data, FLife uses the open-source Numpy and Scipy libraries, ensuring reliability and repeata-
bility through well-tested and optimized source code for numerical processing. The code is structured using a
clear and readable functional programming approach to allow easy modification and extension. FLife includes
publicly available examples of usage. The source code is openly available through FLife’s GitHub repository
with a permissive MIT license and is open to the community issue reporting as well as feature and pull-requests.

Keywords: Vibration fatigue, spectral methods, load distribution, frequency cycle-counting

1 Statement of Need

The FLife package development began from a need to standardize as well as simplify the vibration
fatigue calculation and to establish an exact and transparent benchmark tool for existing and future
spectral methods. Since the FLife code has been thoroughly investigated for its exactness it offers
an analyst a reliable and accurate fatigue life estimation. The open-source development model also
has the potential of improving the quality and reliability of the developed solutions, either through
methodical code testing and documentation or through global community input.

2 Supported spectral methods

For general theoretical background on vibration fatigue (structural dynamics, uniaxial/multiaxial fa-
tigue, non-Gaussianity, non-stationarity, etc), the reader is encouraged to see Slavič et al. [2].

∗Corresponding author, Email address: janko.slavic@fs.uni-lj.si

1
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The main functionality of FLife is provided by FLife.SpectralData object. Within it, a
range of 20 spectral methods are implemented, which can be organized into 4 subgroups, see Fig. 1:

• Narrowband correction factor; methods are based on narrowband approximation, accounting for
broadband process with correction factor,

• RFC PDF approximation; methods are based on approximation of Rainflow Probability Density
Function,

• Combined fatigue damage - cycle damage combination; methods are based on splitting of PSD
of broadband process into N narrowband approximations and accounting the formation of dis-
tinct categories of cycles,

• Combined fatigue damage - narrowband damage combination; methods are based on splitting
of PSD of broadband process into N narrowband approximations and summing narrowband
damages by suitable damage combination rule.

Fig. 1: Spectral methods available in FLife.

SpectralData object contains data, required for fatigue-life estimation: power spectral den-
sity (PSD), spectral moments, spectral band estimators and others parameters. SpectralData is
instantiated with input parameter:
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• input = ’GUI’ - PSD is provided by user via GUI (graphically and tabulary), see Fig. 2

• input = (PSD, freq) - tuple of PSD and frequency vector is provided.

• input = (x, dt) - tuple of time history and sampling period is provided.

Fig. 2: PSD definition using GUI.

3 FLife usage example

Code Listing 1 shows a short example of using FLife to obtain expected vibration fatigue life with
three different counting methods. More detailed examples are available in the FLife source code
repository [3].

import FLife
import numpy as np

dt = 1e-4
x = np.random.normal(scale=100, size=10000)
C = 1.8e+22 # S-N curve intercept [MPa**k]
k = 7.3 # S-N curve inverse slope [/]

# Spectral data
sd = FLife.SpectralData(input=(x, dt))

# Rainflow reference fatigue life
rf = FLife.Rainflow(sd)

# Spectral methods
dirlik = FLife.Dirlik(sd)
tb = FLife.TovoBenasciutti(sd)
print(f’ Rainflow: {rf.get_life(C = C, k=k):4.0f} s’)
print(f’ Dirlik: {dirlik.get_life(C = C, k=k):4.0f} s’)
print(f’Tovo Benasciutti 2: {tb.get_life(C = C, k=k, method="method 2"):4.0f} s’)

Listing 1: Example FLife usage.
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4 Conclusion

The FLife package has proved to be an applicable tool that has enabled us to perform vibration fatigue
life calculation with great reliability and simple usage. It offers options for implementation of new
spectral methods and can be also used as a tool in addressing complex vibration fatigue phenomenon
(multiaxial loads, non-stationary loads, complex materials and manufacturing technologies). We be-
lieve that the open-source approach to its development can benefit the scientific community, as well
as improve the quality of the package itself through community input.
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Abstract 

py-Fatigue is an open-source Python package that performs cycle counting along with stress-life or crack 
propagation calculations. It is designed to help engineers and researchers quantify the fatigue life of structures 
with a finite fatigue life. It resolves several practical challenges in the collection and handling of continuous 
strain measurements on operational structures, e.g., wind turbines, for extended periods of time up to several 
years. Among its features it includes tools to export and store cyclecount data, to import stored cyclecount data 
and efficiently combine results and calculate fatigue rates over the entire operational life. 

The package uses well-established fatigue analysis methods, such as the ASTM rainflow counting 
algorithm and a dedicated algorithm to accurately retrieve the effect of low-frequency fatigue cycles when 
combining multiple cycle-count matrices (cycle_count module). The damage module implements the most 
common linear and nonlinear stress-life damage accumulation rules and the Paris law to model the damage 
initiation and propagation effects of cyclic loading on materials. The mean_stress module also includes the most 
common mean stress effect correction models. Concerning crack-propagation, the geometry module 
implements the most common geometrical correction factors. Numba (just-in-time compiler) is the core 
dependency of the cycle-counting and damage estimation implementation; in this way it is possible to approach 
the speed of C or FORTRAN. Concerning visualization and interpretation of the analysis, Py-Fatigue provides 
several tools depending on the Pandas, Matplotlib and Plotly packages. (https://github.com/OWI-
Lab/py_fatigue). 

 

Keywords: Fatigue, Structural Health Monitoring, Open Source, Load measurements, Python 
 

1 Introduction  

1.1 Motivation 

The py-Fatigue toolbox was developed as part of the research activities of the Offshore Wind 
Infrastructure lab (OWI-lab). At OWI-lab one of our main research topics has been the development 
of a methodology to monitor the structural health (SHM) of offshore wind turbines (OWTs). As 
OWTs are often fatigue driven structures it is essential to collect the fatigue load histories of these 
structures. Therefor we have instrumented dozens of OWTs with sensors such as strain gauges and 

 
* Corresponding author, Email address: wout.weijtjens@vub.be 
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fiber optical strain gauges. Measurements are often collected continuously over the course of several 
years to obtain a detailed look at the fatigue life of each instrumented asset.  
To achieve this goal, we’ve built up a codebase to process continuous streams of measurement data, 
store this data in Postgres databases and perform fatigue calculations, alongside other SHM tools such 
as Operational Modal Analysis. 

1.2 Stepping away from the monolith and separating concerns 

In 2017 the existing codebase was transitioned from MATLAB to Python. The resulting DYNAwind 
package enveloped many features, ranging from sensor-configuration management, database 
interaction, signal processing tools, visualization of both timeseries and long-term statistics, 
operational modal analysis and fatigue assessment tools. Such a monolithic Python package was 
convenient at first, with many application-specific features baked deep into the code. However, it 
soon became difficult to maintain and distribute. In particular, the requirement to share the codebase 
as a whole became a limiting factor when collaborating with external researchers or even students. 
As early as 2018 we started splitting up the functionality into a family of smaller, more dedicated 
packages based on functionality, e.g., signal processing, database interactions and fatigue assessments 
(dw_fatigue). While this remediated the need to always share the whole codebase, the packages were 
still strongly intertwined, with dependencies between them. For our application this posed no 
problem, the packages functioned as cogs to a machine that was always assembled in a similar way. 
However, more advanced packages such as dw_fatigue had private dependencies to almost all other 
packages in the DYNAwind family. To share dw_fatigue thus still required sharing and maintaining 
the entire DYNAwind family. Despite the best intentions, and despite the separated packages, the 
codebase still behaved as a monolith. 
 In 2021 we realized that if the highest quality of code is to be achieved, key functionality needed to 
be split from the family. We adopted a strategy of ‘separation of concerns’ in which small, dedicated 
packages, with a strong CI/CD pipeline, were to be prioritized. A key prior requirement was that there 
would be no private dependencies to facilitate widespread distribution. Unit testing would guarantee 
both the correct functioning of the code and a stable interface with the larger DYNAwind family. 
py_fatigue is the first package of OWI-lab that achieves this goal. 

2 py-Fatigue 

py_fatigue serves to process long term measurements of bending moments and strain histories into 
estimates of fatigue damage. While the toolbox envelops many relevant features, we would like to 
use this abstract to highlight a one key element, the py_fatigue.CycleCount class. 
 
The py_fatigue.CycleCount class incorporates the main information about a processed signal for 
fatigue analysis. CycleCounts can be instantiated from stress time series. Provided the cycle-counting 
parameters, time series are cycle-counted on instantiation through an implemented ASTM 
rainflow [1] analysis routine based on the Numba [2] package. Numba can produce performances 
comparable with C or FORTRAN languages, hence overcoming slow computation times, arguably 
the biggest limitation of Python. 

CycleCount also embeds an implementation of the __add__ magic method that is based on a 
brilliant idea of Amzallag et al. [3], later also applied to the wind energy sector by Marsh et al. [4]. 
The idea solves the discrepancy that arises when comparing a rainflow matrix obtained from 
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concatenating multiple stress time series with the bare sum of multiple rainflow matrices coming from 
cycle-counting the time series separately, since the concatenated time series embeds some low-
frequency fatigue cycles that cannot be seen when cycle-counting the signals separately. Amzallag et 
al. [3] found that storing the sequence of half-cycles (or residuals, i.e., the open hysteresis loops) 
alongside the cycle-count matrix solves this discrepancy, as concatenating and cycle-counting the 
residuals sequence correctly recovers those low-frequency cycles that would otherwise be lost. The 
following pseudocode explains the approach. 

 
Summing multiple CycleCount instances and recovering the low-frequency fatigue dynamics 
import numpy 
from py_fatigue import CycleCount 
 
# ts1, ts2: 1Darray  # time series 1 and 2 
ts_conc = numpy.append(ts1, ts2)  # concatenated time series 
cc_sum_ref = CycleCount.from_timeseries(ts_conc)  # reference  
 
cc1 = CycleCount.from_timeseries(ts1) 
cc2 = CycleCount.from_timeseries(ts2) 
 
cc_sum_lf = (cc1 + cc2).solve_lffd()  # Low-frequency recovery  
cc_sum_ref == cc_sum_lf  # returns True 

 
Once instantiated, a CycleCount can be exported a as a Python dictionary and saved to JSON 

file. The file can be re-imported as CycleCount for later use. Avoiding the rainflow counting operation 
at every instantiation guarantees improved performances. 

 
Comparing CycleCounts from time series and from rainflow 
cc_rf = cc1.as_dict(**kwargs)# Export as a dictionary 
 
cc_from_rf = CycleCount.from_rainflow(cc_rf) 
cc1 == cc_from_rf  # Returns True 

 
The CycleCount class also implements multiple mean stress correction methods as well as 

visualisation methods. CycleCount instances can be undergo mean used to perform stress-life or crack 
growth analyses, provided the proper material properties. Currently, py-Fatigue implements the 
SNCurve and ParisCurve classes that respectively allow the usage of the 
py_fatigue.damage.stress_life and py_fatigue.damage.crack_growth modules. These modules 
implement fatigue metrics such as the Palmgren-Miner rule [5], [6], some non-linear damage 
accumulation rules (e.g.,  [7], [8]) and the Paris’ law which can be applied to multiple geometries, 
such as infinite plates or hollow cylinders. 

3 Use case: properly accounting for long term cycles in wind turbines 

In our recent publication [9] the functionality to resolve long term cycles is used to process several 
years of monitoring data of an OWT.  Figure 1 shows the residuals sequence of data collected from 
an OWT over the course of several days. It shows how the long term signal comprises large and slow 
varying cycles that are not considered when processing data in 10 minute blocks. 
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Figure 1: Residuals sequence – grey –  over several days of an offshore wind turbine and residuals 
of the cycle-counted residuals sequence – orange – 

Using the tools in py_fatigue we were able to calculate that over the course of a three year period not 
including these long term cycles can lead up to underestimating the accumulated fatigue life by a 
factor of 2 for a Wöhler slope m=5.  
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Abstract 

Open source software (OSS) is used everywhere in today’s society, and has been essential to the great 
technological development and increase in living standards experienced from the end of the previous century. 
OSS is used in many parts of society, from home electronics such as routers and TV’s, to navigation systems 
in cars or airplanes. Despite the many success stories found in OSS, many OSS projects fail and does not survive 
long term. There can be several reasons as to why an OSS project fails, from lack of user base, to lack of 
resources for development and maintenance. Large and complex OSS can be managed and maintained by 
several large organization with hundreds or even thousands of contributors with ample resources, but more 
common, and especially for smaller and more specialized software, is that a few people or even a single 
individual maintains and develop the software. This paper presents strategies and tactics implemented in a small 
and specialized software, named fatpack, for ensuring that the software survives long term. 
 

Keywords: Open Source Software, Sustainable open source project, Software management, Fatigue 
Analysis, Python 
 

1 Introduction 

Material fatigue is a failure mode that can cause catastrophic collapse of structures and machinery 
and must be considered in both in design of new structures and assessment of existing structures. 
There are several approaches to perform fatigue analysis, but the stress-life approach is commonly 
adopted in design and assessment of structures in the elastic domain and where both crack initiation 
and crack growth must be included, i.e. the majority of use cases in mechanical and civil engineering 
structures. Fatigue analysis is therefore a common activity in the life of most mechanical, structural 
and civil engineers.   

 
Python is arguably the most popular programming language among engineers due to being free 

and open source, easy to use and extend, portable and available on virtually any operating system and 
having a large and active community of scientists and engineers that provides support for all aspects 
of programming. All these features, but in particular the fact that it is easy to use and extend, enables 
users in any discipline to implement and share the latest domain algorithms and methods and further 
help expand the applicability of the programming language.  

 
fatpack is an open source package for fatigue analysis in Python [1]. The package aims to provide 

the most important functionality for fatigue design and assessment in machinery and structures and 
thus serving the engineering community with a free, reliable and useful toolbox for every day work. 
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Currently, the package has implementation of stress-based damage accumulation methodology. This 
includes rainflow cycle counting for conversion of time series to stress ranges, mean and compressive 
stress range correction, such as Goodman, Gerber, Smith-Watson-Topper and Walker stress 
correction methods, fatigue endurance with SN-curves and linear damage accumulation by Miner’s 
summation.  

 
fatpack aims to be a sustainable open source project to ensure that all the work that has gone into 

the package so far is preserved and ensure that the python users and engineering community has a 
free and reliable alternative for fatigue analysis. This manuscript gives reflections from the 
maintainers on how to achieve a sustainable open source project.  

2 Strategies and tactics for a Sustainable open source project 

Research has shown that the most important factor for open source software projects survive long 
term [2], is to ensure that sufficient developer resources are available at all times. To achieve this, it 
is essential to attract and retain users of the project, which in turn ensures a steady supply of potential 
developer resources to the project. fatpack adopts two strategies to ensure that suffient developer 
resources are available:  

A) minimize need for developer resources  
B) maximize number of users 

 
These strategies are implemented by the following practices in package development and 

maintenance: 
 
Good documentation: 
Good documentation means that each module, function and class have a concise and descriptive 

documentation. This means liberal use of examples within the code and in package repository to help 
users in application of the functionality. The package preferably implements algorithms and methods 
that are well described in the literature and good documentation provides references the literature. 
Good documentation ensures that users need less support (by developers) in use and allows users to 
adopt and use the package more easily. Good documentation therefore supports both strategy A and 
B. 

 
Complete test suite:  
Software testing validates the package functionality by verifying the output of code against 

known input/output test cases. A complete test suite means that every statement in the package is 
covered by a test case. This ensures that the software works as intended and avoids any bugs being 
introduced in maintenance and extension of the package. This eases maintenance and thus reduces 
the need for developer resources. Avoiding bugs and having a validated software also ensures a better 
user experience and confidence. Complete test suite therefore supports both strategy A and B. 

 
Few and mature dependencies: 
A dependency is a software code or package that is used in the project package. The benefits of 

dependencies are that code can be reused and in turn allows faster development. The initial developer 
resource usage is therefore reduced by software dependencies. However, the drawback is that the 
project becomes dependent on the health and development of the dependency. Any bug or (restrictive) 
design choice introduced in a dependency is propagated to the current project. Dependencies will 
therefore deteriorate user experience by increasing the number of bugs and restrictions, and increases 
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the need for developer resources in maintenance to fix bugs and provide support for users. Only using 
tested, well managed and maintained packages in project development, i.e. only using mature 
dependencies, supports both strategy A and B. 

 
Liberal licensing: 
A liberal license allows free use of the software under some limitations and conditions and is 

very attractive for any user. It supports further software development and commercial use, ultimately 
increasing the user base. Liberal licensing supports strategy B. 

 
Responsive and supportive community: 
A supportive community gives timely and inclusive answers to issues and pull requests from 

users. Creating an inclusive environment encourages more package users to become contributors to 
the software project. This requires more from the developers/maintainers of the package, i.e. more 
developer resources (against strategy A), but with the other practices mentioned above in place, the 
number of issues should be relatively low. Hopefully, the increased developer resources is 
outweighed by the recruitment of new resources from the increased user base. A responsive and 
supportive community therefore supports strategy B.  

 
Finally, it should be noted that promotion of the software is a very effective for increasing the 

user base. The fatpack project experienced a large increase in user base after the package was 
suggested in common python and engineering forums, e.g. StackOverflow and Research Gate. Active 
promotion should be used more in the future to support strategy B. 

3 Conclusion 

This manuscript has presented the fatpack package for fatigue analysis in python. The aim of the 
package is to serve python users and the engineering community with a package for fatigue analysis 
today and in the future. To achieve this, fatpack must be a sustainable open source project. The authors 
have provided the reflections on strategies and practices for a sustainable open source project.  
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Abstract

PyIDI is an open-source Python package designed to simplify the workflow of detecting displacements in digital
images, with a focus on measuring vibrations. It implements several image-based displacement identification
algorithms, focusing on methods that prioritize subpixel accuracy and numerical efficiency when analyzing large
amounts of high-speed camera data, namely the Simplified Optical Flow method and the Lucas-Kanade image
correlation algorithm. PyIDI is designed as a programming library that can be easily integrated into Python
image processing workflows. Its data model is built around the Numpy ndarray data type, which is used to
represent the input images as well as the resulting displacement data. However, the Photron MRAW image data
type is supported out of the box, with the PyMRAW open-source package providing efficient memory mapping
for working with large data sets. The code is structured using a modular, object-oriented programming approach,
so it can be easily extended with custom displacement identification algorithms. In addition to the user-friendly
programming interface, a simple graphical interface based on the Napari image viewer is included. PyIDI
includes unit tests and automatically generated, publicly available documentation. The source code is openly
available through pyIDI’s GitHub repository with a permissive MIT license and is open to the community issue
reporting as well as feature and pull-requests.

Keywords: Image-based, optical flow, DIC, optical methods, vibration measurement

1 Statement of Need

Vibration measurement based on images, captured by a high-speed camera, has become a valid alter-
native to the more established measurement methods in recent years. Image-based methods enable
non-contacting response measurement of the device under test with a high spatial resolution, opening
numerous new possibilities in the fields of operational and experimental modal analysis. The meth-
ods are not without limitations, however. High computational complexity and a multitude of possible
sources of error, resulting in a relatively low signal to noise ratio of the resulting displacement data,
are often deterring factors when considering image-based vibration measurement techniques. The
main aim of the pyIDI package[1], an open-source Python toolkit for image-based displacement iden-
tification in the field of vibration testing, is therefore to accelerate and standardize the processing of
images in vibration measurements to ensure the repeatability and validity of research. The resulting
software package has enabled us to unify the image-processing conventions inside our research group,
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simplify the development and validation of new algorithms and remove some of the uncertainty when
integrating the image-based displacement measurement process into broader workflows. The open-
source development model also has the potential of improving the quality, efficiency and scope of the
implemented methods, either through methodical code testing and documentation or through global
community input.

2 PyIDI code structure - modularity and extensibility

From the beginning of the development process, a code structure that promotes clarity of operation
and enables easy extensibility of the implemented methods was at the center of the project. The PyIDI
framework code structure is illustrated in 1.

2.1 The pyIDI class

At the top level of the PyIDI framework is the pyIDI class, meant to establish a unified interface to the
various image displacement identification methods, implemented as a subclasses of the IDIMethod

class. The pyIDI class is responsible for the handling of image data (videos), the configuration of
the selected displacement identification method and handling of the computed results. Among other
functionality, it implements the following methods:

init (the class constructor) loads the image data, passed as an argument during object con-
struction. The currently supported types of image data to be loaded are np.ndarray, np.memmap
(a memory-efficient way of loading binary data from secondary - HDD - computer memory) [2]
or Photron MRAW high-speed data, using the pyMRAW package [3].

set method : select and configure the IDIMethod image displacement identification method to be
used for analysis.

set points : select the image-coordinates of the points-of-interest for which the displacements will
be calculated.

get displacements : an interface to the selected IDIMethod’s displacement computation method.
Computes and returns the displacements, using the selected configuration.

2.2 The IDIMehtod Class

The second essential part of the PyIDI infrastructure is the IDIMethod class, serving as the basis for
image-based displacement method implementation.

To facilitate the highest level of extensibility and modularity of the displacement computation
framework, the IDIMethod class itself does not implement a specific motion identification algo-
rithm, but rather provides a template for all subsequent displacement identification methods. In order
to assure compatibility with the pyIDI class (2.1), from which the displacement computation will
later be called (see Figure 1), the IDIMethod class implements the following methods, which are
re-implemented when subclassing IDIMethod:

init (the class constructor) links the calling pyIDI class and performs initial configuration of
the method with arguments, passed during construction.
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configure : (re)configure the image displacement identification method with currently selected user
settings.

calculate displacements : perform the actual displacement computation, using the currently
active configuration. For compatibility with pyIDI, the resulting displacements should be saved
in the ‘displacements‘ attribute of the calling pyIDI instance.

Fig. 1: PyIDI programming framework schematic.

3 PyIDI usage examples

The PyIDI code repository [4] includes examples and showcases to easily get you started. Extensive
programming API documentation is also available [5] for users that want to learn more about the inner
workings of PyIDI.

4 Conclusions and call for community input

As with every piece of computer software, there is room for improvement in the current code base.
The PyIDI package was primarily developed out of need for a unified image processing framework
inside our research group. Consequently, the currently supported features are those that we use in our
daily workflow, and are extended based on our current research focus.

That is where the open-source community is invited to join in! We believe that the PyIDI package,
which is published openly, under the permissive MIT license [6] can serve the scientific community
greatly by increasing the clarity and repeatability of published research, as well as lowering the effort
required to introduce researchers, working in the field of structural dynamics, to image processing
methods.

Building a programming library, useful to a wide scientific community, is not feasible without open
extensive multi-institutional community input. The easiest way to contribute to PyIDI is through the
GitHub’s repository’s “Issue” and “Pull Request” features [4]. As the individual potential contributor’s
interests, areas of expertise and time constraints are unique, there are multiple potential areas and
scopes of open-source contributions.
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The following list of potential community contributions to PyIDI is sorted by increasing level of
involvement and expected effort requirements:

1. Additional unit-tests;

2. Standardization of IDIMethod unit testing;

3. Standardization of IDIMethod documentation;

4. Standardization of the multiprocessing workflow;

5. Implement additional motion identification methods (e.g. DIC with arbitrary geometrical trans-
form shape functions, phase-based motion identification etc.).

As is hopefully evident from this publication, open-source development process can have multiple
advantages. However, these can be fully realized only with strong foundations, based on clear code,
extensive testing, sufficient documentation and above all, an involved community.
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Abstract

PyExSi is an open-source Python package designed to easily generate excitation signals used in structural
dynamics applications such as experimental modal analysis and vibration fatigue testing. It supports several
commonly used signal types, including pulse (half-sine) excitation signals, random and pseudo-random, burst
random, and sine sweep signals with easily configurable frequency content. To process data, pyExSi uses the
open-source Numpy and Scipy libraries, ensuring reliability and repeatability through well-tested and optimized
source code for numerical processing. The data model is based on the Numpy ndarray data type, which is used to
define the required signal parameters (e.g. PSD of the random signal) as well as the resulting excitation signals.
One of the main features of pyExSi is the random signal generation method, which can generate both Gaussian
and non-Gaussian, non-stationary random signals. The code is structured using a clear and readable functional
programming approach to allow easy modification and extension. The functional programming approach is
also reflected in pyExSI’s user-friendly programming interface, which allows seamless integration into existing
Numpy-based signal processing workflows. PyExSi includes unit tests and publicly available examples of
usage. The source code is openly available through pyIDI’s GitHub repository with a permissive MIT license
and is open to the community issue reporting as well as feature and pull-requests.

Keywords: Excitation, signal generation, vibration measurement, vibration fatigue, non-stationary

1 Statement of Need

The PyExSi package development began from a need to standardize as well as simplify the generation
of excitation signals for vibration testing applications inside our research group. The open-source pub-
lication [1] of the package has enabled us to expedite the planning of experiments testing procedures,
promote cooperation as well as increase the repeatability of our research. The open-source develop-
ment model also has the potential of improving the quality and reliability of the developed solutions,
either through methodical code testing and documentation or through global community input.

2 Supported excitation types

The PyExSi package supports the generation of multiple excitation signal types. Examples of some of
the available signal types are shown in Figure 1. See the source code [1] for more information.

∗Corresponding author, Email address: domen.gorjup@fs.uni-lj.si
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• Impulse (half-sine, square, triangular...) (pyExSi.impulse);

• Sine sweep (pyExSi.sine sweep);

• Normal random (pyExSi.normal random);

• Uniform random (pyExSi.uniform random);

• Pseudo-random (pyExSi.pseudo random);

• Burst random (with controllable burst ratio and random distribution) (pyExSi.burst random);

• Stationary Gaussian random (from PSD) (pyExSi.random gaussian);

• Stationary non-Gaussian random (stationary nongaussian signal);

• Non-stationary non-Gaussian random (nonstationary signal);

Fig. 1: Examples of excitation signal types available in pyExSi.
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3 PyExSi usage example

PyExSi is built using the functional programming paradigm, with the Numpy [2] ndarray array
data type as its main output (and input) data type. It is designed to easily fit into existing Python data
processing workflows.

Code Listing 1 shows a short example of using PyExSi to generate two different types of random
excitation signals. More detailed examples are available in the PyExSi source code repository [3].

import pyExSi as es
import numpy as np

N = 2**16 # number of data points of time signal
fs = 1024 # sampling frequency [Hz]
t = np.arange(0, N) / fs

# Define frequency vector and one-sided flat-shaped PSD
M = N//2 + 1
freq = np.arange(0, M, 1) * fs / N
freq_lower = 50 # PSD lower frequency limit [Hz]
freq_upper = 100 # PSD upper frequency limit [Hz]
PSD = es.get_psd(freq, freq_lower, freq_upper) # one-sided flat-shaped PSD

# Gaussian stationary signal
gausian_signal = es.random_gaussian(N, PSD, fs)

# Non-gaussian non-stationary signal, with kurtosis k_u=10
PSD_modulating = es.get_psd(freq, freq_lower=1, freq_upper=10)
# Define array of parameters delta_m and p
delta_m_list = np.arange(0.1, 2.1, 0.5)
p_list = np.arange(0.1, 2.1, 0.5)

# Get signal
nongaussian_nonstationary_signal = es.nonstationary_signal(

N, PSD, fs, k_u=5,
modulating_signal=(’PSD’, PSD_modulating),
param1_list=p_list,
param2_list=delta_m_list)

Listing 1: Example pyExSi usage.

4 Conclusion

The PyExSi package has proved to be a useful tool that has enabled us to expedite the planning of
experiments and simplify the test procedures in our work group. We believe that the open-source
approach to its development can benefit the scientific community in a similar way, as well as improve
the quality of the package itself through community input.
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Abstract 

This paper presents the development of a digital twin model, which can be used to detect online the cross-plane 
displacements and the centrifugal force of the drum-suspension assembly of a spinning washing machine. The 
work is structured in three parts. The first part presents background measurements of the cross-plane 
displacements during a test spinning cycle (black box model), which are indispensable to identify off-line the 
principal features of the dynamic response of the drum-suspension assembly. The second part discusses the 
derivation of the lumped parameter model for the plane dynamics of the drum-suspension assembly (white box 
model), which has been built starting from the black box information. Finally, the third part describes the digital 
twin model (grey box model), which encompasses an augmented Kalman filter such that the displacements of 
the drum assembly and the centrifugal force of the load are reconstructed online starting from acceleration 
measurements of the drum assembly vibrations. The paper is focused on the hardware and software 
development of the digital twin model, which is based on a dSPACE platform and Simulink-MatLab software. 

Keywords: digital twin; augmented Kalman filter; washing machine vibrations; black box model; white 
box model; grey box model. 

1 Introduction  

Compared to domestic appliances, professional washing machines are specifically designed for 
heavier garment loads, higher unbalance and faster washing cycles. Furthermore, the environmental 
impact of laundry activities has become subject of increasing awareness and attention. Washing 
machine manufacturers strive to reduce the consumption of chemicals, water and heating energy in 
the washing cycle. Another optimization objective is the reduction of the residual moisture content in 
the garments after extraction, to minimize the energy consumption in the subsequent drying process, 
resulting in higher rotational speeds during extraction. For these reasons, commercial washers will 
face larger oscillations of the drum assembly elements, mainly when the drum angular speed hits the 
resonance frequencies of the fundamental natural modes of the drum-suspension assembly, and larger 
force transmission to the floor, particularly at the high angular speeds during the extraction phase [1]–
[3]. To ensure the correct functioning of the machine and avoid failures due to wide oscillations and 
high forces transmitted to the ground, better washing machine models are equipped with 
accelerometer sensors on the drum assembly. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the possibility of increasing the use of these sensors in 
such a way as to bring forward improved designs and improved operation cycles of the washing 
machine. To this end, a new methodology is emerging in the industry the so-called digital twin [4]–
[6] which can be seen as a digital duplicate of a physical system that can be used to better understand 
the system and, as a consequence, to optimize the design process, to improve the resulting design, as 
well as to optimize the operation of a system. The principal characteristics of a Digital Twin can thus 
be synthesized into the following points [7]: 
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 The Digital Twin forms a high-fidelity simulation model of a system, which, among others, 
encompasses the design information and constraints, the physical models, the measured data 
(including online measurements), and the experts’ knowledge. 

 The Digital Twin grows and evolves along with the real system throughout its life cycle in 
such a way as to integrate the whole knowledge gathered and developed during the design, 
production, and operation phases of the system. 

 The Digital Twin is not a mere simulation tool, but it can be used to monitor and optimize 
the real system. 

A digital twin can be used to perform several tasks. In this study, the interest is in predicting the 
low-frequency vibrations of the drum-suspension assembly of a professional washing machine and 
the centrifugal force produced by the garments. Conrad and Soedel [8], showed that the low-
frequencies dynamic response of a washing machine can be satisfactorily modeled with rudimentary 
lumped parameter models encompassing few degrees of freedom. However, the effective dynamic 
response of the drum-suspension assembly strongly depends on the excitation force components 
exerted by the garments in the drum, which are characterized by high variability. In this paper, a time-
domain identification is employed based on the Kalman filter [9]–[11] optimal estimator [12]. The 
standard Kalman filter requires knowledge of the excitation force, which is not available. To 
overcome this problem, an augmented Kalman filter has been developed [10], which, recently, has 
been the subject of several applications and studies for vibration problems [13–17].  

The paper is structured into two sections. In Section 2 the fundamental features of the digital 
twin are studied: first, the black box of the structure is presented, with a brief description of the 
measurement setup and the analysis of the measures taken. Then, the lumped parameter model is 
introduced, which is limited to the plane oscillations of the drum-suspension assembly. At the end of 
this Section, the grey box model is described and the formulation of the augmented Kalmen filter is 
reported. Section 3 presents the experimental results on the implementation of the proposed 
augmented Kalman filter to reconstruct both the displacements of the drum-suspension assembly and 
the force exerted by the garments load in the tub. Finally, Section 4 provides the principal conclusion 
of this study. There is also an appendix that recalls the code used to implement the augmented Kalman 
filter. 

2 Digital twin 

To better understand what a digital twin is, an introduction to different ways to model a physical 
system is required. The “black-box” models are derived entirely from measured data, with no 
knowledge of physics required. On the other side, a model can be built with physics-based reasoning, 
then the object of interest is called a “white-box” model and the solution is performed by solving 
differential equations, assuming the parameters are known. In between these two extremes, there are 
the “grey-box” models, a combination of both physics-based and data-based modelling. This hybrid 
model is exactly the format required for a digital twin, which is a virtual duplicate of a physical system 
built from a fusion of models and data. 

Figure 1 summarizes the three ways to model the washing machine. On the right side, the 
physical system is shown, while on the left side, the plane lumped parameter model is displayed. 
These two models, black and white boxes, merge together to form the grey box model in the middle, 
which takes, from the black box, the measured data and, from the white box, the parameter estimated 
by physics-based reasoning. The three models are now presented in detail. 
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Fig.  1: The white-box (a), grey-box (b) and black-box (c) models of a washing machine 

2.1 Black box: measured drum vibration 

The right side of Figure 1 shows the washing machine used in this study, which was fixed on a rigid 
framework structure equipped with four force load cells located under the feet of the machine to 
measure the force transmitted to the ground. The tub was equipped with two accelerometers: the first 
on the top of the cylinder to measure the acceleration in the vertical direction and the second on the 
left-hand side of the cylinder to measure the acceleration in the transverse direction. To mimic the 
load exerted by the clothes inside the drum, small bags of sand were fixed on the drum inner surface. 

The time-histories of the vertical and horizontal displacements were recorded when, as shown in 
Figure 2a, the drum rotation was set to undergo a constant acceleration ramp until the spinning speed 
was reached, then a short interval at extraction speed and, finally, a constant deceleration slope from 
the maximum angular speed to the rest condition.  

 

 
Fig.  2: Time histories of the drum angular speed (a), the horizontal displacements (b), and the 

vertical displacements (c). 
 

Figures 2b and 2c show that the drum oscillations tend to rise as the angular speed builds up from 
zero and is then significantly amplified when the angular speed passes by the resonance frequencies 

(a) (b) (c) 
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of the fundamental natural modes of the drum-suspension system. At higher frequencies, the 
oscillations level to constant values, which are dictated by the specific unbalance. The same 
displacements effect is noticed during the constant deceleration. Therefore, these graphs show that 
the resonance peak linked to the horizontal natural oscillations occurs at lower frequencies than the 
resonance peak due to the vertical natural oscillations. 

2.2 White box: lumped parameter model 

The measurement results presented above have shown that the low-frequency oscillations of the 
drum-suspension assembly in the horizontal and vertical directions are controlled by a horizontal-like 
oscillation and a vertical-like oscillation natural modes respectively. Accordingly, the vibrations in 
the two directions can be assumed uncoupled. The equations of motion for the plane oscillations x,𝑦 
are thus given by the following second-order differential equations: 
 

 
𝑚�̈� + 𝑐 �̇� + 𝑘 𝑥 = 𝐹
𝑚�̈� + 𝑐 �̇� + 𝑘 𝑦 = 𝐹

, (1) 

 
where 𝑚 = 𝑚 + 𝑚 , is the mass of the tub-drum assembly (𝑚 ) and garments load (𝑚 ) and 𝑐 , 𝑘 , 
are the equivalent damping and stiffness components in horizontal and vertical direction of the four 
suspensions. Finally, 𝐹 ,  and 𝐹 ,  are the component of the centrifugal force exerted by the garments 
in horizontal and vertical directions respectively. 

2.3 Grey box: augmented Kalman filter reconstruction of drum displacements and 
centrifugal force 

The Kalman filter is based on a state-space formulation of the equation of motion, which can be 
derived straightforwardly by defining the state vector 
 

 𝐳 =

𝑥
�̇�
𝑦
�̇�

, (2) 

 
such that the state equations and the output equation that describe the dynamics of the system in 
horizontal and vertical direction can be casted in the following standard matrix formulation: 

 
 �̇� = 𝐀𝐳 + 𝐁𝐅𝐜 + 𝐰𝐱 , (3) 
 �̈� = 𝐂𝐳 + 𝐃𝐅𝐜+𝐰𝐲  . (4) 

 

where �̈� = ̈
̈

 is the vector of the accelerations in horizontal and vertical directions, and the state, 

input, output and feedthrough matrix are given respectively by: 
 

𝐀 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0 1 0 0

− − 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 − − ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 ,     𝐁 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
0 0

0

0 0

0 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 ,     𝐂 =
− − 0 0

0 0 − −
 ,     𝐃 =

0

0
 . 

  (5-8) 
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The state matrix equation includes the vector 𝐰𝐱 with the process noise variables. Alternatively, 
the output equation encompasses the measurement noise 𝐰𝐲. The Kalman filter formulation assumes 
that these are white noise components independent of each other [9–12]. However, to implement the 
algorithm, the time-history of the centrifugal force excitation is required. In principle, this parameter 
can be reconstructed from knowledge of the load fit in the drum and the angular speed of the drum. 
But the variation of load due to the water filling and emptying during the different machine 
operations, and the sequence of impulses generated by the garments rolling over and falling from the 
top of the drum rim during low-speed washing operations, make this data difficult to evaluate. An 
alternative formulation where the excitation force is actually part of the state variables is required. 
This approach is known as the augmented Kalman filter [13–17], which is described below in detail 
for the problem at hand. 

The augmented Kalman observer employed in this study to simulate the plane vibration of the 
washing machine is based on a discrete-time extended version of the state space formulation presented 
above, where the state vector is augmented with the force excitation produced by the load in the drum 
𝐹 , , such that  

 𝐳𝐤
𝐚 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

𝑥
�̇�
𝑦
�̇�

𝐹 ,

𝐹 , ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 . (9) 

 

The state space and output equations are thus rewritten in the following form 
 

 𝐳𝐤 𝟏
𝐚 = 𝐀 𝐳𝐤

𝐚 + 𝐰𝐱  , (10) 
 

 �̈�𝐤 = 𝐂 𝐳𝐤
𝐚+𝐰𝐲  , (11) 

where  

 𝐀 =
𝐀 𝐁
𝐎 𝐈

 ,       𝐂 = [𝐂 𝐃] (12,13) 

 
The aim of the observer is to reconstruct the state vector in Eq. (9) using the state space model 

of the system given in Eqs. (10) and (11) and the measured output variables, that are the accelerations 
in horizontal and vertical directions.  

 

 

Fig.  3: Block diagram for the augmented Kalman filter algorithm. 
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The discrete-time implementation of the Kalman filter algorithm to reconstruct the states of the 
system, i.e. the state vector 𝐳 , can be conveniently described using the block diagram shown in 
Figure 3. The algorithm is characterized by a loop formed by two blocks. To start with, the so called 
time-update equations (or predictor equations) project forward in time the current state variables, 
𝐳 , and the error covariance estimates 𝐏  to give a priori estimates 𝐳  and 𝐏  for the next time 
step. Then, the so-called measurement update equations (or corrector equations) generate improved 
a posteriori estimates 𝐳  and 𝐏  through the measured output variables �̈�𝐤. 

 

 

Fig.  4: Measured with cameras (red lines) and reconstructed from Kalman filter (black lines): 
horizontal (a) and vertical (b) displacements and centrifugal force (c) of the tub when the angular 
speed of the drum increases from zero to the maximum spinning velocity with constant acceleration. 

 
Figure 4 shows the measured (with a camera [18]) and reconstructed the drum-suspension 

assembly horizontal (a), vertical (b) displacements and centrifugal force (c) when the angular speed 
of the tub is raised from zero to the maximum spinning velocity with constant acceleration. The first 
two graphs show the magnification effects when the angular speed passes by the resonance 
frequencies of the drum-suspension assembly fundamental modes characterised by horizontal and 
vertical oscillations respectively. Then, at higher angular speeds, the amplitude of the oscillations 
levels to a constant value dictated by the specific unbalance [19]. The displacements of the drum 
oscillations reconstructed with the augmented Kalman filter show a good agreement with those 
measured by cameras. The displacements in both horizontal and vertical directions are not affected 
by drift effects, which are typically encountered when the displacements are retrieved directly from 
measurements of accelerations with a double numerical integration of the measured signal with 
respect to time. 

The bottom plot (c) shows the reconstructed centrifugal force, which, apart the initial phase at 
low angular velocities of the drum, it is characterised by a harmonic evolution with time and an 
amplitude amplification proportional to the square of the drum angular speed. The force predicted at 
low angular speeds of the drum does not replicate the evolution expected when the rotation of the 
drum undergoes a constant acceleration. This is probably due to the fact that at low angular speeds 
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the power train does not generate a constant moment excitation and thus a centrifugal force variation 
with the square of angular velocity.  

3 Conclusions 

This paper has presented a digital twin model for the online detection of the cross-plane displacements 
and the centrifugal force of the drum assembly of a spinning washing machine. More specifically, 
based on a lumped parameter (white-box) model and experimental measurements taken on a (black 
box) model washing machine, a digital twin (grey-box) model has been developed using an 
augmented Kalman filter. The study has proven experimentally that the grey-box model can be 
suitably used to derive the oscillations of the drum assembly in horizontal and vertical directions with 
no drift effects and, more importantly, can be effectively used to reconstruct the centrifugal force 
exerted by the wash load. 

Appendix A. MatLab code for augmented Kalman filter 

This appendix reports the MATLAB code used to implement an augmented Kalman filter for the 
evaluation of the centrifugal force produced by the garments and the horizontal and vertical 
displacements of the drum assembly, using only signals from two accelerometers. 
 
1   % Augmented Kalman filter for the evaluation of centrifugal force and plane  
2   % displacements produced by garments during a washing cycle 
3   %  
4   % Input: 
5   % 
6   % Aa: augmented state matrix containing washing machine parameters  
7   % Ca: augmented output matrix 
8   % Q: process noise covariance matrix 
9   % R: measurement noise covariance matrix 
10  % input: accelerations from accelerometers 
11  % 
12  % Output: 
13  % x: augmented state vector containing displacements, velocities and centrifugal 
14  % force 
15 
16  for i=2:length(t) 
17      % Time update 
18      x_g(:,i)=Aa*x(:,i-1); 
19      P_g(:,:,i)=Aa*P(:,:,i-1)*Aa'+Q; 
20      % Measurement update 
21      K(:,i)=P_g(:,:,i)*Ca'*(Ca*P_g(:,:,i)*Ca'+R)^-1; 
22      x(:,i)=x_g(:,i)+K(:,i)*(input(2,i)-Ca*x_g(:,i)); 
23      P(:,:,i)=(eye(3)-K(:,i)*Ca)*P_g(:,:,i); 
24  end 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a case study on the reconstruction from camera measurements of the envelope enclosing 
the space filled in by the cross-plane oscillations of the drum assembly of a professional washing machine 
during spinning. More specifically, the 2D space occupied by the front trim-panel, where the loading-door is 
hinged, is reconstructed from camera measurements of the cross-plane displacements of four markers bonded 
on the panel itself. To start with, the cross-plane displacements of these points are estimated via triangulation 
of the sequence of images acquired by two cameras positioned in front of the washing machine with the optical 
axis pointing to the centre of the drum. Solid-body geometry is then employed to reconstruct a sequence of rim-
frames that depict the outer border of the trim-panel during the acquisition sequence. Finally, the envelope 
generated by the plane displacements and rotations of the panel is obtained from the overlap of the sequence of 
rim-frames. The paper illustrates the camera measurements and image processing tasks implemented using the 
open-source Computer Vision Toolkit (https://github.com/fusiello/Computer_Vision_Toolkit). More 
specifically, it describes the markers detection and point tracking from the video recordings, then it shows the 
reconstruction of the markers 3D positions with triangulation and, finally, it shows the construction of the 
sequence of rim-frames used to generate the envelope enclosing plane oscillations of the trim-panel. 

Keywords: videogrammetry; photogrammetry, triangulation; washing machine vibrations; rigid-body 
vibration envelope 

1 Introduction  

The design of both professional and domestic appliances is guided by two principal requirements: on 
the one hand the minimisation of production and operation costs of the devices and on the other hand 
the development of high-quality products, which guarantee superior performance and high comfort. 
This is indeed the case of washing machines, whose designs are constantly upgraded towards higher 
load capacities, which, nevertheless, require less housing space, involve less raw materials and 
implement fast washing cycles with low consumption of water, detergents and energy (both 
mechanical and thermal) [1]. Of particular interest is also a high rotational speed during extraction 
(even with significant unbalances), as this reflects in low residual moisture in the textiles and therefore 
in energy and time consumed in the subsequent drying process. These are rather challenging 
objectives, which entail quite advanced design studies. To this end, a new design approach is 
emerging in the industry where the classical work on paper and CAD software followed by laboratory 
tests on prototypes is progressively replaced by work on digital models of the system, which are 
commonly known as digital twins [2]–[6]. These are indeed digital replicas of the system, which, 
incorporate progressively refined mathematical models of the system and numerical platforms for the 
simulation of their responses under realistic operation conditions, which are acquired from data and 
measurements taken on running products. The availability of reference measurements is instrumental 
to have accurate and reliable input data for the digital twins.  
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This study is focused on a key feature of washing machines, that is the oscillations of the drum-
suspension assembly during the washing cycles. The concurrent requirement for smaller housing 
layouts of the washing machines, with, nevertheless, higher garment loads, higher extraction speeds 
and higher load unbalance effects, poses quite demanding design challenges, particularly for the 
limitation of the mechanical vibrations of the drum-suspension assembly, which may lead to severe 
operation problems such as the generation of high structure borne noise transmission to the floor, the 
typical oscillatory walk phenomenon, and failure of components due to mechanical fatigue [7]–[13]. 
The dynamic response of the drum-suspension assembly is affected by quite a few phenomena and 
indeed requires both advanced models as well as detailed data on the real oscillatory motion of the 
drum assembly with respect to the outer housing. As an example, this paper proposes a non-invasive 
measurement approach based on optical cameras to reconstruct the surface area covered during 
spinning by the trim-panel where the loading-door is hinged. The objective is to provide indications 
on what should be the geometry of the opening in the front-panel of the washing machine housing to 
ensure there are no contacts with the oscillating trim-panel.  

Single-camera or stereo-camera setups can be effectively used to reconstruct the oscillating 
motion of machines and structures [14]. In general, 2D or 3D Point Tracking (2DPT and 3DPT) 
approaches were developed to reconstruct via triangulation the motion of specific points marked with 
tiny patches bonded at precise points of the system at hand [14]–[16]. Alternatively, Digital Image 
Correlation (DIC) techniques have been developed too [14], [17]–[19], which reconstruct the 
displacements of the vibrating object by correlating the patterns of its surface in consecutive frames 
acquired by the cameras. More recently, advanced techniques based on multi-view (i.e. more than 2) 
techniques have also been proposed [20]–[22]. In this study, the 3DPT approach proposed in Ref. 
[23] is employed to detect the cross-plane oscillations of a professional washing machine trim-panel.  

The paper is structured in three sections. Section 2 presents the measurement setup and the image 
acquisition and post-processing necessary to reconstruct the displacement of four target points 
highlighted by small circular patches bonded on the trim-panel. Then, Section 3 describes how the 
outer envelope generated by the plane displacements and rotations of the trim-panel is reconstructed 
from these measurements. Finally, Section 4 summarises the principal conclusions of the study. There 
is also an Appendix that recalls the code used to derive the envelope starting from image acquisitions, 
which is based on specific functions provided in Ref. [24]. 

2 Experimental rig and cameras measurement 

2.1 Washing machine and cameras setup 

Figure 1 shows the professional washing machine (a) and the cameras measurement setup (b) used in 
this study. As can be noticed in Figure 1a, the machine is characterised by a hollowed front panel, 
which is fixed to the machine housing. The tub is equipped with a trim-panel where the loading-door 
is hinged. To identify and reconstruct the displacements of the trim-panel, four small circular markers 
are glued onto the trim-panel itself, in such a way their geometrical centre of mass coincide with the 
centre of the loading-door. Two types of measurements were performed using GoPro Hero 10 
cameras, having spatial resolution of 2704×1520 px and temporal resolution of 240 fps. A centre 
camera was used separately to implement 2DPT measurements. Alternatively, the other two cameras 
were employed to perform 3DPT measurements. The centre camera was located in front of the 
washing machine in such a way as its optical axis coincides with the principal axis of rotation of the 
drum. The pair of cameras were also located in front of the panel, but their optical axes were tilted 
symmetrically with respect to the drum principal axis in such a way they converge symmetrically to 
the centre of the loading door with an opening angle of about 120 deg and an elevation angle of about 
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30 deg. Both the single and pair of cameras were located at about 0.7 m away from the centre of the 
loading door. To avoid flickering and to guarantee good quality measurements, the front panel was 
illuminated with a continuous and intense light source. The tests were taken with a fixed load formed 
by a 0.3 kg bag of sand stuck to the rim of the tub, which was not filled with water. The measurements 
were taken during a test cycle where the angular speed of the rim was gradually accelerated up to the 
spinning velocity. For brevity only the 3DPT results are reported in this paper. 

 

    

Fig.  1: Washing machine (a) and cameras setup (b). 

2.2 Cameras acquisitions and image processing to reconstruct the markers positions 

The implementation of the cameras measurement was organised in three phases: first the calibration 
of the cameras, second the acquisition of the videos and third the post processing of the recordings in 
such a way as to identify the markers positions in each image and then to reconstruct via triangulation 
the 3D coordinates of the centre positions of the markers. Overall, the following sequence of tasks 
were implemented as outlined in [25],[26] and therein references.  

1. Cameras calibration ‒ Beforehand, each camera was calibrated using the so-called Sturm-
Maybank-Zhang method [27], [28], which included the compensation of the intrinsic radial 
distortion generated by the optics of the cameras. 

2. Video acquisitions ‒ Synchronized videos were then taken with the angular speed of the drum 
gradually accelerated from 0 to the maximum spinning velocity. 

3. Frames extraction ‒ Subsequently, two coherent sequences of frames were extracted from the 
videos recorded by the cameras (see Figure 2a).  

4. Perspective rectification ‒ Moreover a 2D transformation 𝐻 , called homography, was applied 
to each image to remove perspective effects (see Figure 2b). 

5. Tentative markers detection ‒ At this point, a coarse identification of the markers centre 
coordinates was implemented on the rectified frames with a classical template matching technique, 
also known as cross-correlation technique. 

6. Markers validation ‒ Here, to avoid errors may arise from fictitious marker-like spots in the 
images, the Hungarian method [29] was adopted to check the markers tentative coordinates against 
their reference coordinates. 

Loading-door  
hinged on the trim-panel 

hollowed  
front-panel  
fixed to the  
machine-housing 

(a) (b) 
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7. Refined markers detection ‒ Hence, a sub-pixel refinement of the markers centre positions was 
implemented by fitting a parabola to the point of maximum correlation and to its two-neighbour 
points along the image axes (see Figure 2c). 

8. Markers image coordinates ‒ Finally, the centre coordinates of the markers were brought back 
to the original image space by applying the inverse homography 2D transformation 𝐻 . The output 
of this stage was thus the 2D image coordinates in pixels of the centres of the four markers bonded 
onto the front panel of the washing machine. 

9. Markers physical coordinates ‒ Finally, the actual physical coordinates of the markers centre 
positions were reconstructed from triangulation using the so-called Bundle Adjustment (BA) 
procedure [30].  

In general, for a given frame instant 𝑡 , a given camera i and a given marker j, the physical 3D mm-
coordinates of the marker 𝐌 (𝑡 ) = [𝑋 (𝑡 ) 𝑌 (𝑡 ) 𝑍 (𝑡 )]  are linked to its image 2D pixel-

coordinates on the i-th camera 𝐦 (𝑡 ) = [𝑢 (𝑡 ) 𝑣 (𝑡 )]  by the perspective projection equation: 

 𝐦 (𝑡 ) = 𝑓 𝐌 (𝑡 ), 𝐠  , (1) 
where the vector 𝐠  contains the extrinsic parameters of the i-th camera. The BA simultaneously 
recovers the exterior orientation of the two cameras and the markers centre coordinates by solving a 
non-linear least squares problem, which turns into minimising the cost function 

 ∑ 𝐦 (𝑡 ) − 𝑓 𝐌 (𝑡 ), 𝐠,  , (2) 

with reference to both 𝐌 (𝑡 ) and 𝐠 . The BA computes only one set of unknowns when the other is 
given, and thus it will be referred as a partial BA. The minimisation of this cost function is carried 
out iteratively with the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. To initialise the exterior orientation of the 
cameras, six separate resections were implemented with the Direct Linear Transform algorithm 
(DLT) [30,31] using both the image coordinates of the markers detected in a rest frame 𝐦 (𝑡 ) 
acquired with no motion of the drum-assembly and the nominal rest coordinates of the markers 
𝐌 (𝑡 ). The actual computation of the markers 3D centre coordinates 𝐌 (𝑡 ) at each instant 𝑡  was 
implemented in the final BA, which comprises all the frames of all the cameras, with the exterior 
orientation of the cameras too considered among the unknowns. The initialisation exploited the 
nominal rest coordinates of the centres of the markers and the exterior orientation derived in the 
previous step.  

The camera calibration, image processing and triangulation post-processing tasks described 
above were all implemented in MatLab using routines from Ref. [24]. 
 

(a) (b) (c) 

   
Fig.  2: Marker detection process: a) distorted frame, b) undistorted frame, c) marker detected 

(green crosses).  
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3 Envelope reconstruction  

The reconstruction of the envelope-surface filled by the cross-plane linear and angular displacements 
of the trim-panel is now discussed. To this end two tasks were implemented. First, the cross-plane 
displacements of the four markers bonded on the trim-panel were reconstructed from the time-
histories of their coordinates, which, as discussed above, were derived from triangulation of the 
images acquired by the cameras. Then, the linear (i.e. horizontal and vertical) and angular (about the 
spinning axis) displacements of the trim-panel were reconstructed with respect to the centre of motion 
of the panel itself. Second, solid-body geometry was employed to generate from the linear and angular 
displacements of the trim-panel a sequence of rim-frames that depict the border of the panel at at each 
instant 𝑡  of the measurement.  

3.1 Displacements of the centre of motion of the trim-panel 

Figure 3 shows the displacements in horizontal and vertical direction of the trim-panel reconstructed 
from the cross-plane displacements of the four markers bonded on the trim-panel. The latter were 
retrieved directly from the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the markers generated by the 
triangulation of the images acquired with the cameras. The graphs show that the oscillations of the 
trim-panel, and thus of the whole drum assembly, tend to rise as the drum angular speed builds up 
from zero. In fact, they are significantly amplified when the angular speed passes by the resonance 
frequencies of the fundamental natural modes of the drum-suspension assembly, which are 
characterised by large vertical oscillations and large horizontal oscillations respectively. For this 
reason, they are normally specified as “horizontal-mode” and “vertical-mode”, although both modes 
have a small vibration component is the other cross direction. At rather large angular speeds, the 
oscillations level to a constant value dictated by the specific unbalance [32]. Comparing the time-
histories in Plots (b) and (c), it is noticed that the resonance amplification effect occurs before, that is 
at lower angular speeds or frequencies, for the horizontal displacement than the vertical displacement. 
Therefore, it is expected that the low-frequencies oscillations of the drum-mounts assembly are 
characterised by a lower-frequency “horizontal-mode” and a higher-frequency “vertical-mode”.  

 

 

Fig.  3: Trim-panel oscillations: a) angular speed of the drum, b) horizontal displacement, c) 
vertical displacement. 
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3.2 Envelope reconstruction of the trim-panel rim 

Once the linear and angular plane displacements of the trim-panel with respect to its centre of motion 
were reconstructed from the camera measurements, the actual area occupied by the trim panel at each 
time sample 𝑡  was derived straightforwardly from simple considerations on the linear and angular 
rigid-body motion of the trim-panel border with respect to its centre of motion. The geometry of the 
border was acquired from CAD design drawings. For simplicity a polyline loop was built with quite 
a dense number of points. Hence, as depicted in Figure 4, a sequence of rim-frames was assembled 
considering the area enclosed by the polyline loop that define the trim-panel border at each instant 
𝑡 . This figure reports a subset of 24 frames only, which, nevertheless, highlight the typical motion 
of the trim-panel, that is of the drum assembly, which is characterised by a circular trajectory of the 
panel centre of motion accompanied by small plane rotations of the panel (i.e. drum assembly).  
 

 

Fig.  4: Sequence of 24 rim-frames showing the positions of the trim-panel during spinning 
(light cyan areas) and the whole area occupied by trim panel after the spinning has been completed.  

 

 

Fig.  5: Trim-panel envelope throughout the entire spinning phase 
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At this point the overall envelope space occupied by the oscillations of the trim-panel during 
spinning was derived straightforwardly form the superposition of the areas defined by the whole 
sequence of rim-frames. The overall result is the envelope surface depicted in blue in Figure 5. To 
better highlight the motion of the trim panel, the results presented in Figures 4 and 5 were slightly 
magnified.  

As anticipated above the image processing, triangulation and envelope reconstruction were 
carried out using MatLab functions from the open-source Computer Vision Toolkit 
(https://github.com/fusiello/Computer_Vision_Toolkit). Also, the code developed for the generation of the 
envelope is recalled in the Appendix. 

4 Conclusions 

This paper has reported a case study on the reconstruction from camera measurements of the envelope 
enclosing the space filled in by the cross-plane oscillations of the front trim-panel of a professional 
washing machine. The study has shown that the plane rigid body motion of the panel defined by 
horizontal and vertical displacement and cross plane rotations, can be suitably reconstructed from 
triangulation of video recordings taken with two cameras positioned in front of the panel. Based on 
simple solid-geometry considerations, a sequence of rim-frames depicting the area occupied by the 
trim panel at each time-sample can then be straightforwardly assembled. Then the overall envelope 
area occupied by the motion of the trim-panel during spinning can be generated by superimposition 
of the rim-frames.  

Although this paper has discussed quite a simple case study, in general the proposed approach 
can be conveniently employed to derive the motion-envelope of the whole drum assembly with the 
machine in its operation configuration. Thus, there is no need of having direct access to the interior 
of the machine housing.  

Appendix A. MatLab codes for the reconstruction of the drum 
oscillations envelope 

This appendix reports the MatLab codes used to define the drum oscillations envelope when the 
washing machine is running a certain cycle. The centroid translations and drum rotations are easily 
calculated once all the markers positions are known. The marker detection routine can be found in 
Computer Vision Toolbox [reference] 
 
1   % Define the drum oscillations envelope during a cycle, knowing the position of 4 
2   % markers detected using the Computer Vision Toolbox. 
3   %  
4   % Input: 
5   % 
6   % drum_points: the matrix containing the x-y coordinates of the drum borders 
7   % translation: matrix containing the x-y translations of the markers centroid 
8   % rotation: vector containing the rotations [rad] of the drum around the marker’s 
9   % centroid 
10  % 
11  % Output: 
12  % env_points: matrix containing the x-y coordinates of the envelope borders 
13  % 
14  % Initialisation step : 
15  %  
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16  % The drum border points are transformed into a polygon by polyshape 
17   
18  drum=polyshape(drum_points (1,:), drum_points (2,:)); 
19 
20  % Initialization of the envelope border points: at the beginning, they coincide with 
21  % the drum border points 
22  envelope=drum.Vertices; 
23   
24  % Envelope border points transformed into a polygon 
25  envpol=polyshape(envelope(:,1),envelope(:,2)); 
26   
27  % Envelope formation for loop: at each frame of the video, the corresponding 
28  % translation and rotation are imposed on the drum polygon. The new drum border  
29  % points are calculated. 
30  for i=1:length(translation(1,:)) 
31      drum=translate(drum,translation(1,i),translation(2,i)); 
32      drum=rotate(drum,180/pi*rotation(i)); 
33      drum_points=drum.Vertices; 
34     
35  % It is now checked if the new positions of the drum border points are inside or 
36  % outside the polygon of the previous envelope. If they are outside, the envelope  
37  % need to be enlarged and the outside points will be added to the envelope 
38  % border points 
39      in=inpolygon(drum_points(:,1),drum_points(:,2),envelope(:,1),envelope(:,2)); 
40      envelope=[envelope;drum_points(~in,:)]; 
41 
42  % To avoid bad definitions of the envelope polygon, the envelope border points 
43  % (matrix “envelope”) must be rearranged because of the added new points.  
44  % The proposed solution is to sort the points by the angle between the joining 
45  % line among the centroid and the point considered and the horizontal lined passing 
46  % through the centroid.   
47      point_angle=NaN(length(envelope(:,1)),1); 
48      for j=1:length(envelope(:,1)) 
49          point_angle(j)=atan2(envelope(j,2),envelope(j,1)); 
50      end         
51      [point_angleord,iangle]=sort(point_angle); 
52      xenvdis=envelope(:,1)'; 
53      yenvdis=envelope(:,2)'; 
54      envelope=[xenvdis(iangle)' yenvdis(iangle)']; 
55  end 
56 
57  % The final step is to force the polygon to be convex. 
58  envpol=polyshape(envelope(:,1),envelope(:,2)); 
59  envpol=convhull(envpol); 
60  envelope=envpol.Vertices;  % final x-y envelope border points  
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Nonlinear vibration analysis with NLVIB
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Abstract

NLVIB is a free MATLAB tool for nonlinear vibration analysis. Periodic solutions of nonlinear mechanical sys-
tems can be computed in frequency domain by applying Harmonic Balance. This allows for a computationally
efficient treatment of nonlinear problems. Nonlinear forces are evaluated with the Alternating Frequency-Time
scheme which works for smooth and non-smooth force laws. As an alternative to Harmonic Balance, solutions
can be obtained in time domain with a Newmark integrator and the shooting method. The latter natively pro-
vides information about the stability of the identified orbits. By applying numerical path continuation, solution
branches can be continued under the variation of a parameter. To this end, a predictor-corrector scheme with
a Newton type solver is used. To accelerate the convergence, the numerical conditioning of the problem is
optimized through a scaling approach. Continuation with respect to the excitation frequency results in a fre-
quency response analysis. If the continuation parameter is the response amplitude, a nonlinear modal analysis
is conducted which yields the nonlinear modal frequency and damping ratio. Mechanical systems with multiple
degrees-of-freedom that combine different types of nonlinearities can be treated with NLVIB. This includes
generic local nonlinearities (e. g., unilateral springs and friction elements) as well as distributed polynomial
stiffness nonlinearities. Multiple examples demonstrate the possible analyses on a variety of mechanical sys-
tems, covering a range from a Duffing oscillator to a Finite Element model of a beam with different nonlinear
attachments.

Keywords: nonlinear vibrations, harmonic balance, numerical continuation, frequency response, nonlinear
modal analysis

1 Introduction

Vibration-induced stress can cause failure of mechanical structures. Hence, precise tools for vibra-
tion prediction are needed during the development of novel structures. Especially for lightweight
structures in modern aerospace applications, deformations can easily excess the range where linear
behavior of the structure is a valid assumption. Thus, analysis methods that account for the nonlinear-
ity are needed. A standard method to solve the nonlinear differential equations describing the vibration
problem is numerical integration. Starting from a given set of initial values, the time evolution of the
dependent variables is in this case determined successively from one time level to the next (numerical
forward integration) [1]. However, for many engineering applications, only a periodic steady state is
of interest. Reaching this periodic limit state with time integration from arbitrary initial conditions
requires the simulation of a transient. If the transient decays only slowly, as in the case of lightly
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damped vibrations, long simulation times are required to determine the periodic limit state in this way.
The time discretization inherently introduces approximation errors including numerical instability,
numerical damping, and nonphysical energy redistribution within the system. Moreover, non-smooth
nonlinear terms in the differential equations can lead to jump discontinuities of the solution [1].

Furthermore, many applications require knowledge not only of a single periodic state but on how
the system’s response changes under the variation of a parameter. A typical example is the computa-
tion of a frequency response curve (FRC) which shows the response amplitude versus the excitation
frequency for a system under harmonic external forcing. It is well known that FRCs of nonlinear
systems may exhibit complex features such as co-existing periodic responses for a single excitation
frequency. Therefore, purely solving the problem for different frequencies is not sufficient to obtain a
complete picture.

2 Methodology

Different methods have been developed in the past to address the challenges named above. The Har-
monic Balance (HB) method in conjunction with numerical path continuation is one way to analyze a
nonlinear mechanical system. Both components are implemented in the MATLAB tool NLVIB and are
briefly described in the following.

2.1 Harmonic balance

The idea of HB is summarized in [1] as the following: A regular periodic solution of an ordinary or
differential-algebraic equation system can be represented by a Fourier series, i. e., a combination of
sinusoids. In many cases, a reasonably accurate approximation is already achieved when only a small
number of sinusoids is considered. Thus, a natural approach seems to seek an approximate solution
in the form of a truncated Fourier series. Substituting this ansatz into the differential equation system
generally leads to a residual term. As the approximate solution is periodic, so is the residual term.
Hence it can also be expanded in a Fourier series. HB now requires that the Fourier coefficients of the
residual term vanish, up to the truncation order of the ansatz. This yields an algebraic equation system
with respect to the unknown Fourier coefficients of the approximation.

A major challenge when applying HB is the determination of the Fourier coefficients of the non-
linear forces. In NLVIB, the Alternating Frequency-Time scheme is used which can handle generic
nonlinearities [2, 3]. Samples of the displacements and velocities are taken at equidistant time instants
within one period of oscillation (or more, in case of hysteretic nonlinearities). Evaluation of the non-
linear force law at these time instants gives samples of the nonlinear force. Finally, the discrete Fourier
transform yields (in general an approximation of) the Fourier coefficients of the nonlinear forces [1].

2.2 Numerical path continuation

As mentioned above, common analysis tasks require the computation of multiple points on a solution
branch. To this end, NLVIB features numerical path continuation to offer two analysis types. First,
FRCs can be computed by assuming a harmonic external forcing and performing continuation with the
excitation frequency as continuation parameter. Second, a nonlinear modal analysis using the periodic
motion definition of nonlinear modes in its extended form for dissipative systems [4] can be conducted
by performing continuation with (the logartithm of) an amplitude quantity as continuation parameter.
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Fig. 1: Mechanical system used in the example (a) and results of the numerical vibration analysis:
frequency response curve (b) and phase portrait for the attachment point of the nonlinearity
at maximum tip amplitude (c); length l = 2m, linear mass density ρA = 235kgm−1, flexural
rigidity EI = 4.6×106 Nm2, limit force µN = 1.5N, excitation force F = 0.2N, and regular-
ization parameter ε = 6.2×10−7.

The continuation algorithm is a predictor-corrector scheme [5] with tangent or secant predictors
and a Newton-type solver as corrector (MATLAB’s fsolve). Different parametrization methods, e. g.,
arclength and local, are implemented. The step size is automatically adjusted based on the number of
iterations required in the corrector step. Moreover, scaling is applied to accelerate the convergence by
improving the conditioning of the numerical problem.

3 Nonlinear mechanical systems and application example

NLVIB is designed to handle mechanical equations-of-motion with a finite number of generalized
coordinates. Common types of nonlinearities are pre-defined. Most of them are local, i. e., each
element depends on a single input displacement (and velocity) and delivers a single force to the system
[1]. Examples are unilateral springs and friction elements. An alternative is a distributed polynomial
stiffness nonlinearity. Moreover, adding own types of nonlinearities is possible.

One example that comes with the tool is the analysis of a Finite Element model of an Euler–Bernoulli
beam with clamped-free boundary conditions and a dry friction element as depicted in Fig. 1a [1]. The
model consists of eight beam elements. Dry friction is here modeled using the Coulomb law with a
tanh-regularization of the signum-function:

ffric(qnl, q̇nl) = µN tanh
q̇nl

ε
(1)

wherein qnl and q̇nl are lateral displacement and velocity at the node where the nonlinear element is
attached, respectively. Harmonic forcing is applied at the beam’s tip, the corresponding displacement
is called qtip.

The amplitude-frequency curves are illustrated in Fig. 1b. The near-resonant vibration response is
considerably reduced, in a way typical for friction damping. It can be seen that the tip displacement
level does not significantly change once the harmonic truncation order H is sufficiently large. In this
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case, the amplitude-frequency curves for harmonic truncation orders larger or equal to H = 7 cannot
be distinguished “by eye” in the plot and agree well with the results of the shooting method [1].

The good agreement between numerical integration and HB with H = 13 can also be confirmed
from the phase projection into the qnl-q̇nl-plane in Fig. 1c. Note that the phase projection clearly
deviates from an ellipse, which indicates the presence of higher harmonics due to nonlinear forces [1].
While this single solution by time integration took about 21.4 s to compute, the computation of the
whole FRC with HB only took 4.6 s on the same hardware. This highlights the advantage of HB over
time integration when periodic solutions are sought.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

HB as implemented in NLVIB is only useful for periodic oscillations. However, extensions of HB
to quasi-periodic oscillations exist (see, e. g., [6]). A drawback of HB for non-smooth nonlinearities
is the occurence of the Gibbs phenomenon due to harmonic base functions [1]. Active topics of re-
search include the generic assessment of branching behavior and the stability assessment for solutions
found through HB. To address the latter, shooting methods provide an alternative to HB because the
stability of the solution is automatically determined during the procedure. A shooting method with an
unconditionally stable Newmark integrator is also part of NLVIB.

As a conclusion, HB can be beneficial for different problems in nonlinear vibration analysis. If
the goal is to identify periodic solutions, it can be computationally much more efficient than time inte-
gration. The MATLAB tool NLVIB includes HB, the shooting method as an alternative, and numerical
path continuation perform nonlinear frequency response analyses or nonlinear modal analyses. The
tool is designed as a reasonable compromise between simplicity and a broad portfolio of capabil-
ities. The code for NLVIB, examples, documentation, and licensing information are available via
www.ila.uni-stuttgart.de/nlvib.
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Abstract 

An image-processing technique is proposed to solve the challenge of tracking linear objects in front of noisy 
backgrounds. The primary architecture includes coarse search and subpixel detection. The coarse search aims 
for a quick location of linear objects, and subpixel detection is responsible for accurate position. Railway 
catenary systems are used as an engineering application to measure the displacement response during train 
passage. The accuracy, robustness and applicability are demonstrated by comparing the laser displacement 
meter in field tests. The results show that the technique can accurately identify and track wire motion in various 
noisy backgrounds. It offers the attractive advantages of remote, non-contact and non-marker measurement, 
easy installation and application without track access. The open-source code can be downloaded from 
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3685219. 
Keywords: line tracking; photogrammetry; image processing; displacement measurement, open source. 

1 Introduction 

Pantograph-catenary system is one of the critical components of electrified railways, which is 
responsible for ensuring a stable and continuous power supply for trains [1]. The catenary system is 
a wire system, and its interaction with the pantograph will result in its uplift when a train pass. Any 
excessive uplift will increase the risk for either mechanical contact between components or loss of 
contact between the contact wire and the pantograph [2]. The latter is more common and will not only 
interrupt the train power supply but also generate arcs that will accelerate the wear of the contact wire 
and the collector strip [3]. The uplift measurement of existing contact wires is an important method 
to survey and assess the operational state of the system. 

The traditional uplift measuring equipment usually requires installing markers on the catenary 
wires or fixing the measuring devices on either the support structure or temporary poles mounted for 
the measurement. These methods demand track access and manpower for installation and 
measurement. Thus, a portable vision-based tracking system with a novel line tracking method [4] is 
proposed and applied to enable low-cost, remote, non-contact and non-target uplift measurements of 
catenary systems. The camera system can be installed far from the railway track to perform 
measurements without any contact, i.e., no track access is required. The proposed line-tracking 
algorithm has addressed the challenge of tracking the catenary wires in front of a noisy background. 

 
* Corresponding author, Email address: tj.jiang@outlook.com 
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Field tests at Oppdal railway station were carried out to test the accuracy, robustness and applicability 
of the tracking system. 

2 A line tracking method 

Generally, it is expected that there can be plants, other infrastructure objects or other disturbing things 
on either side of the railway line. Thus, backgrounds behind catenary systems are usually nonuniform 
or noisy, which makes it challenging to identify and track a moving wire object. Some image 
processing techniques (e.g., digital image correlation) were applied to track the catenary wires without 
markers in front of noisy backgrounds, but they cannot work very well due to the loss of correlation 
caused by the noisy backgrounds. 
A novel line tracking technique [4] has been proposed to track wires without markers in front of noisy 
backgrounds. The open-source code has been published in [5]. The algorithm consists of coarse search 
and subpixel detection, as shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of the coarse search method is to quickly 
search the whole image and identify the approximate locations of the catenary wires from the noisy 
background. The subpixel detection is to accurately detect the subpixel location of these catenary 
wires by grayscale bi-cubic interpolation method. 

 
Fig. 1. A novel line tracking algorithm based on coarse search and subpixel detection. (a) 

coarse search method; (b) subpixel detection method. 

3 Field tests 

Field uplift measurement of the catenary wires at Oppdal railway station in Norway was carried out 
to test the performance of the proposed tracking system. A vision-based tracking system is developed 
to measure catenary wire displacement, consisting of a camera, a fixed-focal optical lens, a trigger, a 
laptop computer and a laser range finder, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). In the field test, the camera system 
was mounted at a secure distance from the railway track, and measurements were carried out without 
contact with the catenary system. A laser displacement meter was mounted on the support structure 
above the contact wire, and a reflective plate was installed on the contact wire to measure the uplift 
in an alternative way. A schematic overview of the uplift measurement is shown in Fig. 2 (a). The 
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catenary system was fixedly excited by a hit of a hammer, and the two measurement systems 
simultaneously obtained the uplift data at the same sampling frequency of 200 Hz. 

 
Fig. 2. Uplift measurement of the catenary wires by the vision-based tracking system and laser 

displacement meter. 

4 Results 

The robustness and applicability of the system were tested against the background of swaying trees 
to see if the catenary wires can be tracked without interruption. Fig. 3 (b) shows the identification 
result of the catenary wires by using the line tracking algorithm, and the centre red points are the 
selected tracking points. The accuracy of the tracking system is compared with the data of the laser 
displacement meter. The accuracy of the laser is approximately 0.05 mm for the measuring range 10 
to 30 cm and is considered to be ground truth for this application. For the sake of clarity, Fig. 3 (c) 
shows the first 20 seconds of the displacement comparisons between the vision-based tracking system 
and the laser displacement meter. The displacement data of the proposed tracking system is very close 
to that of the laser displacement meter. After statistical analysis, the accuracy of the proposed vision-
based tracking system is ± 0.6 mm at 95% confidence. The results demonstrated that the proposed 
vision-based tracking system, with the novel line tracking method, can successfully identify line 
objects from noisy backgrounds and accurately measure the displacement response. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Original image of the catenary wires; (b) The identification results; (c) Displacement 
comparison between the vision-based tracking system and laser displacement meter. 
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5 Conclusion 

A novel line-tracking technique is proposed to address the challenge of tracking linear objects without 
markers in front of noisy backgrounds. A portable measuring system is developed for a low-cost, 
remote, non-contact and non-marker uplift measurements of a railway catenary system. 
The accuracy, robustness and applicability of the system are demonstrated through the field tests at 
Oppdal railway station in Norway. The statistical results show that the system can achieve an accuracy 
of ± 0.6 mm at 95% confidence with a measuring distance of 10 m. 
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Abstract

In the field of modal analysis, the evaluation of dynamic properties is often limited by the number of measurable
degrees of freedom. This limitation can be due to several factors, such as limited resources or physical accessibil-
ity. However, there are cases where NVH engineers require data from locations that cannot be directly measured
for purposes such as structural optimization or substructuring processes. To address this challenge, a new method
called System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) has been developed. In this model-based approach, two equiv-
alent models are used: one (typically numerical) with high spatial density but approximate properties, and one
(typically experimental) with low spatial density but real dynamic properties. The SEMM method effectively com-
bines these two models into a hybrid model that expands the real dynamic properties to the unmeasurable dense
set of degrees of freedom of the first model. This technique has been implemented in an open-source Python
package called pyFBS, making it easily accessible to NVH engineers. In this paper, we present a new approach
for identifying inconsistent measurements in the frequency domain using SEMM. Traditional tools for identify-
ing measurement consistency, such as FRAC, MAC, and CoMAC, only allow comparison with other data sets,
typically from numerical models, which may not accurately reflect system behaviour. In contrast, the proposed
approach uses the numerical model solely for SEMM expansion. The results show that by removing inconsis-
tent frequency response functions (FRFs) from the experimental substructure model, the accuracy of the coupling
process can be significantly improved. This highlights the effectiveness of the SEMM approach in improving the
overall reliability and accuracy of the coupling process.

Keywords: System equivalent model mixing, pyFBS, Open Source, Structural Dynamics, Python

1 Introduction

Providing a consistent experimental response model is a crucial step for accurate dynamic analysis. The
quality of the experimental model can be verified using comparative criteria like FRAC, MAC, CoMAC,
etc. They are not able to identify the relationship between the measurements inside the experimental data
set. These tools only allow a comparison with other data sets, usually obtained by a numerical model
that might not reflect the behavior of the actual system. Recently, a new, general approach called the
Data Consistency Assessment Function (DCAF) [1] was proposed that is able to evaluate the consistency
of a set of measurements. The method is formulated in the modal domain using the SEREP expansion
process and the MAC criterion. This paper presents a new approach to the identification of inconsistent

∗Corresponding author, Email address: gregor.cepon@fs.uni-lj.si
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measurements. The basic idea is similar to the DCAF method, however, here the entire formulation is
developed within the frequency domain using System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) method [2]
and coherence criteria. To present the capability of the introduced method, a coupling of two simple
beam-like structures is presented. It will be shown that by removing the inconsistent FRFs from the
experimental substructure model, it is possible to improve the accuracy of the coupling process.

2 System Equivalent Model Mixing - SEMM

System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) was first introduced by Klaassen et al. [2]. The method
forms a hybrid structural dynamic model by mixing the numerical and experimental FRFs. The method
is based on the parent model (Fig. 1a), which provides the extensive DoF set and is usually of numer-
ical nature. The dynamic properties are introduced by the overlay model (Fig. 1b), which is generally
obtained by experiment. To form the final hybrid model (Fig. 1d) the dynamic properties of the parent
model are eliminated with the removed model (Fig. 1c).

(a)

+

(b)

-

(c)

=

(d)

Fig. 1: Equivalent models for SEMM method; a) Parent model Ypar, b) Overlay model Yov, c) Removed
model Yrem, d) Hybrid model YSEMM.

The compatibility and equilibrium conditions between equivalent models are imposed using the La-
grange Multiplier Frequency Based Substructuring (LM FBS) framework [3], resulting in following
form of basic formulation of SEMM method:

YSEMM =
[
Y
]par −

[
Yib
Ybb

]par

(Yrem)−1 (Yrem −Yov)(Yrem)−1 [Ybi Ybb
]par

. (1)

The basic SEMM method also has some extensions [2] that increase its robustness. The ability to
remove spurious peaks, which are a consequence of the conflicting dynamics between the overlay (Yov)
and the removed numerical (Ypar), is essential to improve the method’s applicability [2]. If the removed
interface is extended to all the internal DoFs, then the removed model is same as parent model. The
final version of the fully extend SEMM method in a single-line notation can be written as:

YSEMM = Ypar −Ypar
([

Ybi Ybb
]rem

)+
(Yrem

bb −Yov)

([
Yib
Ybb

]rem)+

Ypar. (2)

In pyFBS library [4], the SEMM expansion is performed with function pyFBS.expansion.SEMM(),
where you can control SEMM_type by setting it to basic, fully-extend or fully-extend-svd.

3 Identification of inconsistent measurements in the frequency domain

The identification algorithm is depicted in Figure 2. Its operation requires an experimental and nu-
merical model of analyzed structure. The latter represents only a tool for extending the DoFs within the
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SEMM method. In the second step, an individual measurement is extracted from the experimental model
and reconstructed using the SEMM method based on the remaining measurements in the experimental
model. When the procedure is repeated for all DoFs of the experimental model, the reconstructed mea-
surements are compared with real measurements via the coherence criterion [5]. DoFs, where the value
of average coherence does not reach a coherence limit, are identified as inconsistent measurements.

Result

Iterative SEMM Identification

Numerical pointExperimental point Reconstructed experimental point Reconstructed numerical pointRemoved experimental point

Experimental model

1

2

3

4

Numerical model

Input models
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el
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1 3
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measurements
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=
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=
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+

Fig. 2: Identification algorithm for the identification of inconsistent measurements in the frequency
domain.

In the pyFBS library [4], the identification algorithm is performed completely automatically by call-
ing the built-in function pyFBS.expansion.identification_algorithm(), which returns recon-
structed FRFs and values of coherence criteria.

4 Experimental case study

The applicability of the proposed method for the identification of inconsistent measurements is demon-
strated on a simple beam structure with a rectangular cross-section. The beam A-A represents the main
system assembled from two equal beams A (Fig. 3). In this paper the dynamic response of the beam
A-A will be obtained by coupling the dynamics of two identical beams A. On beam A, 26 equidistant
measuring points were used (Fig. 3) for experimental and numerical model.

L h

t

1 24222 4 25233 5 ... 26y

z x

Location of excitation

Location of response

Fig. 3: Schematic presentation of beam A.

Parameter Value
L 300 mm
h 40 mm
t 12 mm
E 205 GPa
ρ 7820 kg/m3

Tab. 1: Parameters of beam A.

The result of identification criteria is the coherence diagram, shown in Fig. 4, where the boundary-
coherence value was chosen to be 0.90. The measurements at points 15 and 24 are identified as incon-
sistent and will be removed from the existing experimental data set.
To show the efficiency of the proposed method for the identification of inconsistent measurements, two
identical beams A were coupled using the LM FBS method to form a dynamic model of the coupled
beam A-A. To validate the coupling results, the reference experimental dynamic model of the coupled
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Fig. 4: Average value of the coherence and LAC criterion.
( ) - Consistent Measurement Coherence, ( ) - Inconsistent Measurement Coherence,

( ) - Boundary Coherence

beam A-A was obtained independently. An example of the coupled structure’s dynamic response is
shown in Fig. 5. The beam was coupled using the entire experimental model as well as the experimental
model, which contained only consistent measurements. The coupling results were significantly more
accurate when we used the latter experimental model.
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Fig. 5: FRF of coupled system.
( ) - Ref. Meas., ( ) - SEMM - consistent Meas. ( ) - SEMM - all Meas.
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Abstract

In the field of structural dynamics, measuring and processing data is an everyday task. Python has become a
popular tool for data processing, but its usage for data acquisition is currently limited or requires a significant
effort in programming from the individual to use Python for data acquisition. The lack of a unified system
for data acquisition in Python is a problem that affects the efficiency and ease of data acquisition and storage.
LadiskDAQ is a data acquisition package developed in Python to solve this problem.

LadiskDAQ provides a platform for easy data acquisition and signal generation from various sources,
including National Instruments, serial communication devices such as Arduino and ESP, FLIR thermal cameras,
and more. It also allows for the easy addition of new data acquisition and signal generation sources that are
not yet supported. LadiskDAQ enables real-time plotting of measured signals, as well as processed signals,
such as FFT and arbitrary functions. The package allows for easy customization of real-time plotting. Being an
open-source package, LadiskDAQ is available for everyone to use and improve.

The creation of LadiskDAQ has opened up opportunities for everyone to use the package in their data
acquisition procedures and improve upon it. It allows for the unification of data acquisition systems, simplifies
the process of data acquisition, and provides a platform for further improvement and customization. The benefits
of LadiskDAQ include its ease of use, its compatibility with Python for further signal processing, and its
ability to unify and simplify data acquisition systems, ultimately improving efficiency and productivity in data
acquisition procedures.

Keywords: open source, data acquisition, signal generation, python

1 Statement of Need

In the field of structural dynamics, tasks related to the measurement and processing of data are com-
monplace. Python, a versatile high-level programming language, has gained popularity for data pro-
cessing. However, the use of Python for data acquisition is currently limited to custom hardware
solutions and requires significant effort for effective implementation. The lack of a unified system
for data acquisition within the Python environment poses a challenge to the efficiency and simplicity
of data acquisition and storage. This paper presents LadiskDAQ, an open-source Python package
developed to address these challenges.

∗Corresponding author, Email address: janko.slavic@fs.uni-lj.si
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2 LadiskDAQ: Unified Data Acquisition and Signal Generation

LadiskDAQ provides a platform for unified data acquisition and signal generation from a variety of
sources, including National Instruments devices, serial communication devices such as Arduino and
ESP, FLIR thermal imaging cameras, and many others. In addition, LadiskDAQ’s design allows for
easy integration of other data acquisition and signal generation sources that are not currently sup-
ported. In addition to its versatility, LadiskDAQ supports the real-time display of both raw and pro-
cessed signals (e.g., FFT and arbitrary functions), with the ability for the user to customize the dis-
play. The package contains the following main class objects: LadiskDAQ.BaseAcquisition,
LadiskDAQ.BaseGeneration, LadiskDAQ.Visualization and LadiskDAQ.Core.

LadiskDAQ.BaseAcquisition serves as an acquisition template that takes care of proper
acquisition. All acquisition sources currently supported in LadiskDAQ are implemented as child
classes of LadiskDAQ.BaseAcquisition. Similarly, LadiskDAQ.BaseGeneration is a
template class object that takes care of signal generation. LadiskDAQ.Visualization takes
care of the real-time display of the acquired data. All of the above objects can then be combined
into the LadiskDAQ.Core object, which combines the acquisition, generation, and visualization
objects into an easy-to-use data acquisition system. All objects are completely decoupled from each
other, making LadiskDAQ modular and adaptable to specific measurement applications. More infor-
mation about the package can be found in the GitHub repository[1].

2.1 Using LadiskDAQ

The basic use of LadiskDAQ involves creating an acquisition and generation objects using the ap-
propriate acquisition and generation classes depending on the hardware used for the measurement.
Sample code Listing 1 shows a brief example of using the package when using National Instruments
hardware. More detailed and advanced examples are available in the LadiskDAQ source code reposi-
tory [2].

import LadiskDAQ
import numpy as np

#create excitation signals:
fs = 25600 # output sample rate
t = np.arange(fs * 10) / fs
signal1 = np.sin(2*np.pi*800*t)
signal2 = np.sin(2*np.pi*200*t)
excitation_signals = np.array([signal1, signal2]).T

# create acqusition and generation objects:
# assume ’input_task_name’ is the name of the NI task created in NI MAX
# assume ’output_task_name’ is the name of the NI task created in NI MAX
acq = LadiskDAQ.national_instruments.NIAcquisition(’input_task_name’,

acquisition_name=’NI’)
gen = LadiskDAQ.national_instruments.NIGeneration(’output_task_name’,

excitation_signals)

# create visualization object and configure live visualization::
vis = LadiskDAQ.Visualization(refresh_rate=100)
vis.add_lines(position=(0,0), source="NI", channels=[0, 1]) # Time signals
vis.add_lines(position=(1,0), source="NI", channels=[0, 1], function="fft") #

Fourier transform
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vis.config_subplot((0, 0), t_span=0.05, ylim=(-10, 10))
vis.config_subplot((1, 0), t_span=5.0, ylim=(0, 10), xlim=(200, 1000))

# create core object and add acquisition sources:
ldaq = LadiskDAQ.Core(acquisitions=[acq], generations=[gen], visualization=vis)

# configure trigger:
ldaq.set_trigger(

source=’NI_data_source’,
level=100,
channel=0,
duration=10.,
presamples=100)

# run acquisition:
ldaq.run()

# Retrieve the measurement data:
measurement = ldaq.get_measurement_dict()

# save the measurement data:
ldaq.save_measurement(name="TestName")

Listing 1: Example of LadiskDAQ usage.

3 Conclusion

LadiskDAQ represents an advance in open-source data collection. It not only streamlines the data
collection process, but also opens up the opportunity for the community to contribute to its further
development. By bridging the gap between Python and data acquisition tasks, LadiskDAQ can help
develop measurement workflows in the field of structural dynamics and beyond more efficiently, con-
sistently, and quickly.
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Abstract 

Currently, there are many different types of mathematical methods for the modelling and analysis of flexible 
rotor-bearing systems such as lumped mass method, transfer matrix method and finite element method (FEM). 
Compared with the first two methods, the FEM will be more convenient and effective especially for systems 
with complicated components, boundaries and loads. Even though there are many mature commercial FE 
software for rotor dynamics like ANSYS, ABAQUS, SAMCEF et al., writing FEM codes with Matlab software 
is essential and helpful for understanding the basic principle of FEM and rotor dynamic characteristics. 
Therefore, this paper will introduce procedures for the code writing, which includes parameter reading from 
Excel document, matrix formation with loop statement, equation calculation with matrix operation, result 
display with plot function et al. With these procedures and related Matlab codes, some basic characteristics of 
rotor-bearing systems like Campbell diagram for critical speeds, mode shapes and stable responses of disks and 
bearings will be obtained for the following analysis of flexible rotor-bearing systems, including dynamic design, 
vibration control, condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. On the other hand, codes in this paper can be applied 
and extended to other more complicated rotor-bearing systems with two or more spools or gearboxes. 

 

Keywords: Matlab, Finite Element Method, Rotor Dynamics, Code Writing 
 

1 Introduction 

The rotor-bearing system, generally including compressor, shaft, turbine, bearing et al. plays a very 
important role in aero engines. To calculate rotor dynamic characteristics including critical speeds, 
mode shapes and output responses, the finite element method (FEM), which is more convenient and 
effective compared with lumped mass method and transfer matrix method, has been proposed and 
applied [1, 2]. Even through there are many mature commercial FE software for rotor dynamics like 
ANSYS, ABAQUS, SAMCEF et al., writing FEM codes with Matlab or other open source software 
is essential and valuable for students and researchers to understand the basic principle of FEM and 
rotor dynamic characteristics. 

In this paper, detailed procedures of the Matlab-based FEM for rotor dynamics are introduced. 
As shown in Fig. 1, there are four steps in the method. Firstly, the finite element rotor model including 
generalized coordinates, element matrixes, load vectors et al. is established according to the principle 
of structural and dynamic similarities. Secondly, parameters of the rotor model including geometric 
dimensions, material properties, support damping and stiffness coefficients et al. are listed in the 
Excel sheet. And then, related codes for parameter reading, matrix formation, equation calculation, 

                                                      
* Corresponding author, Email address: quankun_li@hotmail.com, xingjing@cityu.edu.hk. 
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result display et al. are written with Matlab software. Finally, rotor dynamic characterizes of the rotor 
model such as critical speeds, mode shapes, output responses et al. are demonstrated and analyzed.    

 
Fig.  1: Procedures of the FEM method. 

2 Dynamic characteristics of the rotor 

2.1 Finite element rotor model 

 
Fig.  2: The finite element rotor model. 

In Fig. 2, a simply supported finite element rotor model with one disk is considered in this study. The 
rotor shaft is divided into several segments with elasticity and shaft mass is equivalently allocated to 
respective nodes. When the system rotates at a constant speed and only considering the translational 
and rotational vibration, each node of the model has four degrees of freedom, which can be described 
by the generalized coordinates [1, 2], as 

            , , , , 1,2,...,i i i i io t x t y t t t i n                                              (1) 

where  ix t  and  iy t  represent translational coordinates,  i t  and  i t  represent rotational 

coordinates.  
Applying the Lagrange’s equation and finite element method [1, 2, 3, 4], the differential equation 

of motion of the rotor model can be obtained as, 
                    i i i iM o t C G o t K o t u t                                          (2) 

where  M ,  C ,  G  and  K  represent linear mass, damping, gyroscopic and stiffness matrixes 
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respectively, their detailed expressions can be found in [1, 2]. Parameter   is the rotating speed of 
the rotor-bearing system.   io t ,   io t  and   io t  represent time-domain acceleration, velocity 

and displacement vectors respectively.   iu t  represents the time-domain radial unbalance force 

vector. 

2.2 Excel parameter sheet 

In order to set and modify parameters conveniently, all parameters used in the rotor model including 
geometric dimensions, material properties, support damping and stiffness coefficients et al. are listed 
in the Excel sheet to be read (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig.  3: Excel parameter sheet. 

From Fig. 3, it is shown that there are two types of parameters. When parameters in blue color 
are filled in, related parameters in white color will be calculated through functions in the Excel. All 
calculated parameters will be compared with that calculated in the Matlab for verification. 

2.3 Matlab code writing 

In the Matlab working window, creating a new script, and writing corresponding codes for the 
parameter reading, matrix formation, equation calculation, result display et al. All codes and related 
descriptions are shown as follows. 

%%%Parameter 
f_01_max=60; %%%Maximum frequency 
f_01=0:0.2:f_01_max; %%%Frequency range 
w_01=2*pi*f_01; %%%Angular frequency range 
Num_ord=1;  %%%Calculated order 
%%%Element matrix 
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[Data,text]=xlsread('E:\04 Research\04 Diagnosis\0206 ROBO\01 Simulation\Rotor','20230410
','B1:AO120'); 

if Data(2,1)>0 
    ELE_01_O=Data(1:30,1:find(Data(10,:)==0)); 
    ELE_01_O(10,:)=round(ELE_01_O(4,:)./ELE_01_O(5,:)); %%%Sha_N 
    ELE_01_O(11,:)=pi.*(ELE_01_O(2,:).^2-ELE_01_O(3,:).^2)./4; %%%Sha_A  
    ELE_01_O(12,:)=pi.*(ELE_01_O(2,:).^4-ELE_01_O(3,:).^4)./64; %%%Sha_I  
    ELE_01_O(13,:)=ELE_01_O(7,:).*ELE_01_O(11,:); %%%Sha_Mp 
    ELE_01_O(14,:)=12*ELE_01_O(6,:).*ELE_01_O(12,:)./ELE_01_O(8,:)./ELE_01_O(5,:).^2

./(ELE_01_O(11,:)./((7+6.*ELE_01_O(9,:))./(6+6.*ELE_01_O(9,:)))./(1+(20+12.*ELE_01_O(9,:))

./(7+6*ELE_01_O(9,:)).*(ELE_01_O(2,:).*ELE_01_O(3,:)./(ELE_01_O(2,:).^2+ELE_01_O(3,:).^
2)).^2)); %%%Sha_Fai 

    ELE_01_O(22,:)=ELE_01_O(18,:).*pi.*(ELE_01_O(15,:).^2-ELE_01_O(16,:).^2)./4.*ELE
_01_O(17,:); %%%Dis_M 

    ELE_01_O(23,:)=0.5.*ELE_01_O(22,:).*(ELE_01_O(15,:).^2+ELE_01_O(16,:).^2)./4; %%
%Dis_Jp 

    ELE_01_O(24,:)=ELE_01_O(23,:)./2; %%%Dis_Jd 
    Num_01_ele=sum(ELE_01_O(10,:)); 
    Num_01_nod=Num_01_ele+1; 
    ELE_01_C=zeros(30,Num_01_nod); 
    %%%Shaft 
    Sha_01_nod_sta=0;Sha_01_nod_end=0; 
    for aaa=1:size(ELE_01_O,2)-1 
        Sha_01_nod_sta=Sha_01_nod_end+1; 
        Sha_01_nod_end=Sha_01_nod_sta+ELE_01_O(10,aaa)-1; 
        for bbb=1:ELE_01_O(10,aaa) 
            ELE_01_C(2:14,Sha_01_nod_sta+bbb-1)=ELE_01_O(2:14,aaa);   
        end 
    end 
    %%%Disk 
    Dis_01_nod_O=find(~isnan(ELE_01_O(15,:))); 
    for aaa=1:length(Dis_01_nod_O) 
        Dis_01_nod_C(aaa)=sum(ELE_01_O(10,1:Dis_01_nod_O(aaa)))-ELE_01_O(10,Dis_01_

nod_O(aaa))+1; 
        ELE_01_C(15:24,Dis_01_nod_C(aaa))=ELE_01_O(15:24,Dis_01_nod_O(aaa));  
    end 
    %%%Bearing 
    Bea_01_nod_O=find(~isnan(ELE_01_O(25,:)));  
    for aaa=1:length(Bea_01_nod_O) 
        Bea_01_nod_C(aaa)=sum(ELE_01_O(10,1:Bea_01_nod_O(aaa)))-ELE_01_O(10,Bea_01

_nod_O(aaa))+1; 
        ELE_01_C(25:30,Bea_01_nod_C(aaa))=ELE_01_O(25:30,Bea_01_nod_O(aaa)); 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%System Matrix 
% (Num_nod,Sha_Ela,Sha_l_e,Sha_A,Sha_I,Sha_Mp,Sha_Fai) 
[M_Sha_01,G_Sha_01,K_Sha_01]=MCK_Sha(Num_01_nod,ELE_01_C(6,:),ELE_01_C(5,:),

ELE_01_C(11,:),ELE_01_C(12,:),ELE_01_C(13,:),ELE_01_C(14,:)); 
% (Num_nod,Dis_M,Dis_Jp,Dis_Jd,Dis_Amp,Dis_Pha) 
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[M_Dis_01,G_Dis_01,U_Dis_01]=MCK_Dis(Num_01_nod,ELE_01_C(22,:),ELE_01_C(23,:),
ELE_01_C(24,:),ELE_01_C(19,:),ELE_01_C(20,:)); 

% (Num_nod,Bea_Cx,Bea_Cy,Bea_Kx,Bea_Ky) 
[C_Bea_01,K_Bea_01,U_Bea_01]=MCK_Bea(Num_01_nod,ELE_01_C(25,:),ELE_01_C(26,:

),ELE_01_C(28,:),ELE_01_C(29,:)); 
Num_nod=Num_01_nod; 
M_sys=M_Sha_01+M_Dis_01; 
C_sys=C_Bea_01; 
G_sys=G_Sha_01+G_Dis_01; 
K_sys=K_Sha_01+K_Bea_01; 
U_Sys=U_Dis_01+U_Bea_01; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Modal property 
for aaa=1:length(w_01) 
    A_sys=[zeros(Num_nod*4),eye(Num_nod*4);-M_sys\K_sys,-M_sys\(C_sys-w_01(aaa)*G_

sys)];    
    [EV,ED]=eig(A_sys);    
    [ED_S,ED_S_ind]=sort(imag(diag(ED))); 
    Eng_D=imag(ED(ED_S_ind,ED_S_ind)); 
    Eng_V=EV(:,ED_S_ind); 
    Num_pos=find(ED_S>0); 
    Eng_D_T(:,aaa)=diag(Eng_D(Num_pos:length(ED_S),Num_pos:length(ED_S))); 
    Eng_V_T(:,:,aaa)=Eng_V(:,Num_pos:length(ED_S)); 
end 
%%%Critical speed 
for aaa=1:1:Num_ord 
    figure (1000+aaa)  
    if aaa==1 
        cla; 
    end 
    plot(f_01,w_01,'b','LineWidth',2) 
    hold on 
    plot(f_01,Eng_D_T(aaa*2-1,:),'r','LineWidth',2) 
    hold on 
    plot(f_01,Eng_D_T(aaa*2,:),'k','LineWidth',2) 
    hold on 
    for bbb=1:length(w_01)-1 
        if w_01(bbb)<Eng_D_T(aaa*2,bbb)&&w_01(bbb+1)>Eng_D_T(aaa*2,bbb+1) 
            Eng_D_R(aaa,1)=(w_01(bbb)*Eng_D_T(aaa*2,bbb+1)-w_01(bbb+1)*Eng_D_T(aaa*2

,bbb))/(w_01(bbb)-w_01(bbb+1)-Eng_D_T(aaa*2,bbb)+Eng_D_T(aaa*2,bbb+1)); 
            Eng_V_R(aaa,:)=Eng_V_T(:,aaa*2,bbb); 
            plot(Eng_D_R(aaa)/2/pi,Eng_D_R(aaa),'*','LineWidth',2) 
            hold on 
            grid on 
            xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
            ylabel('Angular frequency (Rad/s)') 
            set(gca,'Fontname','Times New Roman','FontSize',16);  
            legendR=legend('45^{\circ} line','Forward whirl','Backward whirl'); 
            set(legendR,'Box','off','Orientation','Vertical','Location','northwest','Fontname','Times N

ew Roman','FontSize',16) 
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            %%Mode shape 
            for ccc=1:size(Eng_V_R,2)/2/4 
                Eng_V_R_x(aaa,ccc)=Eng_V_R(aaa,(ccc-1)*4+1); 
                Eng_V_R_y(aaa,ccc)=Eng_V_R(aaa,(ccc-1)*4+2); 
            end 
            figure(2000+aaa)  
            cla; 
            plot3(1:1:Num_nod,ones(Num_nod,1)*0,ones(Num_nod,1)*0,'b','LineWidth',2) 
            hold on 
            plot3(1:Num_nod,real(Eng_V_R_x(aaa,:)),imag(Eng_V_R_x(aaa,:)),'r','LineWidth',2) 
            hold on 
            for ccc=1:length(Dis_01_nod_O) 
                plot3(sum(ELE_01_O(10,1:Dis_01_nod_O(ccc)))-ELE_01_O(10,Dis_01_nod_O(ccc

))+1,0,0,'*','LineWidth',2) 
                hold on 
            end 
            for ccc=1:length(Bea_01_nod_O) 
                plot3(sum(ELE_01_O(10,1:Bea_01_nod_O(ccc)))-ELE_01_O(10,Bea_01_nod_O(cc

c))+1,0,0,'^','LineWidth',2) 
                hold on 
            end 
            for ccc=1:Num_nod 
                plot3(ones(360,1)*ccc,abs(Eng_V_R_x(aaa,ccc))*cos((1:360)/180*pi),abs(Eng_V_R

_x(aaa,ccc))*sin((1:360)/180*pi)) 
                hold on 
            end 
            view(-45,45) 
            grid on 
            xlabel('z-direction') 
            ylabel('x-direction') 
            zlabel('y-direction') 
            set(gca,'Fontname','Times New Roman','FontSize',16);  
            legendR=legend('Center line','The first order mode shape'); 
            set(legendR,'Box','off','Orientation','Vertical','Location','northwest','Fontname','Times N

ew Roman','FontSize',16) 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Output spectrum 
%%%Figure 
for aaa=1:length(w_01) 
    FA_sys_P=-w_01(aaa)^2*M_sys+1i*w_01(aaa)*(C_sys-w_01(aaa)*G_sys)+K_sys; 
    FU_sys_P=w_01(aaa)^2.*U_Sys(:,1);     
    FQ_sys_P(:,aaa)=FA_sys_P\FU_sys_P; 
    FA_sys_N=-w_01(aaa)^2*M_sys-1i*w_01(aaa)*(C_sys-w_01(aaa)*G_sys)+K_sys; 
    FU_sys_N=w_01(aaa)^2.*U_Sys(:,2);    
    FQ_sys_N(:,aaa)=FA_sys_N\FU_sys_N; 
end 
figure(3000) 
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cla; 
plot(f_01,2*abs(FQ_sys_P((Dis_01_nod_C(1)-1)*4+1,:)),'b','LineWidth',2) 
grid on 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
set(gca,'Fontname','Times New Roman','FontSize',16);  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Element matrix 
%%%Shaft 
function [M_Sha,G_Sha,K_Sha]=MCK_Sha(Num_nod,Sha_Ela,Sha_s_e,Sha_A,Sha_I,Sha_M

p,Sha_Fai) 
    M_Sha=zeros(Num_nod*4,Num_nod*4); 
    G_Sha=zeros(Num_nod*4,Num_nod*4); 
    K_Sha=zeros(Num_nod*4,Num_nod*4); 
    for aaa=1:Num_nod-1 
        MT1=13/35+7/10*Sha_Fai(aaa)+1/3*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2; 
        MT2=(1/105+1/60*Sha_Fai(aaa)+1/120*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2)*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2; 
        MT3=(11/210+11/120*Sha_Fai(aaa)+1/24*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2)*Sha_s_e(aaa)^1; 
        MT4=9/70+3/10*Sha_Fai(aaa)+1/6*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2; 
        MT5=(13/420+3/40*Sha_Fai(aaa)+1/24*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2)*Sha_s_e(aaa)^1; 
        MT6=(1/140+1/60*Sha_Fai(aaa)+1/120*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2)*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2; 
        MT=[MT1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
            0 MT1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
            0 -MT3 MT2 0 0 0 0 0; 
            MT3 0 0 MT2 0 0 0 0; 
            MT4 0 0 MT5 MT1 0 0 0; 
            0 MT4 -MT5 0 0 MT1 0 0; 
            0 MT5 -MT6 0 0 MT3 MT2 0; 
            -MT5 0 0 -MT6 -MT3 0 0 MT2]; 
        MT=MT+MT.'-diag([MT1,MT1,MT2,MT2,MT1,MT1,MT2,MT2]); 
        MR1=6/5; 
        MR2=(2/15+1/6*Sha_Fai(aaa)+1/3*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2)*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2; 
        MR3=(1/10-1/2*Sha_Fai(aaa))*Sha_s_e(aaa)^1; 
        MR4=-(1/30+1/6*Sha_Fai(aaa)-1/6*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2)*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2; 
        MR=[MR1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
            0 MR1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
            0 -MR3 MR2 0 0 0 0 0; 
            MR3 0 0 MR2 0 0 0 0; 
            -MR1 0 0 -MR3 MR1 0 0 0; 
            0 -MR1 MR3 0 0 MR1 0 0; 
            0 -MR3 MR4 0 0 MR3 MR2 0; 
            MR3 0 0 MR4 -MR3 0 0 MR2]; 
        MR=MR+MR.'-diag([MR1,MR1,MR2,MR2,MR1,MR1,MR2,MR2]); 
        M_Sha((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8)=M_Sha((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*

4+8,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8)+Sha_Mp(aaa)*Sha_s_e(aaa)/(1+Sha_Fai(aaa))^2.*MT+Sha_Mp(aaa
)/Sha_A(aaa)*Sha_I(aaa)/(1+Sha_Fai(aaa))^2/Sha_s_e(aaa).*MR; 

        G1=36; 
        G2=3*Sha_s_e(aaa)-15*Sha_s_e(aaa)*Sha_Fai(aaa); 
        G3=4*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2+5*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2*Sha_Fai(aaa)+10*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2*Sha_Fai(aa

a)^2; 
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        G4=Sha_s_e(aaa)^2+5*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2*Sha_Fai(aaa)-5*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2*Sha_Fai(aaa)^2
; 

        G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
        G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
        -G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
           0 -G2 G3 0 0 0 0 0;  
        0 G1 -G2 0 0 0 0 0; 
        -G1 0 0 -G2 G1 0 0 0; 
           -G2 0 0 G4 G2 0 0 0; 
        0 -G2 -G4 0 0 G2 G3 0]; 
         G=G-G.'; 
         G_Sha((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8)=G_Sha((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*

4+8,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8)+Sha_Mp(aaa)/Sha_A(aaa)*Sha_I(aaa)/(1+Sha_Fai(aaa))^2/15/Sha_
s_e(aaa).*G; 

         KT1=12; 
    KT2=(4+Sha_Fai(aaa))*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2; 
         KT3=6*Sha_s_e(aaa); 
         KT4=(2-Sha_Fai(aaa))*Sha_s_e(aaa)^2; 
         KT=[KT1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
             0 KT1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
             0 -KT3 KT2 0 0 0 0 0; 
             KT3 0 0 KT2 0 0 0 0; 
             -KT1 0 0 -KT3 KT1 0 0 0; 
             0 -KT1 KT3 0 0 KT1 0 0; 
             0 -KT3 KT4 0 0 KT3 KT2 0; 
             KT3 0 0 KT4 -KT3 0 0 KT2]; 
         KT=KT+KT.'-diag([KT1,KT1,KT2,KT2,KT1,KT1,KT2,KT2]); 
         K_Sha((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8)=K_Sha((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*

4+8,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+8)+Sha_Ela(aaa)*Sha_I(aaa)/(1+Sha_Fai(aaa))/Sha_s_e(aaa)^3.*KT; 
    end 
end 
%%%Disk 
function [M_Dis,G_Dis,U_Dis]=MCK_Dis(Num_nod,Dis_M,Dis_Jp,Dis_Jd,Dis_Amp,Dis_Ph

a) 
    M_Dis=zeros(Num_nod*4,Num_nod*4); 
    G_Dis=zeros(Num_nod*4,Num_nod*4); 
    U_Dis=zeros(Num_nod*4,4); 
    for aaa=1:Num_nod 
        M_Dis((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4)=diag([Dis_M(aaa),Dis_M(aaa

),Dis_Jd(aaa),Dis_Jd(aaa)]); 
        G_Dis((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4)=[0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 -Dis_Jp(

aaa);0 0 Dis_Jp(aaa) 0]; 
        U_Dis((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+2,1)=Dis_Amp(aaa)/2*[exp(1i*Dis_Pha(aaa)/180*pi);exp(

1i*Dis_Pha(aaa)/180*pi)/1i]; 
        U_Dis((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+2,2)=Dis_Amp(aaa)/2*[exp(-1i*Dis_Pha(aaa)/180*pi);-ex

p(-1i*Dis_Pha(aaa)/180*pi)/1i]; 
    end 
end 
%%%Bearing 
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function [C_Bea,K_Bea,U_Bea]=MCK_Bea(Num_nod,Bea_Cx,Bea_Cy,Bea_Kx,Bea_Ky) 
    C_Bea=zeros(Num_nod*4,Num_nod*4); 
    K_Bea=zeros(Num_nod*4,Num_nod*4); 
    U_Bea=zeros(Num_nod*4,4); 
    for aaa=1:Num_nod 
        C_Bea((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4)=[Bea_Cx(aaa) 0 0 0;0 Bea_Cy

(aaa) 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0]; 
        K_Bea((aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4,(aaa-1)*4+1:(aaa-1)*4+4)=[Bea_Kx(aaa) 0 0 0;0 Bea_K

y(aaa) 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0]; 
    end 

2.4 Result display and analysis 

With the excel parameter sheet and Matlab codes, some dynamic characteristics of the rotor model 
like the first order critical speed, related mode shape and stable output response are shown in Fig. 4, 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. 

 
Fig.  4: Campbell diagram. 

 
Fig.  5: Mode shape. 
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Fig.  6: Stable response of the disk. 

From the Campbell diagram in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the first order critical speed is about 
39.8Hz, and related mode shape shown in Fig. 5 demonstrates that the first order whirl orbit is the 
bending vibration of the shaft. The reason is that support stiffness coefficients are 1e8 shown in Fig. 
3, which is very larger compared with the shaft stiffness. On the other hand, stable response of the 
disk in Fig. 6 also shows that the disk has a resonance peak at the critical speed (39.8 Hz). 

3 Conclusions 

Through the introduction of procedures of the Matlab-based FEM in previous sections, it can be 
concluded that the FEM can be easily applied through the Matlab codes. Compared with some 
commercial FE software, which is like a black box, writing codes with Matlab or other open source 
software would be more direct and clearer to show the basic principle of rotor dynamics and FEM for 
students and researchers.  
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Abstract

Starting as materials for high-performance applications, composites are now commonly used in various engi-
neering fields. Undoubtedly, the high mechanical performances and low density played a crucial role in their
spreading. Nevertheless, one of the main advantages of composite is the material properties design and opti-
mization. It is indeed possible for the structural engineer to create a custom material by arranging a certain
number of like or unlike plies in different orientations. Despite this advantage, such peculiarity introduces new
design challenges and complications. The consequence is an increased FE computational cost. Aiming to act
on this specific problem, the authors developed an open-source toolbox for the structural analysis of layered
materials. With the capability to determine material properties and stress states, the devised instrument should
support the structural engineer and quicken the preliminary design phase.

Keywords: Composite structures, Open-source design tool, Python coded

1 Introduction / Statement of Need

Composite materials are widely and commonly used for structural and non-structural components.
Indeed, these materials are often considered an alternative to the more classical metallic solution. The
advantages of this solution allowed its spreading in almost all engineering fields. As it may be already
known, composite materials have a very high stiffness-to-mass ratio (when compared to metallic ma-
terials), and most important their directional characteristics can be changed and adjusted in the design
phase.
Nevertheless, the material properties design is both an interesting feature and a drawback. The former
introduces a new and non-trivial design phase resulting in an increased workload and project intricacy.
The authors have grown acquainted with the problem’s complexity in the last two years through the
collaboration with the Italian national institute of nuclear physics (INFN) concerning the design of
composite-based supporting sandwich panels for space-borne particle physics experiments. The for-
mer project provided a real chance to face the composite design challenge and to develop the here-
presented toolbox.
To increase the toolbox spread and ease its accessibility, the development took place in the Python
environment.
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Fig. 1: Micro, meso and macro scale approach

2 The toolbox

Being the project mentioned in sec. 1 one of the first research group’s approaches to the composite
topic, the authors started from the basics([1], [2]) and put together a simple but effective toolbox.
The toolbox mainly divides into two parts: the micro-mechanics tools and the laminate tools. The two
toolsets are completely independent of one another although the output from the first can be used as
input for the second.
In composite classical literature, composite is approached on three scales: the micro-scale, the meso-
scale, and the macro-scale (shown in fig. 1).

The first approach concerns the material’s constituents and deals with them as merged but distinct
entities. The second approach works with homogeneous composite materials laminae (making no dis-
tinction between the components). The third deals with the materials and the structures as a whole
non differentiating constituents and layers. For the sake of clarity, consider a laminated wind turbine
blade. The micro-mechanics of such object studies the interaction between the fiber and the matrix.
The meso-mechanics concerns the stresses and deformations of the single laminae and the stress ex-
changes between adjacent laminae. Finally, macro-mechanics deals with overall blade parameters like
the whole structural deformation. While the meso and macro mechanics are quite entangled together,
the micro-mechanics is often dealt with as a separate topic, hence the split in the toolbox.
As previously stated, the micro-mechanics, and so the toolbox, starts from the materials constituents,
their properties, and their relative proportions to extrapolate equivalent composite properties. To sum-
marize, the code processes inputs on the constituents to provide equivalent composite mechanical
properties.
The laminate tools start from the ply attributes (which can be either external or derived with the former
tools) and the stack-up definition to compute properties as the stiffness matrices (A, B, D, and H) or
the laminate equivalent orthotropic material constants. In addition, the code is capable of computing
the laminate ply-by-ply stress state under a given set of actions (N, M). Lastly, the code can detect First
Ply Failure and compute safety factors according to the Tsai-Wu, max stress, or max strain criteria.
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Figure 2 provides an appreciative example: using as inputs the properties and percentages of the con-
stituent, the lamination parameters, and the stress state the code provided a ply-by-ply stress analysis.

Fig. 2: Ply-by-ply stress analysis

3 The code itself

Before moving on to the toolbox applications and validation let us spend some words on the rationale
behind the coding. The code was developed following the PEP-8 standard. Mainly four libraries were
used: Numpy, Pandas, Scipy, and Matplotlib. The main outputs (materials and laminates) are defined
as classes with various properties. Among those, there is also the list of dictionaries containing the
plies characteristic. Additionally, several different methods were implemented (either internal or user
accessible) and their outputs are stored as class properties. The code methods are designed to ease
their expansion: when the method is called the user can choose which theory and equation he wants
to use. The former choice allows not only the developers but also other users to implement in the code
new, custom, or not-yet-available theories.

4 The applications

The application of such general tools can be multiple. Since covering every usage is not possible, the
present section deals with the authors’ application of the code and also represents a sort of introduction
for the following section.
The most obvious and common usage for the code is the calculation of equivalent properties at all
scales. As an example, meso scale properties (ply properties) could be needed as input for a detailed
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composite structure FEA verification in which the meso-mechanics is managed at an FEA level. More-
over, equivalent material properties at a macro scale level could be used for a quicker and less refined
FEA analysis.
In more sophisticated applications one could turn to the toolbox to carry on a part of the analysis. For
example by using FEA stress resultants in a specific point as input to a Python routine to perform a
preliminary laminate ranking (the work-flow is schematized in figure 3 .

Fig. 3: Work-flow of a possible tool application

The former are merely some of the possible applications of the toolbox and come from the authors’
experiences.

5 The validation

As specified in the former, the toolbox was often used together with the FEA. This tight correlation
and the authors’ experience with the FEA lead to the obvious usage of the latter for the toolbox vali-
dation.
For the validation, the Python toolbox and the FEA share the same settings (same material and lam-
inate definition). After the successful validation of the toolbox-computed stiffness matrices against
the ones from the FEA, the toolbox ply-by-ply stress calculation and failure capabilities were asserted
against the FEA.
As an example tab. 1 reports the toolbox error at different points.

6 Conclusions

The presented document briefly describes the work done by the machine design group of the Uni-
versity of Perugia on an Open Source composite structural analysis toolbox. The code follows the
PEP-8 standard and defines composite materials and laminates with classes. The group is planning to
release the code on the GitHub platform, meanwhile the beta version can be accessed by contacting
the corresponding author. The described approach allows the storage of a large variety of material and
laminate properties as class attributes. Although the possible applications are various, the authors’
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Tab. 1: Error committed by the toolbox on the stress calculation in different plies

Ply no. and FEA element err. σx err. σy err. σxy

ply no. 0 element 1370 0.41% 0.33% 0.52%
ply no. 1 element 1370 0.40% 0.55% 0.52%
ply no. 2 element 1911 0.33% 0.31% 0.27%
ply no. 3 element 1911 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
ply no. 4 element 2110 0.43% 0.43% 0.44%
ply no. 5 element 2110 0.33% 0.31% 0.27%
ply no. 6 element 2807 0.40% 0.55% 0.52%
ply no. 7 element 2807 0.41% 0.33% 0.52%

briefly dwelt on the toolbox-FEA interactions in terms of input provision or co-simulation. Regarding
the validation, a toolbox to FEA results comparison assessed the accuracy of the developed tool.
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Abstract

This paper presents an open-source implementation of the transfer path analysis method as a part of the python
package pyFBS. Transfer path analysis has been recently established as a reliable tool for modelling critical
paths for the transmission of sound and vibration in assembly products. Its main advantages are the ability to
distinguish the partial transfer path contributions and to predict the receiver’s response even for its modifica-
tions. The implementation of the method within the pyFBS package is aimed at both researchers and engineers
who tackle noise and vibration problems in their daily work. The intuitive use of the package is demonstrated
by implementing a hybrid modelling approach aimed at evaluating different motor vibroisolation concepts for
the new generation of ASKO washing machine. The approach incorporates experimental-based source char-
acterisation of an electric motor and a numerical-based dynamic model of the virtual prototype of a washing
machine. Merging the two modelling domains within the pyFBS package enables evaluation of the washing ma-
chine response in operation using transfer path analysis. In addition, the approach avoids the need for a physical
prototype. Based on the calculated responses, the most suitable vibroisolation concept can be determined.

Keywords: Structural Dynamics, Python, Transfer Path Analysis, Rubber Mount Characterization

1 Introduction

The analysis of structural dynamics is an essential step in the development of high-tech mechanical
systems. For modelling critical paths for the transmission of sound and vibration in an assembly,
transfer path analysis (TPA) is a reliable and effective tool [1]. TPA replicates the source excitations
using the set of equivalent forces acting at the interfaces between the source and the receiver structure
of the assembly. Equivalent forces are an inherent property of the source and as such, transferable to
any assembly with the modified receiver.

Recently, the release of the pyFBS python package [2] brought open-source implementation of
the TPA and supplementary methods (such as virtual point transformation (VPT) and regularization
techniques [3]) to the researches and acoustic engineers. All required methods, implemented using an
object-orientated approach, can be used in an intuitive manner for consistent source characterization.
In this paper, a procedure for evaluating assembly modifications is proposed that relies on the exper-
imentally identified equivalent forces for the source, a structural admittance of the virtual prototype
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from a numerical model, and pyFBS package as an implementation tool. The proposed approach is
applied to evaluate structural modifications by estimating the operational responses of a novel assem-
bly in the virtual environment. In this case, it was applied to deduce the most suitable vibroisolation
concept for the new generation of ASKO washing machine motor mount.

2 Theoretical background

In practise, most sources generate an input force that is impossible to measure or model. Therefore,
a quantity is needed that enables a complete description of the source for a given operating condition.
Treating generic structure as an assembly of source (A) and receiver (B) components (Fig. 1a), the
following indirect source characterization can be applied. A set of equivalent forces acting at the
interface is introduced that replicates the same responses at the receiver side as the source (Fig. 1b):

feq
2 =

(
YAB

42
)+ uAB

4 , (1)

where YAB
42 is the admittance of the transfer paths and uAB

4 are the responses at the receiver side
measured while the assembly is in operation. Equivalent forces are a property of a source substructure
only and are transferable to an assembly with a modified receiver where response uAB̃

3 is obtained:

uAB̃
3 = YAB̃

32 feq
2 . (2)

A

B
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u4
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Fig. 1: Source characterization using in-situ TPA: a) assembly under operation; b) set of equivalent
forces replicating the operational response.

Combining the concepts of TPA with the principles of dynamic substructuring has led to an ap-
proach in which the source is characterized using forces and moments in a virtual point (VP). The VP,
typically used in frequency based substructuring, has the advantage of taking into account moments
in the transfer paths that are otherwise not measurable with conventional force transducers and thus
fulfill the requirement of full interface description in terms of significant degrees of freedom (DoFs).

3 Methodology

3.1 Source characterization

The first step of the proposed methodology comprises experimental identification of feq
2 . The latter

was performed on the existing ASKO WM75, with an operational regime of a motor run-up from 0
RPM to 20.000 RPM. Measurement campaign for acquiring structural admittance of the transfer paths
was first planned using a 3D display feature of pyFBS. Fig. 2a shows desired location of the sensors
and impacts on the assembly, as well as virtual points needed for source characterization. After careful
experiment planning, experimentalist in laboratory simply replicate experimental setup on a physical
structure without difficulties in selecting suitable measurement locations (Fig. 2b).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Experimental planning in advance: a) virtual positioning of impacts and sensors using pyFBS;
b) actual measurement setup.

Next step required the use of VPT to obtain YAB
42 . Implementation of VPT from pyFBS was

exploited where only rigid interface deflection modes were considered. After the measurement of
operational responses uAB

4 the equivalent forces were estimated using Eq. (1).

3.2 Identification of rubber mount properties

To evaluate the performance of each vibroisolation concept, its valid numerical counterpart must first
be established. For this, a material model of the used nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) had to be iden-
tified. An inverse procedure was applied, where dynamic stiffness of the NBR was first identified ex-
perimentally on an existing motor vibroisolation (Fig.3a). The dynamic stiffness of the vibroisolation
was measured by impact testing in free boundary conditions [4]. This procedure enables for charac-
terization in all degrees of freedom (i.e., dynamic stiffness for translational and rotational degrees of
freedom, again using VPT object from pyFBS). The experimentally identified dynamic stiffness was
used to update the numerical model of the vibroisolation and thus obtain required material model.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: a) Experimental setup for rubber mount characterization. b) Numerical model of a virtual
prototype.

3.3 Response prediction

In order to simulate the responses in operation with new motor vibroisolations mounted, one must first
obtain the FRFs of the novel assembly (YAB̃

32 ). With the physical prototype unavailable at this stage
of development, a numerical model of a virtual prototype was created (Fig. 3b) using ANSYS. Mass
and stiffness matrices were then imported to pyFBS using MCK object to evaluate its operational
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response, where its admittance was obtained using FRF synth function, followed by the response
prediction using Eq. (2).

Each vibroisolation concept was incorporated into the numerical model and the response predic-
tion procedure was repeated for each concept. The sum of all responses during the entire motor run-up
uAB̃

3 is presented in Fig. 4 on a 1/3 octave plot for all considered concepts.

Fig. 4: Amplitude of the operating response for different vibroisolation concepts for motor run-up.

By analysing Fig. 4, a suitable solution is found with concept V12 (displayed using a dashed line).
Fig. 5 compares the Campbell diagrams for the entire run-up of the BPM motor with the existing and
the V12 vibroisolation concepts.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: Campbell diagram: a) existing vibroisolation; b) V12 vibroisolation concept.
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Abstract

The timely detection of faults in mechanical components is crucial for preventing system failures and min-
imizing maintenance costs. The relevance of this topic boosted the development of various fault detection
techniques. Most of them evaluate the changes in on-filed measurements performed on the component to moni-
tor a possible fault of the system. The present research aims to contribute to this field with a novel and economic
fault detection tool for mechanical components subjected to dynamic loads. The proposed algorithm uses real-
time data from a single sensor to estimate the fatigue damage and to compute the remaining life. To pursue
simplicity and open accessibility, the authors implemented the algorithm in a low-cost commercial acquisition
board. Lastly, an experimental campaign on a component subjected to random vibration demonstrated the tool’s
capability to predict fatigue damage.

Keywords: Vibration fatigue, Open Source, Structural Dynamics, Real-Time health monitoring

1 Introduction

Monitoring the structural behavior of mechanical components and systems has been widely used in
engineering for many years since it offers several advantages such as an increase of safety and decrease
maintenance and repair costs [1, 2]. Stuctural monitoring techniques are applied in several fields of
engineer such as civil engineering [3, 4], mechanical engineering [5, 6], automotive and aerospace
[7, 8]. The most commonly used approach for dynamic structures is to monitor any change in the dy-
namic response of the system using ultrasonic, acoustic emission or vibration analysis. In recent years,
the diffusion of computer vision, artificial intelligence and machine learning has further extended the
opportunities offered by damage monitoring methods to the damage localization and quantification
[9, 10, 11, 12]
Recently, Cianetti [13] proposed a damage estimation method able to monitor the accumulated fa-
tigue damage in a structure or potential damage in real-time. This method involves applying a cycle
counting method and the Palmgreen-Miner damage accumulation rule [14] to a moving window of
the signal. The significant advantage of this technique is that it can determine the cumulative damage
on the entire structure with a single measurement, based on a numerically determined relationship.
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Indeed, assuming a linear behavior of the system, it is possible to easily determine the frequency
response functions (by using a calibrated FE model) between the forcing function and any physical
quantity aimed to evaluate the actual and/or potential damage for any point in the structure.
In this work, the monitoring technique proposed by Cianetti [13] has been implemented in an ad-hoc
device, using easily available and low-cost components. A high-performance but low-cost processor
and analog-to-digital converter were used for the hardware, while the damage calculation algorithm
was developed in Python and it is freerly available.
Once the device was fabricated, it was experimentally tested on a Y-shaped component [15] subjected
to vibration tests using different excitation profiles During the various tests, the potential damage was
evaluated in real-time up to the predicted failure time.
The validation of the device and algorithm was then performed by comparing the estimated real-time
lifetimes provided by the system with those obtained by monitoring the drop in natural frequency in
post-processing analysis [15]. The results obtained demonstrate that the device provides sufficiently
accurate results, with a percentage error committed always below 20%. The result of this work there-
fore enables the problem of identifying possible fatigue failure in a mechanical component to be
addressed using a very simple algorithm and low-cost electronic components. Although the device
was tested on a simple laboratory component, its potential is not diminished, as it can be applied to
any mechanical component or system.

2 Evaluation of fatigue damage in real time

The evaluation of the fatigue damage of structures subjected to random vibrations in real time can be
carried out by exploiting the classical methodologies in the time domain: given any measured signals,
this can be processed with a cycle counting method and once the load spectrum and the S-N curve
expressed in terms of the measured quantity are known, a damage accumulation law can be applied
[14]. This means applying the cycle counting method over the entire time history, from the moment
the component was installed to the moment the calculation is made. This approach does not go well
with a real-time analysis as it would involve managing an enormous amount of data (especially for
high-frequency signals), and therefore is de-facto inapplicable in real-time.

In this context, Cianetti [13] proposed a method that exploits the rainflow counting algorithm
and the Palmgreen-Miner rule, but the calculation of damage is carried out only over a window, with
appropriate characteristics (time length, sampling frequency). Since only small window of length ∆T
are processed by the rainflow counting algorithm the real-time calculation is viable and it is possible
determining the potential damage associate with the ith window as shown in equation 1.

dpi =
mi

∑
k=1

(nk)i(
(xak )i

a

)1/b (1)

In equation 1 a and b are the Wholer curve parameters, nk is the extracted number of cycles in
the ith window where k is the generic spectrum cycle counted, xak represents the alternate value of the
acquired signal while mi is the total number of cycles counted in the window.
Once the potential fatigue damage associated to the ith window is known, the total accumulate damage
at a predefined time instant Dp can be easily computed as the sum of the computed damages dpi . In
this paper the authors define the damage as ”potential” since it can be computed not only on stress
process but on generic signals and in such case, the computed fatigue damage is potential and useful
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more for comparison than to estimate the fatigue life.

3 The device

In order to have a device able to evaluate the real or potential cumulative damage within a component,
it was necessary both to create an ad-hoc device capable of performing all the necessary operations
and to implement an algorithm aimed to data acquisition and processing operation.

3.1 The hardware

The realized device is based on 5 elements: a transducer, a signal conditioner, an ADC converter, a
buffer board (aimed to memorize the acquire data) and a processor. An accelerometer produced by
PBC is used as sensor in this activity while the signal conditioner model 480E09 produced by PBC is
adopted. The Raspberry Pi AD/DA Expansion Board ADS1256 with 8 channels at 24bit and sampling
rate equal to 30ksps is used as ADC. For the buffer board, necessary to memorize the acquired data,
the WeAct Black Pill V2.0 board has been used while the Raspberry PI4 is used as processor. The
choice of these components has been made in order to minimize the total cost, that excluding the
sensor and signal conditioner, is lower than 150 Euro. The final device is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1: The prototype of the device realized in this activity to monitor the fatigue damage in real-time

As visible from figure 1, an additional resistor was needed since the ADC converter can read only
positive values in a range 0 - 3.3 Volts. By introducing an additional resistance, it was possible to
insert a bias, thus a known mean value of voltage equal to 1.75V, to be removed after the acquisition.
Without the resistor, negative values would be lost.

3.2 The software

The realized device should be able to acquire a signal and processing it simultaneously. To this aim, a
Python algorithm has been implemented within the Raspberry PI4. This algorithm exploits the multi-
threads logic. In such a way two threads operate at the same time. The first one is used to acquire
portion (window) of the signal in real time while the second thread computes the fatigue damage,
according to what stated in Sec. 2, of the previously acquired window. Figure 2 shows the multi-
threads logic used to compute the fatigue damage in real time.

As visible from figure 2, the algorithm foresees to acquire a first window, secondly the two threads
operate simultaneously. Both threads are inserted in a while loop that ends when the accumulated
damage is equal or close to a predefined threshold defined critical for the analyzed component.
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Fig. 2: Multi-thread logic to calculate fatigue damage in real-time

4 Validation of the device through vibration tests

In order to evaluate the ability of the device to operate in real time to monitor a fatigue failure induced
by vibrations, experimental tests were performed on a simple laboratory component. The specimens
were realized in additive manufacturing in Polylactic acid (White-Pearl PLA produced by ultimaker)
for which the slope and the intercept of the S-N curve, defined as S = aNb had been determined in a
previous activity [15]. These turn out to be: a = 204.7 MPa and b = −0.1874. Figure 3 shows the
used experimental setup.

Fig. 3: Experimental setup used to validate the accuracy of the proposed device through vibration
tests.

As shown in Figure 3, the chosen parameter to measure and then related to the fatigue damage was
the acceleration measured on one arm of the specimen. However, in order to use this type of signal
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and at the same time use the known parameters of the fatigue curve, it was necessary to determine a
scale factor able to transform the acceleration measured on the arm of the specimen to the stress com-
ponent at the failure point. The latter, given the simple geometry of the specimen, is in fact known and
is located near the hole (Figure 3). The scale factor between acceleration and stress was determined
by taking the maximum value of the frequency response function in terms of stress/acceleration, in
correspondence of the resonance frequency and it results to be equal to 0.146 MPa/g. The frequency
response function was determined by an experimentally calibrated finite element model. To obtain
an experimental validated model, a set of vibration tests were performed and the results, in terms of
frequency response function between arm and base acceleration, were compared to those numerically
obtained [15]
Before proceeding with experimental tests, an intense numerical analysis has been performed in order
to define the best setting parameters for the analysis. The parameters to be determine are the length of
the window ∆T , the frequency sampling and the residue processing methodology [14]. The latter is
indeed much important in this case since, applying the rainflow counting method to short time window
there are many residues to be managed in order to determine the correct load spectrum. In particular
four different residue processing methodologies have been considered: Counting the residues as half-
cycles, considering all the residues as closed cycles, all the residues are discarded, all the residues are
transferred to the next window. The analysis has been conducted numerically using several random
signals such as non stationary signals, wide band stationary signals, variable mean value signals and
bimodal processes. The results of the analysis led to define that the window time length should be
not lower than 30 times the lowest frequency of the process, while (as expected) the sampling fre-
quency should be at least ten times the maximum frequency of the signal. Moreover it comes out the
best residues processing methodologies to obtain a fatigue damage comparable to the actual one is to
transfer them to the next window over which the rainflow counting is further re-applied. The actual
fatigue damage, used as benchmark for the fatigue damage obtained with the proposed algorithm, was
computed applying the rainflow counting algorithm to the entire process, for each considered random
signal, adopting the Cloorman-Seeger hypothesis [14].
Once the analysis parameters were determined, it was possible to perform the experimental test cam-
paign. The specimen was tested with three different random loads, with a different frequency content
and a different RMS. The properties of the signals used are shown in table 1. According to these
three different inputs, the failure of the components were monitored with the device proposed in this
activity. The results obtained are shown for each input in table 1.

Tab. 1: Comparison between fatigue life obtained with the proposed device and standard methods for
three different loading conditions

Test ID Frequency range Input RMS Estimated life Real life Percentage error

1 90-170 1 2020 2350 16.3
2 80-250 3 620 770 19.4
3 100-400 2 980 1180 17.1

To validate the accuracy of the results obtained with the proposed device, the acceleration signals
were also acquired with a commercial instrument (Siemens Testlab) and were post-processed to com-
pute the frequency drop, that foresees to monitor the resonance frequency of the specimen declaring
a failure when the resonance frequency drop down below 5% compared to its initial value [15]. The
results obtained with the proposed device and by monitoring the position of the natural frequency are
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compared in table 1. As visible, there is a good agreement between the obtained fatigue life, indicat-
ing a good accuracy of the realized device. The committed error is in fact always lower than 20%.
However, it should be noted that the device always anticipates the prediction of the component failure
but this can be attributed to the stress/acceleration ratio numerically obtained.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents the development of a low-cost device for the monitoring of fatigue damage of
structures subjected to vibrations in real-time. The device has been developed both in terms of hard-
ware and software parts. While for the hardware component low-cost elements such as a Raspberry
PI and a ADC converter were used, the software were developed in a Python environment in order
to exploit a multithread logic needed to work in real-time. Indeed, to compute the fatigue damage
in real-time, the developed software foresees two threads operating simultaneously. The first one is
devoted to the acquisition of portion of the time-varying signals while the second one compute the
fatigue damage on a previously acquired window. To check the accuracy of the proposed device to
supply correct results in real-time, a set of vibration test were performed on a simple Y-shaped speci-
men excited with different random profiles until the failure occurs. The fatigue life of the component
was monitored with the proposed device and compared with those obtained by monitoring the drop of
the natural frequency of the specimen. The comparison shows that there is a good agreement between
what obtained with the proposed device and with traditional method.
The authors have planned to release the code on the GitHub platform, meanwhile the beta version can
be accessed by contacting the corresponding author.
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Abstract

Operational modal analysis (OMA) comprises several techniques and algorithms for estimating the dynamic
characteristics of a structure in operational conditions from its vibration response. OMA methods has been
spreading in the last years due to multiple advantages compared to input–output identification methods, espe-
cially for large and massive civil-engineering structures. In the current work the authors present the implemen-
tation of a Python module named PyOMA and its Graphical User Interface (GUI) PyOMA GUI. This software
provides a user-friendly framework, for the first time in the Python environment, for estimating the experimental
modal parameters (natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping ratios) of a structure from output-only vibration
measurements in operational conditions.

Keywords: Open Source, Structural Dynamics, Python, Operational Modal Analysis, vibration-based identi-
fication

1 Statement of Need

The practice of operational modal analysis (OMA) on civil structures and infrastructures has been
growing significantly in the last decades [1]. OMA allows estimating the modal properties (natural
frequencies, mode shapes and damping ratios) from output-only ambient vibration tests while the
structure is in its operating conditions. Measuring the input ambient excitations for a civil engineer-
ing structure is nearly impossible. Neither can it adequately excite them using conventional devices,
such as impact hammers and shakers. On the other hand, output vibration data acquired through ac-
celerometers are relatively easy to obtain. In OMA, the deterministic knowledge of the input excitation
is replaced by the assumption that the input is a realization of a stochastic process. Accordingly, OMA
and output-only dynamic identification are considered synonyms.

∗Corresponding author, Email address: dpa@treteknisk.no
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To this date, a few commercial software implements OMA methods. The most known presum-
ably are ARTeMIS [2], by Structural Vibration Solutions, and MACEC, a Matlab toolbox for modal
testing and OMA [3]. However, to the author’s best knowledge, there is no Python module nor any
other open-source complete toolbox to perform output-only OMA. For this reason, the authors have
developed the present PyOMA module. The API for PyOMA provides a set of functions for a quick
and straightforward estimation of the natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping using the exper-
imental data recorded by the user. Specifically, the user needs to specify only a minimal amount of
input parameters in addition to the measurement data. For a complete description of the functionali-
ties, please refer to the documentation page. The flowchart in Fig. 1 shows the general architecture
of PyOMA. Furthermore, the greatest impact is provided by the development of the PyOMA GUI,
for which a general overview of the main functionalities is depicted in Fig. 2. The software pro-
vides a graphical user interface (GUI) approach designed to be adopted by both researchers, civil
engineers and practitioners without requiring any Python expertise or Python coding knowledge pre-
requisite. The PyOMA GUI aims at increasing the impact of the current open-source Python OMA
module, which has already been used in several applications, as proved by several scientific publica-
tions: [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

Fig. 1: “PyOMA” module flowchart.

2 Main Features

The pyOMA module offers the following identification techniques:

1. Frequency Domain Decomposition [14];

2. Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition [15];

3. Frequency Spatial Domain Decomposition [16];

4. Covariance driven Stochastic Subspace Identification [17];

5. Data driven Stochastic Subspace Identification [18];
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Import Data/Export Results

Pre-processing, FDD, EFDD

SSI-cov, SSI-data Post-processing modal results

Post-processing, FDD, EFDD

Geometry and DOFs

Fig. 2: “PyOMA GUI” graphical user interface software general overview.

Through the implemented functions, it is possible to estimate the modal parameters of a civil
structure using dynamic identification techniques derived from SSI and FDD [1].

In addition, the authors provided a graphical user interface software version of the current module,
called PyOMA GUI. The PyOMA GUI aims to improve the appeal of the existing open-source Python
OMA module, which has already been used in several applications. Not secondarily, the graphical user
interface does not require any Python expertise or Python coding knowledge prerequisite. A general
overview of the software functionalities is depicted in Fig. 2.

3 Conclusions

The authors developed a new python module and open-source software, PyOMA and PyOMA-GUI,
respectively, to perform dynamic identification of structures from output-only vibration measure-
ments. To the authors’ knowledge, there are no currently structured python modules for Operational
Modal Analysis (OMA). OMA represents a standard practice in the diagnosis phase of structures
within any structural health monitoring paradigm. By providing a structured open-source software
and framework to perform OMA, the authors hope to provide the scientific community and practition-
ers with a fundamental tool. For this reason, the authors developed a graphical user interface version
of this python module to increase the impact of the software among users without particular expertise
in python coding.
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Abstract

Vibration based structural health monitoring is one of the most versatile approaches for damage assessment of
large structures. Monitoring large structures encompasses several aspects related to structural dynamics, signal
acquisition and processing, and challenges from damage detectability to measuring limitations. Open-source
software tools are available in the referred context. This work aims at presenting a framework for vibration
based structural health monitoring fully implemented in Python. Hence, our proposal has the goal to statis-
tically compare experimental and simulated modal properties over time, in order to identify changes on the
experimental modal properties, namely natural frequencies. Regarding the computational implementation, our
proposal requires the ability: to manage and post-processing time responses, taken from accelerometers; to per-
form operational modal identification, using python implementations of stochastic subspace identification and
enhanced frequency domain decomposition methods; to generate and update finite element models; to expand
experimental responses to build virtual sensors, based on modal and transmissibility approaches; and to com-
pute a damage detectability metric based on the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. Note that
the use of virtual sensors enhances the spatial resolution of the experimental acquisition setup, contributing for
a better performance of damage localization techniques. Details on the proposed approach are given, includ-
ing references to the used Python software packages and developed programming strategies. An experimental
example is presented to show the applicability of the framework in the context of structural health monitoring.

Keywords: Structural Health Monitoring, Damage Identification, Data Expansion, Virtual Sensing, Python
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Abstract

Estimating the dynamic properties of assemblies in experimental settings is a complex task that poses significant
challenges. The accurate determination of these properties is crucial for the advancement of high-performance
systems and components. This paper introduces a workflow that utilizes pyFBS, an open-source Python pack-
age, to estimate the dynamic properties of assemblies in the modal domain. pyFBS offers a range of useful
functionalities that assist in various stages of the analysis. A case study is presented, which involves coupling
a numerical substructure with a simulated experimental substructure. The workflow begins by importing the
geometry and system matrices (mass, stiffness) of all substructures from commercial software. It then proceeds
with interactive 3D visualization. For the numerical substructure, a modal model is created by spatially and
modally reducing the imported numerical data. On the other hand, a noisy admittance matrix is synthesized
for the simulated experimental substructure. A multi-reference modal identification technique is then employed
to estimate the modal parameters. The next step in the workflow is the coupling procedure, which addresses
the interface problem. Constraints are properly weakened to prevent interface locking, and established primal
substructuring formulations are used to estimate the modal parameters of the assembly. Finally, the estimated
coupled response is compared to the reference assembled model using pyFBS functionalities for graphical and
quantitative comparison. The presented workflow provides an efficient and accurate method for estimating the
dynamic properties of assemblies in the modal domain. The extension of the pyFBS library for modal substruc-
turing opens up opportunities for researchers in a broader range of substructuring and related fields.

Keywords: Component mode synthesis, pyFBS, Open Source, Structural Dynamics, Python

1 Statement of Need

In the realm of structural dynamics, the sub-field of dynamics substructuring is witnessing significant
advancements. However, it poses challenges and is rapidly evolving, lacking a comprehensive knowl-
edge base of state-of-the-art methods. Initially, an open-source project was launched with the objective
of developing a Python package for Frequency Based Substructuring, referred to as pyFBS. The aim
was to facilitate collaborative progress among various research groups working in this subfield. As the
project progressed, it became evident that the library needed expansion to encompass the interaction
between different substructuring domains (Fig. 1). Recently, additional support functions have been
incorporated to facilitate modal substructuring, including multi-reference experimental modal analy-
sis. By expanding the package, it enables the incorporation of different numerical and experimental
models, effectively leveraging the benefits of combining various substructuring domains.

∗Corresponding author, Email address: gregor.cepon@fs.uni-lj.si
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Fig. 1: New pyFBS logo, announcing expanded support beyond frequency-based methods.

The pyFBS was developed as part of a collaboration between the Laboratory for Dynamics of Ma-
chines and Structures at the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, and the
Chair of Applied Mechanics at the Technical University of Munich. More information can be found
on the documentation site [1] and the GitLab repository [2]. Additionally, a paper about pyFBS was
submitted to the Journal of Open Source Software. If you are using pyFBS in your scientific research,
please consider citing the paper [3].

2 Component mode synthesis through pyFBS

The main focus of this paper is dynamic substructuring in the modal domain, specifically demonstrated
through a case study involving the simulation of coupling between two substructures. Substructure
A, resembling a valve shape, is represented as a numerical model component, while Substructure B,
a pipe-like structure with a cantilever support, is simulated as an experimental model (Fig. 2). This
section solely concentrates on the practical implementation aspects of the process, without delving
into theoretical discussions.1

Fig. 2: Case study example as an assembly on substructures A (left) and B (right) with multi-point
connection flange and reference point P.

2.1 Using pyFBS for experimental-analytical modal substructuring

Initially, we assume access to either the numerical model obtained from FEM software or the experi-
mental model, usually provided as an admittance matrix. Additionally, we assume knowledge of the
output and input DoFs locations and orientations, as well as the interface DoFs locations. The process

1 However, for readers interested in the theoretical aspect of the methodology used, a detailed study can be found in [4].
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starts by importing this data for substructures A, B, and the reference assembly AB. Then, we initialize
the MK class for each of the substructures:

# Import channel and impact data
df_chn_A = pd.read_excel(r’./chn_imp_data.xlsx’, sheet_name=’Channels_A’)
df_chn_B = pd.read_excel(r’./chn_imp_data.xlsx’, sheet_name=’Channels_B’)
df_imp_B = pd.read_excel(r’./chn_imp_data.xlsx’, sheet_name=’Impacts_B’)
df_chn_AB = pd.read_excel(r’./chn_imp_data.xlsx’, sheet_name=’Channels_AB’)

# Import mass, stiffness and result data from FEM models
MK_A = pyFBS.MK_model(r’./A/file.rst’, r’./A/file.full’, scale=1e3, no_modes=20, read_rst=1)
MK_B = pyFBS.MK_model(r’./B/file.rst’, r’./B/file.full’, scale=1e3, no_modes=20, read_rst=1)
MK_AB=pyFBS.MK_model(r’./AB/file.rst’,r’./AB/file.full’, scale=1e3, no_modes=20, read_rst=1)

Listing 1: Preprocessing - data import.

The resulting geometry, as well as the locations and orientations of channels and impacts, can be vi-
sualized and verified using an interactive 3D display (Fig. 3).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3: Interactive 3D graphical interface: a) Substructure A, b) Substructure B, c) Substructure AB.

In the second step, pyFBS generates numerical and simulated experimental modal models for sub-
structures A and B. These models are utilized for FRF generation and experimental estimation of
modal parameters. The modal parameter estimation involves manual pole selection using a stabiliza-
tion diagram (Fig. 3).

# Generate numerical modal model for substructure A
eig_val_A, xi_A, eig_vec_A = MK_A.transform_modal_parameters(df_chn_A, limit_modes = 20,

modal_damping = 0.001, return_channel_only = True)

# Generate noisy FRFs to simulate experimental addmitance matrix of substructure B
MK_B.FRF_synth(df_chn_B, df_imp_B, f_start = 1, f_end = 8200, f_resolution = 1, limit_modes

= 20, modal_damping = 0.001, frf_type = "accelerance")
MK_B.add_noise(n1 = 5e-5, n2 = 5e-5, n3 = 5e-5 ,n4 = 5e-5)

# Perform multi-reference modal identification
_id = pyFBS.modal_id(MK_B.freq, MK_B.FRF_noise)
_id.pLSCF(max_order=30)
_id.pLSFD(frf_type = ’accelerance’, assume_proportional = True)
_id.normalize(output_dp_ind = [24,25,26], input_dp_ind = [4,5,6], check_dp = True)

Listing 2: Generation of modal models and modal parameter estimation.

The third step involves performing the coupling procedure after primal modal substructuring with
weakened singular vector constraints, following the methodology outlined in [4]. This procedure re-
sults in the estimated natural frequencies and mode shapes of the assembly.
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Fig. 4: Stability chart.

Once modal superposition using pyFBS.FRF synth or pyFBS.custom FRF synth is performed,
the FRF results can be quantitatively compared using the function pyFBS.coh frf. The frequency
response functions can also be graphically displayed using pyFBS.plot frequency response,
as shown in the well-matched comparison of reference and coupled FRFs in Fig. 5 (coh. value 0.95).

Fig. 5: Reference and estimated FRF coupled amplitude spectra in point P (y-direction driving point).

3 Conclusion

pyFBS is an open-source data tool that greatly enhances modal substructuring. It efficiently assists in
multiple aspects as demonstrated in successful coupled response estimation in the case study.
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Abstract

A new python library called pymodal has been developed to facilitate the manipulation and preparation
of vibrational data for machine learning applications. The library has a collection of classes, each
designed to handle different quantities derived from vibrational data. Each class comes with a set of
methods that enable users to modify the data contained within an instance (e. g. change the sampling
rate of an acceleration measurement or the frequential resolution of a frequency response function) and
to transform the data to another class (i. e. going from acceleration measurements of excitations and
responses to frequency response functions, and from there to a modal assurance criterion matrix or any
of the frequency domain assurance criteria). The highly modular nature of the library makes it so that
new indicators and derived quantities can be added with full compatibility with the core features of the
library. Apart from handling individual measurements, the library also allows users to create collections
of measurements. These collections maintain the spatial and vibrational information in a labelled and
ordered manner, making them easy to manipulate for machine learning applications. Additionally, the
library includes methods for data augmentation and mass manipulation of all measurements contained
in these collections . These collections are designed to store the data on disk so that the code can
handle the big amounts of data machine learning applications need. All the code has been released
under a MIT licence and is available in a GitHub repository, and extensive automatic testing has
been prepared to ensure the good functioning of the code upon further development. Summarising,
the library aims to provide a comprehensive toolbox that makes it easier for researchers and data
scientists to work with vibrational data.

Keywords: vibration, modal analysis, experimental mechanics, machine learning, python, open source

1 Introduction
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is a field of study that aims to continuously monitor the
integrity of structures in real-time and detect any signs of damage or degradation. Vibrational
analysis is a commonly used technique in SHM, which involves monitoring the vibrations of
a structure to identify any changes in behavior that may indicate damage [1]. Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms have been used in vibration-based SHM applications since the 90s,
and interest in ML applications relating to vibration-based SHM has only grown over the
years [2].
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This paper presents the development of a Python library focused on providing tools for
preparing vibrational data for use in SHM machine learning applications. The library includes
ways of storing labelled vibrational data in various forms, tools for manipulating said data and
performing data augmentation operations and ways to interface with deep learning models
built on pytorch.

There have been open source libraries which have dealt with the matter of treating vibra-
tional data for modal and spectral analysis. Specifically, the openmodal project [3], integrated
by the pyuff library, dedicated to dealing with UFF files, the pylvm library, similarly dealing
with lvm files, and the pyFRF library, dealing with moving from the temporal to the frequen-
tial domain and manipulating the resulting frequency response function (FRF). Furthermore,
the sdypy-EMA library and its predecessor, the pyEMA library [4], dealing with pole extrac-
tion and reconstruction given an FRF matrix, as well as modes and modal shapes. These
libraries have been extremely useful and foundational to the library here presented.

The pymodal library is not concerned with recording and reading experimental results
or analysis of the signal itself, since this is something that has been already adressed by the
aforementioned open source software packages. The goal of pymodal is the structuring and
en-masse storage and manipulation of vibrational data in various forms, not only FRFs, as will
be detailed in 3. In order to do so, it is structured according to what has been exposed also
in section 3. This extended abstract describes the intended and desired state of the library,
but some of the described features are currently under development. This will be discussed
in section 2.

2 Current State and Road Map
Currently pymodal 0.4 is a version of the library developed with a diferent philosophy in mind:
the generation and manipulation of FRFs, as well as the transformation of FRFs into other
useful vibrational data-related features (damage indicators such as the MAC, the FDAC or
the CFDAC). For that purpose, it incorporated not only an FRF collection object capable of
manipulating all FRFs contained within it, but also many standalone functions for converting
said FRFs to othe vibrational features. It also incorporated a module with a high level pyansys
API to generate spectra using ANSYS.

Given the use of propietary software for spectra generation and the narrow scope of the
library, it was considered that an overhaul of the previous library and a more structured
approach to goals that have not yet been addressed in the aforementioned open source libraries.
Currently the library lack some key features still, namely solving the issue of storing great
quantities of data and loading it into memory in an efficient way, as well as interfacing with
pytorch.

3 Structure and Applications
Overview pymodal is structured so that there are parent classes for vector type vibrational
features, such as the FRF (although the FRF is a matrix, it is often treated as a collection
of vectors. That is the treatment afforded to it in the pymodal library); and bidimensional
vibrational features, such as the CFDAC and FDAC. The library then has child classes for
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every implemented feature, with methods particularized for that feature, as well as ways to
convert one feature to another when possible.

The library also has a collection parent class. This collection parent class works in a
way that allows for related vibrational features to be put in a container which can easily
manipulate them en-masse, as well as keep them labelled and orderly for their use in ML
applications. Last but not least, all these methods and classes are supported by standalone
functions in a utilities file.

As has been stated in the introduction, the goals of this library are threefold: first of
all the storage of labelled vibrational data collections, which is achieved through the use of
hdf5 files; the manipulation of vibrational data using methods preprogrammed in the library,
as well as some data augmentation routines found in other open source libraries such as
audiomentations; and it’s interfacing with AI and ML libraries such as TensorFlow [5] and
PyTorch [6].

4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the pymodal library is an attempt to provide a framework within which vibra-
tional data can be easily prepared and used for ML applications, and while it is still under
development, its basic characteristics still makes it an addition worth having when dealing
with ML applications relating to vibrational data.
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Abstract

The proposed substructuring approach in this work aims to circumvent the computational challenges associated
with the dynamic analysis of coupled thermo-mechanical circuit models, which commonly have large numbers
of degrees-of-freedom. The approach involves dividing the chip, solder, and PCB meshes into various substruc-
tures using Simcenter, and developing a novel assembly approach for the Reduced Order Models (ROMs) that
is tailored to the structure of circuit boards. A novel coupling scheme is also developed to account for the non-
conforming interface conditions between the different substructures using a penalty-based enforcement of the
interface conditions. The resulting model can be used in an eigenvalue analysis or a time-domain simulation to
predict the dynamic behavior of the system. The developed methodology is implemented in Python and utilizes
the NX Open API to interact with Simcenter 3D.

Keywords: Substructuring, Interface reduction, Thermo-mechanical modelling, Python, Simcenter API

1 Introduction

A chip and printed circuit board (PCB) consists of many materials such as silicon (semi-conductor
die), thermoset polymer (molding compound), copper (carrier), FR4 substrate (PCB substrate) and
solder (connections). Their linearized material parameters such as Young’s modulus (E) and coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion (CT E) cover a wide range from 1 to 169GPa and 2.5 to 250µmK/m, respec-
tively. The chip and PCB assembly is often subjected to global thermal cycling from environment
changes, introducing the failure mode of solder interface rupture due to thermo-mechanically induced
stress [1].

The dynamic analysis of coupled thermo-mechanical circuit models, commonly requires large
computational loads. As these systems consist of multiple components, each of which commonly
consist of a large number of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs), the resulting models easily have several
million DOFs. Furthermore, the chip and PCB are often designed by different companies resulting
in the exchange of (reduced) models which obfuscate intellectual property. Taking into account both
challenges, a substructuring approach is proposed in this work.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Assembled model equations

Starting from the Reduced Order Models (ROM) for the separate components, a novel assembly ap-
proach for the ROMs has been developed which is particularly tailored to the structure of circuit
boards, as conceptually outlined in figure 1.

Fig. 1: Assembled stiffness matrix of the circuit board and chip connected via five solder balls.

To account for the non-conforming interface conditions between the different substructures, a
novel coupling scheme has been developed starting from a penalty-based enforcement of the inter-
face conditions between the different substructures. The corresponding Lagrangian L for a system
consisting of two substructure A and B can be written as

L =
1
2
(
q̈A)T

M̃A
uuq̈A +

1
2
(
q̈B)T

M̃B
uuq̈B − 1

2
(
qA)T

K̃A
uuqA +

1
2
(
qB)T

K̃B
uuqB

−
(
qA)T

K̃A
uT T A −

(
qB)T

K̃B
uT T B +

(
qA)T

f̃ A +
(
qB)T

f̃ B −Epenalty, (1)

with indices u and T referring to deformation and temperature, respectively.
The following equation impose the connection constraint on the interfaces between the compo-

nents by means of penalty method

Epenalty =
1
2

p
(
C̃B

uuqB −C̃A
uuqA)T (

C̃B
uuqB −C̃A

uuqA)= 0 (2)

The connection interface between the upper surface of the solder in contact with chip and the lower
surface of the solder in contact with the PCB is described for the non-conforming interfaces resulting
in non-binary C̃ matrices. However, using a strongly reduced interface description as proposed in the
next paragraph, this approach would lead to locking of the model and an overly stiff description. In
order to alleviate this issue, it is necessary to add some compliance in the interface, such that a slight
mismatch is admitted between the interface DOFs of both substructures.

2.2 Model order reduction

Classical substructuring methods would set up a reduced order model by defining (at least) an interface
mode for each set of interface points. However, for problems like these micro-electronics, this would
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lead to an unacceptably large reduced order model as too many interface points are present. Moreover,
the setup of this reduced order model would be prohibitively expensive as this also requires solving
the response for all these interface points. In order alleviate this issue, we propose the use of a set of
stochastic interface modes. The resulting basis for each subcomponent then consists of:

• A set of rigid body modes Vrig which are defined analytically from the nodal positions.

• A set of static thermal response loads VT M which are determined from solving the static response
for both the PCB and the chip for their respective thermal stresses.

• A set of stochastic interface loads where a user selected number m of randomized loads dis-
tributed over the connecting interface are automatically generated, and their corresponding static
deformation (orthogonal to the rigid body modes) are computed.

3 Numerical case

The Infineon PG-TDSON-8 chip on a PCB is modelled in finite element. The interfaces are shown in
figure 2.

Fig. 2: Interface of the Infineon PG-TDSON-8 chip. Blue and pink dots respectively indicate the
detected closest nodes of the solder parts to the chip and PCB.

Figure 3 shows the decay of the singular values of the stochastic interface modes for the Infineon
chip, PCB and solder patches.

Fig. 3: Singular value decay in stochastic load modes.
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Fig. 4: Mode shapes obtained from system model

The eigenvalue analyses of the reduced and substructured system model is executed in less than
0.1 seconds on a regular laptop. The first three flexible modes are shown in figure 4.

4 Python toolchain

The core of the toolchain is Python scripting. Python allows to implemented the described methodol-
ogy with the NumPy package [2]. Python also allows to interface with Simcenter 3D via the NX Open
API to:

• parametrize the location of the chips on the PCB;

• call the NXNastran solver;

• post process the simulation results.
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Abstract

ROSS (Rotordynamic Open-Source Software) is the first library for modeling and analysis of dynamic rotors
developed in open-source Python, providing users with a simulation environment for studying the behavior of
complex machines. It is able to create elements such as shafts, disks, bearings, seals and various elements of a
rotor, in addition to providing tools that allow evaluating the performance of the system in different operating
conditions, stability, response in time and frequency, making accurate predictions by considering various sit-
uations. The library is configurable, adapting to specific requirements, being recommended for engineers and
researchers interested in describing phenomena studied in rotating machines.

Keywords: Highly configurable, Ross, rotordynamic, simulation environment.

1 Statement of Need

Systems involving rotating components are increasingly required to model the dynamics of this equip-
ment, which can make the representation extremely complex. These systems may operate at high
frequencies, which enhances the probability of failures and accidents. It is the role of engineers and
developers, in general, to understand how rotating systems work, and hence solve such problems.
Thus, in addition to considering dynamic effects, which can help predict excessive vibration, fatigue
and instability, it is necessary to anticipate each and every point to be considered as a possible design
weakness. Many tools already exist in the world commercially that presents some rotor dynamics
functionalities, both standalone tools [7, 6], and world-famous ones [1, 2], packages based on propri-
etary runtimes (ex. MATLAB) [4, 3]. These solutions require a license and were not developed in
an open-source, collaborative way, restricting users to the environment with only graphical interac-
tions, and often making more complex and extensive analyses impossible. In contrast, the Rotordy-
namic Open-Source Software (ROSS) library allows modeling and simulating the behavior of rotating
systems under different operation conditions, with possible predictions which helps in research and
enables the development of safe and reliable machines that work efficiently [9].
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ROSS can be accessed at the website https://ross.readthedocs.io/, where its documenta-
tion can be found. It is possible also to visit its repository on GitHub, where the entire community is
welcome to access and contribute to the library, being able to create and assign materials, instantiate
the elements that make up the rotor, use and convert different units, and run different analyses.

In the numerical simulation in the construction of rotor models, ROSS uses the Timoshenko beam
theory [5], in which rotational inertia and shear effects are considered. The rotor is discretized us-
ing the finite element method [4]. Disks are modeled as rigid bodies, considering its kinetic en-
ergy due to translation and rotation. It is possible include isotropic bearings in asymmetrical rotors,
anisotropic bearings, cross-coupled bearings, isotropic bearings with damping, hydrodynamic bear-
ings, cantilevered rotors, and hydrodynamic bearings.

To use this package, it is necessary to include the basic elements, such as shaft elements, bearing
elements and disks, in list like format. If the shaft elements are not numbered, the class defines
a number for each one, according to the position of the element in the list provided to the rotor
constructor, as in the code example Listing 1 and represented in Fig. 1.

import ross as rs

import numpy as np

# Classic Instantiation of the rotor

shaft_elements = []

bearing_seal_elements = []

disk_elements = []

steel = rs.Material.load_material("Steel")

for i in range(6):

shaft_elements.append(rs.ShaftElement(

L=0.25, material=steel, n=i, idl=0, odl=0.05))

disk_elements.append(rs.DiskElement.from_geometry(

n=2, material=steel, width=0.07, i_d=0.05, o_d=0.28))

disk_elements.append(rs.DiskElement.from_geometry(

n=4, material=steel, width=0.07, i_d=0.05, o_d=0.35))

bearing_seal_elements.append(rs.BearingElement(

n=0, kxx=1e6, kyy=1e6, cxx=0, cyy=0))

bearing_seal_elements.append(rs.BearingElement(

n=6, kxx=1e6, kyy=1e6, cxx=0, cyy=0))

rotor591c = rs.Rotor(shaft_elements=shaft_elements,

bearing_elements=bearing_seal_elements,

disk_elements=disk_elements,)

rotor591c.plot_rotor()

Listing 1: Rotor example with overlapping shaft elements

An example of possible to model complex machinery, for a centrifugal compressor modeled with
ROSS, see Fig. 1. Shaft elements are shown in gray, disks are shown in red, and bearings are shown
as springs and dampers.
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Fig. 1: Example rotor model

Fig. 2: Example centrifugal compressor modeled with ROSS

After formulating the model, it is possible to plot the rotor geometry, run simulations and get
results in the form of graphs. ROSS can perform different analyses, such as static analysis, critical
speed map, mode shape, frequency response, and time response. The user can run the function camp-
bell.plot(harmonics=[0.5, 1]), to determine the Campbell diagram presented in Fig. 3, generated for
the compressor given by Fig. 1, the backward and forward critical speeds can be observed in the
obtained Campbell diagram.
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Fig. 3: Campbell Diagram

With this library, it is possible to simulate not only the rotor, but also the measurement configura-
tion by using probe variables. These variables are a list of tuples with the node, where to observe the
response, and orientation information. Figure 4 presents the Bode and Nyquist diagram, generated by
the code in Listing 2.

# Unbalance 1

n1 = 29 # node

m1 = 0.003 # magnitude

p1 = 0 # phase

# Unbalance 2

n2 = 33 # node

m2 = 0.002 # magnitude

p2 = 0 # phase

frequency_range = np.linspace(315, 1150, 101)

results2 = rotor3.run_unbalance_response(

[n1, n2], [m1, m2], [p1, p2], frequency_range)

probe1 = (15, 45) # node 15, orientation 45 degree

probe2 = (35, 45) # node 35, orientation 45 degree

results2.run_unbalance_response.plot(

probe=[probe1, probe2], probe_units="degrees")

Listing 2: Unbalance response analysis with probe example
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Fig. 4: Unbalance analysis results with Bode and Nyquist diagram

This library can also be used to evaluate the effects of seals on the dynamic behavior of rotors,
and enables the extraction of the coefficients (mass, stiffness, and damping) with uncertainties [8].
Once it is open-source library coded in Python language, it facilitates the integration of codes with
other programs, without dependence on commercial softwares. Additionally, the ROSS package has
extensive documentation, and a set of examples in Jupyter Notebooks with the usage instructions.

2 Conclusion

ROSS package allows the numerical analyses of rotating machines operating under different condi-
tions and encompassing various components, such as shafts, disks, bearings, and seals. This enables
the simulation of several important problems in the field of rotordynamics, development, and indus-
trial applications, making possible to work with fault diagnoses. Further work on the ROSS library
will be dedicated to include learning algorithms for digital twin and fault identification applications.
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Abstract

This research deals with the identification of modal parameters from short and noisy signals. The identification
is done using the free response signals where the high frequency modes suffer more from the influence of noise,
which is even more evident when the displacement signal is used. To overcome these challenges, a method
based on the Morlet wave integral was developed to identify the modal parameters. The method is based on
the continuous wavelet transform method, from which it inherits all the advantages in terms of time-frequency
separation, but does not suffer from the edge effect and is much faster. The method is implemented in the form
of the Python package, named Morlet-Wave Modal, designed as an object-oriented and it is easy to use. For the
basic use a free response signal and the initial natural frequency are required to identify modal parameters. The
basics of the Morlet wave model method are presented.

Keywords: python package, open source, modal identification, Morlet-wave

1 Statement of Need

The optical methods based on the high-speed cameras for the measurements of the vibration responses
from structures are fast developing [1]. Such measurements are typically used to identify full-field
mode shapes, but damping and natural frequencies were identified using the high dynamic range
sensor [2]. The reason is that the displacement measurements are very noisy and also suffer from low
dynamic range which is critical for higher modes that fades out quickly into noise [3]. Therefore, a
need to develop a method that will identify modal parameters from relatively short, noisy and low
dynamic range signals arose. The Morlet wave damping identification method [4] was successfully
applied to the high-speed camera based responses to perform full-field damping identification [5].
The Morlet wave method was then extended to amplitude and phase identification [6], leading to the
development of the open source Python package MorletWaveModal [7].

The MWModal was developed as an object-oriented programme containing seven methods and
eight auxiliary functions. It is based on the Numpy [8] package for arrays and numeric operations on
arrays. The identification of modal parameters is based on the solution of an overdetermined system of
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equations using the least squares minimization which is established with the SciPy [9] package. The
MW Modal method is an extension of the Morlet wave damping identification method [4] and is also
implemented as a Python package MWDI [10] which is required for operation. Modal identification
is performed by executing a single method that wraps methods for identification of: natural frequency,
damping and residue (expressed as amplitude and phase angle). The modal identification workflow of
the software package is presented in this presentation.

2 MorletWaveModal package – basic usage

The package is installed using the pip package manager from the command line:

Listing 1: Installation of the MorletWaveModal package

$ pip install morletwavemodal

Demonstration of the package assumes that the code is ran inside the Jupyter notebook [11]. The
installed package is imported and the object identifier is assigned with:

Listing 2: Initialization of the object identifier

import mwmodal as mwm

identifier = mwm.MorletWaveModal(free_response=, fs=)

Where free_response – requires a vector, a NumPy [8] array containing time series from the single
measurement point of the free response of the mechanical system with multiple degrees of freedom,
and fs – is the sampling frequency of the time series signal. The next step is to call the wrapper
method to perform the modal identification:

Listing 3: Identification of the modal parameters at the selected mode

omega , delta , X, phi = identifier.identify_modal_parameters(

omega_estimated =)

where omega_estimated is the roughly estimated natural frequency in rads−1 (typically picked from
the magnitude plot in the frequency domain) of the identified mode. The identified modal parameters
are returned as follows: omega – exact natural frequency, delta – damping ratio, X – amplitude, phi
– phase angle. With this step the modal parameters are identified and the procedure can be iterated
over the different modes.

3 Identification algorithm

In this section, the identification algorithm is explained in more detail. The wrapper method in List. 2
contains the following parameters, which are set by default: klo = 10, khi = klim, Nk = 10, n1 = 5 and
n2 = 10. If necessary, these parameters can be changed during the initialisation phase:

Listing 4: Parameters of the method

identifier = mwm.MorletWaveModal(free_response=, fs=, n_1=5,

n_2=10, k_lo=10, num_k =10)

where parameters n1 and n2 control the sensitivity of the method on identification of damping [6],
parameters klo and khi determine the time range of the signal included in the analysis, and Nk controls
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overdetermination. The parameter khi is determined by the value klim, which is the maximum theoret-
ical limit for the Morlet wave integral [4, 6]. The parameter klim is controlled via estimated damping
ratio which can be set when the wrapper method is executed:

Listing 5: Setting the the upper signal length used for identification
omega , delta , X, phi = identifier.identify_modal_parameters(

omega_estimated=, damping_estimated =0.0025)

Where damping_estimated is the estimate of the damping ratio for the analysed mode. It is set to
the default value, resulting in a maximum klim = 400. The estimated damping can be set in the range
0.02% ≤ δ ≤ 2% and an estimated damping of, e.g. 2 % would result in klim = 49. For each mode at
the original natural frequency, the wrapper method (List. 3, 5) executes the following four methods,
which can be executed independently by the user in listed order:

1) self.initialization(omega_estimated, damping_estimated)

2) self.identify_natural_frequency(omega_estimated)

3) self.identify_damping()

4) self.identify_amplitude_phase(damping)

The method 1) determines khi and distributes Nk k values between klo and khi inclusive. The
method requires the estimated natural frequency to check if the signal at the selected frequency has
oscillations less than khi. In this case khi is adjusted to the signal length.

The method 2) searches the exact natural frequency at each k value in the range specified by the
set with method 1). The method returns identified natural frequency.

The method 3) identifies damping using least squares minimisation. The method returns the iden-
tified damping ratio. When the method 3) is called by the wrapper method, the identified damping
ratio is compared with the estimated damping ratio. If the identified damping ratio is higher than
the estimated damping ratio, the estimated damping ratio is adjusted to the identified one and the
identification is repeated from the method 1).

The method 4) identifies amplitude and phase using least square minimisation. The identified
values are returned as two separate variables.

A detailed implementation of the method can be found in the repository where the source code is
deposited [7].

4 Conclusion

An open source software package, developed in Python is presented. It is developed as a tool for
modal identification of relatively short, noisy and low dynamic range signals, such as high-speed
video recordings. The method is designed to work on SISO tests and extension to SIMO is straight
forward. The source code is deposited in the online repository GitHub under the MIT licence.
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Abstract

This article presents an open-source Python package, pyRaTS, an object-oriented framework designed to an-
alyze and process time series in random vibration fatigue. Its presentation focuses on methods for analyzing
non-stationary vibration loading in structural dynamics. This provides the basis for reliable assessments of
fatigue strength, which is essential for determining the integrity of mechanical structures subjected to random
vibration loading. A fatigue strength assessment can be based either on a statistical or a non-statistical ap-
proach of structural dynamics. The statistical approach uses power spectral densities to characterize loading
and stresses, while the non-statistical approach involves the computationally costly processing of time-domain
realizations. However, non-stationary vibration loading, commonly encountered in real applications, leads to
significant deviations between both approaches. The pyRaTS methods presented herein determine effects of
non-stationary loading on structural dynamics and fatigue strength. These methods include a modal perspective
(the Fatigue Damage Spectrum — FDS), a spectral representation of kurtosis (the non-stationarity matrix), and
a framework for abstracting damage-equivalent loading using a set of stationary Gaussian processes. Finally
the article addresses a crucial limitation of the FDS related to modal decoupling and proposes a solution by
applying linear systems theory to the non-stationarity matrix to estimate how non-stationary loading transfers
into structural responses.

Keywords: non-stationary loading, structural dynamics, random vibration fatigue, Fatigue Damage Spectrum,
non-stationarity matrix, open source, Python
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Tab. 1: Abbreviations

Abbreviation Definition Abbreviation Definition
DER derive (new object) QS quasi-stationary
DK Dirlik RFC rainflow counting
EST estimate SDOF single-degree-of-freedom
fD damped natural frequency STP short-time periodogram
FD frequency domain SOE system of equations
FDS Fatigue Damage Spectrum TD time domain
NSM non-stationarity matrix TF transfer function
PSD power spectral density TS time series

1
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1 Introduction

An accurate assessment of fatigue strength is critical for determining the integrity of mechanical struc-
tures subjected to random vibration loading [1]. A fatigue assessment involves calculating load spec-
tra of critical cross-sections and comparing them with stress-life curves to predict structural lifetimes.
Load spectra can be obtained following either a statistical or non-statistical approach of structural
dynamics. The statistical approach uses power spectral densities (PSD) to characterize loading and
stress tensors, while the non-statistical approach involves the computationally costly processing of re-
alizations obtained from physical measurements or numerical models [2, 3]. Commonly, the former is
referred to as the (statistical) frequency-domain and the latter as the (non-statistical, sampling-based)
time-domain approach. Although the statistical approach seems to be the natural choice for loading
driven by random components, it has a set of crucial limitations, mainly related to its PSD-based statis-
tical characterization. PSDs provide spectral second-order averages that are incapable of representing
the non-stationary nature of loading. Solely ob the PSD’s basis, we cannot differentiate between non-
and stationary processes. However, non-stationary loading is prevalent in many relevant engineering
applications, leading to significant deviations between the statistical and non-statistical approaches in
a fatigue assessment [4].
Previous research has primarily focused on expanding the statistical characterization and develop-
ing tools capable of capturing non-stationary and non-Gaussian effects on fatigue damage [5, 6]. To
achieve a more detailed statistical characterization, central statistical moments of higher order and
their normalized descriptors such as skewness and kurtosis are widely employed. These central mo-
ments provide concise statistical descriptions of the (average) probability density function and can be
used to determine if loading conforms to Gaussianity and stationarity. However, to assess the effects
of non-stationary loading on structural responses, i.e. including structural dynamics, more compre-
hensive characterizations are necessary. For applying linear systems theory we are required to turn
to the frequency domain [7, 8, 9]. The following presentation gives an introduction into the Python
pyRaTS (Random Time Series) package [10], with a specific emphasis on its ability to assess non-
stationary loading in structural dynamics. The pyRaTS package is designed as an object-oriented
framework for analyzing and processing time series in random vibration fatigue. It is set up to work
with single-channel loading — the classic uniaxial approach. But it can flexible also process multi-
channel and multi-process (quasi-stationary) loading. This includes the option for single-channel
single-process (SCSP), single-channel multi-process (SCMP), multi-channel single-process (MCSP),
and multi-channel multi-process (MCMP) configurations. Multi-channel configurations can also be
useful for comparing different types of loading, as the example herein included presents. With this
wide set of configurations the pyRaTS package was designed to be flexible, extensible, and easy to
use. It may be employed to analyze random loading, develop and test new algorithms for fatigue
evaluation, and compare different fatigue approaches. Therefore it integrates methods from other
open-source vibration fatigue packages like FLife [11] and pyExSi [12]. In this presentation, we fo-
cus on pyRaTS methods that are useful in assessing non-stationary loading in structural dynamics.
This includes a modal perspective (Fatigue Damage Spectrum) [5], a spectral representation of kurto-
sis (non-stationarity matrix) [13], and a framework for abstracting damage-equivalent loading using a
set of stationary Gaussian processes [14].
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2 Assessing non-stationary loading

In many engineering applications, it is necessary to consider the effects of non-stationary loading on
structural components and their fatigue behavior. Non-stationary loading is characterized by changing
loading conditions that have varying statistical properties over time. In this section, we will explore
different approaches to analyze the effects of non-stationary loading on structural components and how
they are incorporated in the pyRaTS package. To help visualize the subject of non-stationary loading in
the context of structural dynamics and fatigue assessments, we will begin with introducing a synthetic
dataset serving for illustration. As a synthetic dataset, it is easy to understand and reproduce, however,
it symbolizes the same challenges we face in real non-stationary vibration loading, just in a much
simplified form. We will then examine the limitations of using second-order averages, such as the
PSD, to describe the statistical properties of non-stationary loading (Sec. 2.1). Next, we will discuss
three methods for assessing fatigue damage under non-stationary loading conditions: (i) the Fatigue
Damage Spectrum (FDS) that enables comparison of loads from a modal perspective (Sec. 2.2), (ii)
the non-stationarity matrix that characterizes non-stationary loading spectrally (Sec. 2.3), and (iii)
quasi-stationary load approximations that offer a practical approach to address non-stationary loading
in a statistical fatigue assessment (Sec. 2.4).

Fig. 1: Synthetically generated (a) non-stationary switching xns(t) and (b) stationary Gaus-
sian xstat(t) load series [pyRaTS command: sig.plot()], and (c) their PSDs
[sig.plot psd(access = 'comp')]

The example herein used for illustration compares a non-stationary and a stationary process having
the same PSD (Fig. 1). The non-stationary process is constructed using one of the simplest models
for generating non-stationary data — a switching process [15]. It consists of two stationary Gaus-
sian sub-processes Xns,p=1(t) and Xns,p=2(t). These two sub-processes are assembled with proportions
T1 = 0.2T and T2 = 0.8T to form the switching process, where {0.2,0.8} denote the portions to the
total length T . The choice of a switching process is motivated by several factors, including its simplic-
ity, its ability to design frequency-selective non-stationary behavior and its close relation to short-time
periodogram (STP) analysis. Often, non-stationary processes are approximated by amplitude mod-
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ulation [16], which is frequency-indifferent. But realistic processes are mostly frequency-selective
in their non-stationary behavior. STP analysis, which resolves PSDs in time, provides one way to
observe this. Hereby, the switching process is a reasonable simplification, that captures this contin-
uous change of statistical and spectral descriptors in an easily understandable setting. It provides a
useful framework for investigating the limitations of using classic second-order averages to describe
non-stationary processes, understanding the effects of non-stationary loading on fatigue damage, and
developing techniques to mitigate these effects in practical engineering applications.

Fig. 2: Definition of exemplary switching process using different PSDs to set up
a non-stationary switching and a stationary process of same (average) PSD
[sig.plot psd(access = 'proc')]

The switching process that serves for illustration (Fig. 1a) is created by assembling two stationary sub-
processes (Figure 2, upper plots) using the Python code provided in Appendix A. The code defines the
relevant PSD shapes and organizes them as a nested list of dictionaries containing PSDs and realization
length T . This initializes a single timeseries object with two channels {xns(t),xstat(t)} and two sub-
processes p = {1,2} each, when passing it to the pyRaTS package. Almost all figures presented
in the following sections are directly implemented in the Python package (Appendix B resp. figure
captions). As such, Figure 2 is a pre-implemented plot that shows on the lower half the stationary
process, which for implementation also consist of two stationary sub-processes that, in contrast to the
switching process, are the same.

2.1 Second-order averages

Figure 1c compares the PSD Gxx( f ) of both processes. These are the same, which is a result of
the inherent averaging that occurs when estimating a PSD. As a result, both processes also have the
same (average) variance σ2 resp. second-order central moment µ2 = σ2 — the integral of the PSD
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µ2 = σ2 =
∫ ∞

0 Gxx( f )d f . Thus, the switching process is not only composed of two different vibration
states (’PSD shapes’) but also embodies two different levels of intensity {µ2,ns,p=1,µ2,ns,p=2}. As each
unique vibration state is stationary, we will refer to the switching process as a quasi-stationary (QS)
process. While this example is synthetic, it provides a clear demonstration of the essential difficulties
that arise when dealing with non-stationary loads. Although both processes have the same second-
order statistical properties (Fig. 1), their kurtoses β = µ4/µ2 differ, with the non-stationary process
having a larger kurtosis value than the stationary process. This larger value indicates a deviation from
the Gaussian probability function, which has a kurtosis value of β = 3. Here, this deviation can be
attributed to the non-stationarity of the process. The second-order and fourth-order moments of a QS
Gaussian process can be calculated by averaging

µ2,QS = ∑
p

Tp

T
µ2,p; µ4,QS = ∑

p

Tp

T
3µ2

2,p (1)

The latter’s equation originates from the fourth-order central moment that defines a Gaussian process
µ4,g = 3µ2

2 . Consequently the kurtosis of a quasi-stationary Gaussian processes is provided by,

βQS =
µ4,QS

µ2
2,QS

=
∑p

Tp
T 3µ2

2,p

(∑p
Tp
T µ2,p)2

(2)

which essentially simply relates two normalized averages of different order. For the present example,
this results in βns = 3 0.2·182+0.8·5.52

(0.2·18+0.8·5.5)2 = 3 89
64 . This combination of second- and fourth-order moments

provides a concise characterization of non-stationary processes, although additional higher-order mo-
ments may also be considered for a more detailed description. In contrast, a stationary Gaussian
process is fully characterized by its second-order moment. However, in this context it is crucial to
investigate the spectral content, which is certainly more relevant than additional higher orders in most
cases.

2.2 The Fatigue Damage Spectrum

The Fatigue Damage Spectrum (FDS) [5] is a widely used tool in random vibration fatigue due to its
simplicity, ability to account for non-stationary effects, and its relation to modal analysis. In structural
dynamics, modal analysis can be employed to investigate how a structure responds to external forces
or vibrations. The fundamental principle of modal analysis is to decompose the motion of a structure
into a series of simpler, independent modes of vibration — its modal shapes. Each mode shape is
characterized by a resonant frequency, a corresponding amplitude and can be complement by some
damping characteristics. This modal perspective captures the dynamic behavior of structures with a
limited set of modes, which is significantly more efficient than examining a structure by all degrees of
freedom in the spatial domain.
The FDS founds on this principle but represents modes by fatigue damage potentials — so called
pseudo-damages yequ. It includes the process chain of a fatigue assessment, which involves calculat-
ing load spectra and carrying out linear damage accumulation. This can find a variety of applications,
such as (i) comparing different load assumptions for arbitrary structures, (ii) comparing different ap-
proaches to a fatigue assessment (iii) estimating the effects of non-Gaussianity in random loading, and
(iv) deriving damage-equivalent loading. These applications are based on the hypothesis that if two
loads have the same fatigue damage potential for all modes (i.e. share the FDS), these loads would
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cause the same fatigue damage in arbitrary dynamic structures represented as a superposition of in-
dependent modes. This hypothesis seems reasonable and promising, but the FDS is linked to highly
simplified assumptions that rarely apply in reality [17]. However, when used with caution, it can pro-
vide helpful insights, as this section will demonstrate. It is worth noting that for comparing different
approaches to a fatigue assessment, the pyRaTS FDS routine est fds() accepts all damage estimators
included in the Python FLife package [11].

Fig. 3: FDS of example processes (a) and their comparison (b) for a set of different stress-life curve
exponents k = {3,5,7}

Figure 3 depicts the FDS of the two example loads (Fig. 1). Each FDS ’sample’ in Figure 3a is
calculated in the pyRaTS package by generating the response of a single-degree-of-freedom system
(SDOF — Fig. 4a shows one of them), applying rainflow counting (Fig. 9) and carrying out damage
accumulation. The right-hand plot in Figure 3b compares the FDS with another. This comparison
confirms that the non-stationary characteristics present in the non-stationary process exhibit strong
frequency selectivity. For instance, the FDSs indicate that within the frequency range fD = [50, 80]Hz,
where there is no change in intensity (Fig. 2 resp. Appendix A), there is no difference in the fatigue
damage potential of the two processes. Structures with resonant frequencies within this range would
not be affected differently by the two loads, provided that no other relevant modes outside of the range
contribute. Conversely, for the low-frequency interval fD = [10,30]Hz, where the largest changes in
the loading’s intensity occur, Fig. 3b reveals the greatest discrepancies. To elaborate on this, Figures
4a and 4b display the underlying SDOF response for fD = 20 Hz. They show that even though both
processes generate the same second-order averages, the effects of the non-stationary load became
larger in the structural response. This significantly affects the fatigue damage potential, which is
governed by the potency law associated with the exponent k of the corresponding stress-life curve.

2.3 The non-stationarity matrix

To provide context for introducing the non-stationarity matrix (NSM), we can summarize our prior ob-
servations. So far we have used second-order averages to characterize the exemplary loads spectrally
and found that linear systems respond proportionally to this characterization (Figure 4b). However,
we have also observed that the non-stationary characteristics of the loading affect modes differently, as
seen in the kurtosis increasing from βx = 4.18 to βy = 15.20 for mode fD = 20 Hz (Fig. 1 and 4a). We
also found that for modes in the interval fD = [50,80]Hz, the kurtosis frequency-selective decreases
to βy ≈ 3 since this interval was constructed to behave stationary (Fig. 2). These observations were
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(a) response time series for fD = 20 Hz (b) (average) response PSDs

Fig. 4: Uni-modal structural response for fD = 20 Hz

based on time-domain realizations, but we need a statistical characterization of the non-stationary ef-
fects that can be processed via linear systems theory to e.g. statistically estimate response kurtoses.
This would be analogous to the frequency-domain decompositon of µ2 — extending the PSD. There-
fore, we introduce the NSM, providing a statistical characterization of fourth-order non-stationarity in
loading [13].
The NSM is implemented into the pyRaTS package and can be accessed through the est nsm()

method. A brief background on the NSM is that it can be obtained either by applying correlation
theory to STP (spectrogram) analysis or by framing a subset of the higher-order trispectrum [18] that
is related to low-frequency modulation. While the former approach is easier to comprehend, the lat-
ter offers extensive knowledge of statistical stable estimation techniques. Expanding the previous
equations, for a quasi-stationary process, the NSM has an expected value of

Mxx,QS( f1, f2) = ∑
p

Tp

T
3Gxx( f1)⊗Gxx( f2) (3)

where the operator ⊗ represents the outer product and Gxx( f ) is the PSD in vector-form. Since the
quasi-stationary process Xns(t) is composed of multiple PSD shapes, the two exemplary processes
have different outcomes (Figure 5). When understanding the sum over p as sum over short-time
periodograms (STPs), Eq. (3) weights all outer periodogram products, and thus Mxx( f1, f2) can be
interpreted as the correlation matrix of these periodograms over time. This moment NSM Mxx( f1, f2)
is a spectral representation of µ4. More specifically, it should be interpreted as a simplification of
the trispectrum, which provides the full spectral decomposition of µ4 resp. kurtosis β . For low-
frequency varying processes that are fundamentally Gaussian, the NSM captures the same fourth-order
moment as the trispectrum. However, very abrupt changes, deterministic frequency components, and
nonlinear influences are included in the trispectrum but may not appear in the NSM. Therefore, all
visualizations of the NSM include a ’coverage’ value indicating how much of the time-domain fourth-
order moment is represented by the NSM (here 99.8% and 100.6%). The NSM has two advantages
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over the trispectrum ( f1, f2, f3), which are that its characterization requires one argument less than
the trispectrum and these arguments provide clear interpretation. The NSM spectrally decomposes all
contributions to µ4 caused by a low-frequency non-stationary evolution for the frequency arguments
f1 and f2. The diagonal values indicate non-stationarity for frequency intervals, while off-diagonals
indicate whether these effects are correlated for f1 and f2 in time. This means the NSM shows whether
potential modes are excited synchronously or not.

(a) cumulant matrix Cxnsxns( f1, f2) (b) modulation matrix Axnsxns( f1, f2)

(c) cumulant matrix Cxstatxstat( f1, f2) (d) modulation matrix Axstatxstat( f1, f2)

Fig. 5: Non-stationarity matrix [sig.plot nsm(func = 'Axx',lim=[0,6])]

Figures 5a and 5c display the cumulant NSM Cxx( f1, f2) for the exemplary processes, which provides
the spectral decomposition of the fourth-order cumulant c4 = µ4 −3µ2

2 . The advantage of Cxx( f1, f2)
over Mxx( f1, f2) is that it reveals deviations from a stationary Gaussian process, i.e. it decomposes the
fourth-order moment that causes the kurtosis to deviate from β = 3, rather than Mxx( f1, f2), which
also includes all stationary Gaussian contributions and thus would be interpreted as displaying the
moment that ’deviates’ from β = 0. Consequently, the cumulant NSM of the stationary process in
Fig. 5c consists of zero values. In contrast, Fig. 5a mostly displays non-zero values, which are larger
for the frequencies that exhibit the largest changes over time (Fig. 2 resp. App. A). But also negative
values appear on the off-diagonals between f = [10,30]Hz and f = [80,90]Hz, indicating an anti-
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correlation over time between these intervals. This anti-correlation arises because the intervals are
not active simultaneously in each of the two sub-processes. This aspect is relevant to the following
discussion and is critical in understanding the limitations of the FDS. The interpretation of Figures 5b
and 5d proceeds as follows: They present the modulation NSM, which is normalized and therefore
represents the spectrally decomposed kurtosis β (Eq. 2). Stationary frequency components have a
value of Axx( f1, f2) = 1. Values above this indicate an increase in kurtosis, while values below one
mean a decrease in kurtosis.

(a) fourth-order TF for fD = {20,65}Hz (b) fourth-order TF for fD = {20,85}Hz

Fig. 6: fourth-order transfer function [tfobj = sig.der tfObj(fpsd,tf); tfobj.plot nsm()]

Next, we consider linear systems theory. Likewise to the second-order transfer function |Hxy( f )|2,
which shows the dominant frequencies and damping of a structural response, the pendant — the
fourth-order transfer characteristic — can also be defined for the NSM. This is given by the matrix
Hxy( f1)⊗Hxy( f2), matching the dimensions of the corresponding NSM. Figure 6 illustrates this for
two bi-modal transfer functions, created by superimposing a mode fD = 20 Hz with fD = 65 Hz and
fD = 85 Hz respectively. These plots indicate which parts of the excitational NSM dominate the
structural response. Note that the transfer function including fD = 85 Hz matches the anti-correlated
cross terms, while the other one does not (Figure 5a and 5c). Figure 7 shows the structural responses
for these two transfer functions. Only one of them exhibits a relevant kurtosis βy, fD={20,65} = 3.50,
while the other is also non-stationary but does not result in higher amplitudes due to its specific nature
— the anti-correlation. This is interesting because one would interpret the FDS (Figure 3b) contrary.
Here the individual deviations from the stationary Gaussian process are larger for fD = {20,85} than
for fD = {20,65}. However, the FDS by principle decouples modes and therefore is not sensitive
to the favorable pairing of the specific non-stationary excitation and the dynamic transfer behavior,
which becomes crucial for a correct interpretation.
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Tab. 2: Response kurtosis for non-stationary excitation using statistical structural dynamics

bins before ∆ f
overlapping

dimensions
fD = {20,65} fD = {20,85}

overlap factor βFD βT D βFD βT D

20 4 Hz 2 40x40 3.76 3.55 3.12 3.07
20 4 Hz 3 60x60 3.55 3.55 3.06 3.07
40 2 Hz 2 80x80 3.55 3.55 3.05 3.07

(a) Response time series for fD = {20,65}Hz (b) Response time series for fD = {20,85}Hz

Fig. 7: Bi-modal structural responses [sig.der response(fpsd,tf)]

Finally, Table 2 highlights important aspects. It presents the calculation of response kurtosis βy us-
ing both, the statistical (est statResponse()) and the time-domain approaches (Fig. 7), where the
former relates response NSM to response PSD. While the statistical approach requires processing
symmetric matrices of roughly speaking a thousand data points (dimensions in Tab. 2), the latter is
computationally more costly, requiring to process realizations of over a million samples. However,
as indicated by the parameter variation, the NSM and transfer matrix must be sufficiently resolved in
frequency. It is also worth noting that, while the time-domain kurtosis would vary for each realiza-
tion [19], the frequency-domain remains unaffected — another fundamental motivation for statistical
considerations.

2.4 Quasi-stationary load approximation

After discussing the impact of non-stationary loading on structural dynamics, a critical question arises:
how can we perform a statistical fatigue assessment when significant non-stationary elements are
present in the loading? The pyRaTS package currently available provides two methods to derive re-
placement loads that can be processed using a statistical approach, which approximate the fatigue
damage that non-stationary loading would cause in dynamic structures. The first method involves us-
ing the inverse Fatigue Damage Spectrum (iFDS) approach [20] to derive a single stationary Gaussian
replacement process. The second method decomposes loading into a limited set of Gaussian processes
to abstract a quasi-stationary (QS) process [14]. This approach can be viewed as reversing the con-
struction of the synthetic example data used in this presentation (Fig. 2). The QS implementation is
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based on approximating the load spectra that are obtained in the process of calculating an FDS. This
section aims to briefly present the main ideas using the previous example.

Fig. 8: PSDs derived for approximating the fatigue damage potential using (a,b) FDS load spectra ap-
proximation and (c) the inverse FDS for k = 5 [sig.der lsEquivalent(); sig.der iFDS()]

The method der lsEquivalent(R = integer inp.,...) allows for the derivation of a new object
that contains a set of R stationary processes, which can approximate the non-stationary behavior of the
reference load. In our example (Fig. 1), when using R = 2 and applying this approach, the algorithm is
able to closely approximate the original PSD shapes and their proportions (compare Figures 8a,b and
2), based solely on the FDS load spectra. It is important to note that this algorithm had been written
to convey the approach’s basic ideas, and it is recommended to refine and validate it before using it in
real applications. Figure 8c shows the results of the inverse FDS der iFDS() approach, which is based
on obtaining a single stationary Gaussian process that generates the same FDS for a given stress-life
curve exponent k. The resulting PSD shows an increase from the average PSD, which appears to be
proportional to the variability of the two basis PSDs for frequency, resp., for the loading’s FDS and
NSM.
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Fig. 9: Load spectra comparison of SDOF response fD = 20 Hz subjected to different excitations
[sig.plot ls()]

Figure 9 summarizes these two approaches and compares them with the initial example using the load
spectra obtained for the SDOF system with resonance frequency fD = 20 Hz (Fig. 7). First of all
it illustrates the deviations between the two response realizations {yns(t),ystat(t)} and thus between a
statistical and a non-statistical assessment. The approximation methods introduced in this section offer
improved results, but there are clear distinctions between them. The stationary iFDS method yiFDS(t)
is limited to stationary Gaussian processes, leading to a corresponding load spectra shape. While
the FDS correspond, damage-equivalence is strictly limited to the specific stress-life curve exponent
k = 5 used and to the simplified accumulation rule, the FDS is based on. In contrast, a quasi-stationary
process yiLS(t) can adapt significantly better to more realistic load spectra.

3 Conclusion

This article showcases the pyRaTS python package, which offers a set of tools for assessing the fatigue
strength of mechanical structures under non-stationary vibration loading. It covers the limitations of
the statistical and non-statistical approaches in structural dynamics and stresses the significance of
incorporating non-stationary effects in a statistical assessment of structural dynamics. The meth-
ods presented, such as the Fatigue Damage Spectrum (FDS), non-stationarity matrix (NSM), and the
framework for abstracting quasi-stationary (QS) replacement loads, provide detailed insights into the
effects of non-stationary loading on structural dynamics and fatigue strength. The article covers a
shortcoming of the popular FDS and proposes the solution of utilizing linear systems theory and the
non-stationarity matrix to overcome the modal decoupling limitation of the FDS and to allow for es-
timating response kurtoses. Combining both may provide a viable future approach as it connects the
information of how non-stationary loading affects fatigue strength for unique modes (FDS) and how
their excitation is correlated in time (NSM). The pyRaTS package intends to be a valuable contribu-
tion to the field of structural dynamics by offering useful resources for researchers and engineers in
the assessment of fatigue strength of mechanical structures.
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A Python code

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pyRaTS as ts

''' Defining the synthetic example'''
fs = 600 # sampling frequency [Hz]
dfpsd = 0.05 # frequency resolution
fpsd = np.arange(0,fs/2+dfpsd,dfpsd)

''' PSD-shapes '''
psd1 = np.zeros(fpsd.shape)
psd1[(fpsd >= 10) & (fpsd < 30)] = 0.5
psd1[(fpsd >= 30) & (fpsd < 50)] = 0.25
psd1[(fpsd >= 50) & (fpsd < 80)] = 0.1
psd2 = np.zeros(fpsd.shape)
psd2[(fpsd >= 30) & (fpsd < 50)] = 0.0625
psd2[(fpsd >= 50) & (fpsd < 80)] = 0.1
psd2[(fpsd >= 80) & (fpsd < 90)] = 0.125
p = [0.2, 0.8]
avpsd = p[0]*psd1+p[1]*psd2

'''Generate realizations'''
T = 1000
defswitch = []
defswitch.append({'psd': psd1,'fpsd':fpsd,'T':p[0]*T,'var': 'x {ns,p=1}'})
defswitch.append({'psd': psd2,'fpsd':fpsd,'T':p[1]*T,'var': 'x {ns,p=2}'})
defstat = []
defstat.append({'psd': avpsd,'fpsd':fpsd,'T':p[0]*T,'var': 'x {stat,p=1}'})
defstat.append({'psd': avpsd,'fpsd':fpsd,'T':p[1]*T,'var': 'x {stat,p=2}'})
sig = ts.timeseries([defswitch,defstat])

''' Analysis (examples) '''
sig.plot()
# different access depending on configuration (multi-channel, multi-process)
sig.plot psd()
sig.plot psd(access='proc')
sig.plot psd(access='comp')
# estimating and plotting non-stationarity matrix
ts.plot nsm(sig.est nsm(fl = 10,fu = 90))
# calculating and plotting FDS
ts.plot fds(sig.est fds(Nf = np.arange(10,100,2)))
# using FLife damage-estimators
sig.est fds(method = FLife.method)
# deriving structural responses
respsig = sig.der sdofResponse(fD = 20,func = 'acc2dis4mm')
tf20 = ts.get tfSDOF(fpsd,fD = 20, func = 'acc2acc')
tf65 = ts.get tfSDOF(fpsd,fD = 65, func = 'acc2acc')
tf20 65 = tf20+tf65
respsigBiMod = sig.der response(fpsd,tf20 65)
sig.der iFDS(m = 5,plot = False,maxit = 200)
sig.der lsEquivalent(R = 2, maxit = 200)
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B Table of pyRaTS v0.2 methods

Tab. 3: Table of pyRaTS v0.2 methods

method description static chan proc comp

est specMoms() calculate spectral moments for given PSD x
est dirlikD() EST fatigue damage via Dirlik method x
get tfSDOF() obtain basic SDOF-system’s transfer function (TF) x
get tf() prepare linear TF x
get nsm() postprocess calculation of non-stationarity matrix x
get GaussianSeries() generate stationary Gaussian time series x
get weightFunc() get weighting function (optimization) x
get lsQsDirlik() get load spectra for QS loading using Dirlik x
get analyticalSignal() get analytical signal x
soe lsEquivalent() SOE for load spectral equivalence x
soe FDSEquivalent() SOE for FDS equivalence x
plot() plot time series x x x
plot psd() plot PSD that was lastly estimated via est psd() x x x
plot X() plot ABS of Fourier coefficients x x x
plot tf() plot TF (interpretation: object is TF) x x x
plot ls() plot load spectrum x x x
plot nsm() plot non-stationarity matrix x x x
plot fds() plot FDS of (multiple) signals x x x
est psd() estimate power spectral density (PSD) x x
est stats() estimate key statistical values x x
est ls() DER/EST load spectrum via RFC/DK x x
est dirlik() estimate Dirlik load spectrum and damage x x
est fds() estimate Fatigue Damage Spectrum x x
est nsm() estimate non-stationary matrix x x
der statResponse() DER statistical response (PSD and NSM) x x
der sdofResponse() DER response TS of SDOF system x x
der sdofTransfer() DER single-degree-of-freedom system’s TFs x x
der response() DER TS of structural response for given TF x x
der highpass() DER TS of ideal high pass filtered series x x
der lowpass() DER TS of ideal low pass filtered series x x
der bandpass() DER TS of ideal band pass filtered series x x
der lsEquivalent() DER QS load definition using FDS load spectra x x
der iFDS() DER load definition using inverse FDS x x
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Development of a multibody simulation framework with an
emphasis on extensibility

Martijn Vermaut ∗ Frank Naets
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Abstract

Novel developments in or tangent to the field of rigid and flexible multibody require a software platform to aid
the development and to test and validate the algorithms in. The in-house MultiBody Research Code (MBRC)
offers a Matlab-based modular object-oriented platform to satisfy this need. It was developed with mechanical
engineering researchers in mind, as their expectations differ from those of software engineers. The extensi-
bility focuses on three main areas. Firstly, it focuses on core structures such as easily switching out the body
formulation without affecting the remainder of the model; it was e.g. used to develop the Flexible Natural
Coordinates Formulation validated with the (also implemented) Floating Frame of Reference Formulation. Sec-
ondly, it focuses on additions within the field of mechanical modeling such as contact models, bushing models,
etc. Thirdly, it focuses on additions in other fields such as e.g. (1) Kalman filtering for state-input-parameter
estimation; (2) parameter and topology optimization such as the Adjoint Variable Method (exploiting the bene-
fits of FNCF, hence implemented as FNCF-AVM); (3) co-simulation through the Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI) or through a custom interface; and (4) extracting model definitions for use in other simulations tools such
as the Bond-graph-based AMESim. The extensibility is guaranteed by standardizing the interface between the
different model components; i.e. forces are always applied to mass-bearing components and intervention in
the simulation (e.g. for co-simulation) is only possible between converged simulation steps. The platform is
currently not open-source as the opportunities and practicalities of doing so are currently under investigation.

Keywords: simulation platform, multibody dynamics, flexible multibody dynamics

1 Statement of Need

Within the field of multibody research, it is typically a prerequisite to have a multibody simulation up
and running, and preferably to have it as accessible as possible in terms of having open access to the
equations and sensitivities. This seems like a trivial matter, but it is often overlooked. Commercial
software is very accessible in terms of the user interface, but the equations are in turn shielded off from
the user. Many multibody research codes already exist, but these are very often aimed towards one
specific research goal as it often originates from one researcher and his research question. Researchers
and starting PhD students more specifically thus typically start their research with developing a sim-
plified framework to perform multibody simulations in which they can develop their novel research.
There is thus a need for a generic simulation framework offering access to the underlying equations
and their sensitivities, but also capable of providing the necessary tools for many different research
questions. This led to the development of the LMSD in-house MultiBody Research Code (MBRC).
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2 Framework Development

The framework has been developed in Matlab as this is a scripting language that many mechanical
engineers are familiar with. It also allows to link with many existing codes already developed within
the research group. The framework has been developed to be modular, and this is partly achieved by
implementing it as object-oriented code. As the framework is aimed to be used for multibody appli-
cations, the code is also structured as such. A multibody model contains many different elements.
These are rigid bodies, flexible bodies, point masses, springs, dampers, contact models, co-simulated
models, etc. The framework is implemented in such a way that all elements are handled in the same
manner, i.e. the solver can call the same function on all of these elements without having to know
what type of element it is. New elements can then also be implemented in a straightforward manner
by having the same header for the evaluation function. This allows for a very powerful framework in
which quite complex elements can be defined. It comes to no surprise that the MBRC contains ele-
ment definitions for point masses, rigid bodies using the Cartesian coordinates and natural coordinates
formulations, and flexible bodies using the floating frame of reference and flexible natural coordinates
formulations [1]. It also contains element definitions for simple linear bushings (i.e. defined by local
6-by-6 constant stiffness and viscous damping matrices and a 6-element zero-length vector), but also
a bushing library in which more advanced models can as easily be employed [2]. It also contains ele-
ment definitions for a PID controller, a Dugoff tire model, and a NURBS-to-NURBS contact model.
These three are discussed in more detail in the following section to highlight how the MBRC can be
used to implement more advanced element definitions.

Since the MBRC uses generic functions calls to the elements to retrieve the required solver quan-
tities (forces, constraint residual, etc.), it can just as easily be used to retrieve their sensitivities (i.e.
tangent mass, damping, and stiffness matrices). Given that the code is completely open, and due to
the modular nature of the element definitions, higher order sensitivities could also be implemented
for the elements of interest without requiring everything to be implemented. This is especially useful
when parametric sensitivities are required. The sensitivity of the generalized tangent stiffness matrix
w.r.t. e.g. a bushing stiffness becomes quite easy to implement. This has been combined in an adjoint
solver implementation with the flexible natural coordinates formulation to reduced the computational
cost of these sensitivities even further [3]. The MBRC has also been used with the flexible natural
coordinates formulation in a Kalman filter to estimate unknown forces [4].

Apart from evaluating elements in the context of the solver, the MBRC also provides generic
evaluation functions to the bodies. In a multibody model it might be useful to have a collection of
rigid and flexible bodies, as not all components may undergo equally important deformations. And
these bodies may be implemented using different formulations depending on which is most suited
for each. When implementing a connection element (e.g. a bushing or a kinematic constraint), the
implementation should not depend on the rigid or flexible nature of the body or even the formulation
used. The MBRC introduces frames as a generic interface class to the bodies. The function call to
the frames are all the same, but internally quantities such as positions and rotational velocities are
computed differently depending on the formulation.

3 Use Cases

In this section, three use cases are discussed to highlight how complex elements can be defined.
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3.1 PID Controller

A first element definition to be discussed is a PID controller. This is not a very complicated model,
but it should be noted that a mechanical system is typically represented by second order partial differ-
ential equations, and in this case kinematic constraint equations make it index-3 differential-algebraic
equations; whereas a PID controller is typically represented with a single state and a first-order ordi-
nary differential equation: ε = x−xre f . This is actually quite easily mended by treating ε as a velocity
coordinate, which automatically gives the integral error as the position coordinate. The main difficulty
with this model in a multibody context, is its non-colocated nature. A sensor signal is retrieved at one
location of the model and a force is applied at a different location of the model. This results in the
tangent matrices to be non-symmetric, and the typical multibody solvers do not like this. But it also
poses a programming challenge in how to connect everything together. As the MBRC offers frames
as a generic interface to the bodies, this becomes quite easy to manage. As an example, figure 1 shows
the response of a mass-spring-damper model to a PID controller in the MBRC with varying values for
the I-parameter.
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Fig. 1: MBRC simulation of a PID controller
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Fig. 2: MBRC simulation of a Dugoff
tire model

3.2 Dugoff tire model

A second model to be discussed is a Dugoff tire model. In essence this is not a difficult model to
implement, but a lot of things come together. Firstly, a planar constraint needs to be defined such that
the tire does not drop through the floor. Secondly, a relaxation factor (and thus a state) needs to be
implemented and defined by an equation to simulate the (lumped) delay effect of the rubber generating
forces only after deforming. Lastly, forces need to be applied on two different bodies: the ground, and
the wheel. This means that this model defines a constraint equation and thus a Lagrangian multiplier,
it defines a state, and it applies forces to the states of two other elements in the MBRC model. For
testing purposes, a simple 4-wheel vehicle model with independent vertically moving wheels was
implemented. Figure 2 shows the linear velocity of the vehicle itself, and the equivalent linear velocity
of the rear wheels at which the torque was being applied. It should be noted that this torque was being
applied by the PID controller discussed before. This also highlights how these different models can
all be used together without any interdependencies.
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3.3 NURBS-to-NURBS contact model

Whereas the two previous examples could be considered lumped force elements in the multibody sim-
ulation, a final example shows that even very complicated models can be integrated in the framework.
A rigid contact model based on NURBS surfaces, a Hertzian normal force computation, and a rolling
contact model is implemented. The contact detection comprises of a Bounding Volume Hierarchy
global contact search, and a local analytical refinement, all implemented in C++ as opposed to Matlab
for efficiency. For the rolling contact the options are a Coulomb friction model, a linear Kalker model,
a Polach model, and a FASTSIM2-based implementation of the non-linear Kalker model. This model
is then used to model a train bogie and the contact forces between the tracks and the wheels. Figure
3 shows the normal forces of the four wheels during a cornering maneuver approaching a derailment.
Whereas this model conceptually is nothing more than a complex spring, it highlights how even highly
complicated models can be used in the modular framework of the MBRC.
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Fig. 3: Normal force of the four wheels of the train bogie

4 Conclusions and Open-Source Ambitions

The MBRC is currently an in-house only research code. Before making it open-source to a wider
audience, it is first investigated within the research group what the benefits are of having access to the
source code as opposed to using the MBRC as a black box to run simulations. The main challenge here
is to identify the two roles someone may have when interacting with the MBRC: a user or a developer
and how to make the code as accessible as possible for both roles. For instance, the documentation
should be clearly structured accordingly in a user’s manual and a developer’s manual in order to
facilitate picking up the code and working with it in a meaningful manner.
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Abstract

Nowadays many open source image processing packages are available implementing the latest state-of-the-art
motion tracking algorithms (e.g., OpenCV, pyIDI). Some of these algorithms are implementing very accurate
subpixel tracking for small motions (e.g., Lucas-Kanade optical flow) where others implement the, less accu-
rate, detection of large motions (e.g., ArUco marker detection). However, for flexible multibody mechanisms, a
combination of both is required as the components of these mechanisms undergo both large rigid body transla-
tions and rotations, and small deformations. Therefore, this research shows a multi-scale tracking approach that
is able to track these combined motions with subpixel accuracy. In a first stage, the large rigid body translation
and rotation motion is estimated by tracking discrete, well-positioned ArUco markers. Based on this estimated
rigid body motion, a first guess can be extracted for the positions of the component feature points to track (e.g.,
speckle or checker pattern applied on the component). These guesses will then be refined to subpixel accuracy
such that the component deformations are tracked on an accurate level. Allowing to track these motions up
to an accuracy level which makes the individual dynamics of the components visible allows to extract relevant
functional measurements of multibody mechanisms which would be impossible with current measurement tech-
niques (e.g., accelerometers). In this research, two application cases were used: a weaving loom which includes
the tracking of large translations and the handling of occlusions and a slider-crank mechanism which shows
large component rotations.

Keywords: Vision-based motion tracking, Large translations and rotations, Flexible multibody mechanisms

1 Introduction

An important aspect in the field of mechanical system identification is the measurement of the dynamic
response of components and systems. In the state-of-the-art many measurement techniques are already
available for many years like accelerometers, laser-doppler vibrometers, strain gauges, etc. However,
for measuring the dynamic response of (flexible) multibody mechanisms the measurement data is
often limited to encoder data or data from discrete sensors on the system housing as large rigid body
motions make a sensor placement on the components difficult. Here, the increasing use of vision-
based measurements, which are contactless and full-field, can resolve this issue and provide a dense
data set for multibody mechanisms.
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Previous research [1, 2] has shown the benefits of vision-based measurements for structural identi-
fication on single structural components by exploiting the spatial overdetermination of these measure-
ments. It is the goal of the author to leverage this previous research for its use in flexible multibody
mechanisms. However, to achieve this goal the previously used open-source motion tracking method-
ologies (e.g., the OpenCV Lucas-Kanande optical flow [3]) could not directly be reused as they failed
to track the motion in the presence of the large translations and rotations (e.g., using an incremental
instead of an absolute tracking will result in drifting errors [4]). Therefore, this research presents a
motion tracking framework (Section 2) which is able to track the subpixel component deformations to-
gether with the rigid body translations and rotations and shows its application on two cases in Section
3. The last section (Section 4) gives the main conclusions of this research.

2 Multi-scale tracking method

An overview of the workflow of the proposed multi-scale motion tracking procedure is given in Fig.
1. The proposed tracking method relies on the presence of ArUco markers on the tracked components
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Fig. 1: Workflow of the multi-scale tracking approach.

(at least one ArUco marker for each component is needed). In the first frame of the image sequence
(’Frame 0’) these ArUco markers are detected through the open-source OpenCV ArUco detector [5]
together with good feature points to track (e.g., Shi-Tomasi features [6]) within a user-defined region-
of-interest (ROI). Based on these detected initial positions, the relative positions of the feature points
with respect to the ArUco marker(s) are defined and stored for use during the processing of the sub-
sequent frames (’Frames 1 ... N’). For these frames, the multi-scale tracking starts with detecting the
ArUco marker(s) again in every frame to extract the rigid body motion of the component(s). By as-
suming the deformation of the component(s) is much smaller than the rigid body motion, a good guess
of the feature points positions in every frame can be calculated from the ArUco marker(s) position(s)
in the frame and the stored relative positions of the feature points from the first frame. Afterwards, a
subpixel refinement method can be used to refine these guesses to subpixel accuracy in order to extract
accurate component deformation motions (e.g., through the state-of-the-art OpenCV Lucas-Kanande
optical flow [3] or subpixel corner refinement [7]). An additional benefit of the proposed methodol-
ogy is the straight-forward handling of occlusions. Through the ArUco marker detection an occlusion
of the component can easily be detected and after the occlusion resolves the tracking can easily be
resumed without having to re-initiate the tracking algorithm. This will also become clear in the first
application case in Section 3.
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3 Application cases

In this research, the proposed multi-scale tracking method is applied on two cases: an industrial
weaving loom and a slider-crank setup.

The first application case is shows in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a shows the weaving loom setup and indicates
the weaving frames that are tracked during this research. On the weaving frames, a checker pattern
was applied together with two ArUco markers (one on each end of the weaving frame) to perform the
tracking. From the figure, as the checker pattern and ArUco markers are not fully visible, it can be
seen that the frames are occluded by other components of the weaving loom during their motion. Fig.
2b shows the tracked motion in the camera reference frame of one of the checker corners in the middle
of the weaving frame. The shaded areas in the figure indicate occluded time instances.
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Fig. 2: Used weaving loom setup (a) and the motion tracking results of a selected feature point (b).

The second application case is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows the slider-crank setup and indicates
the crank, the connecting rod and point A of which the tracked motion is shown in Fig. 3b. Discrete
markers were applied on the joints of the mechanism while a speckle pattern and one ArUco marker
cover the connecting rod. This application case shows that the method is also able to track large
rotations of the components.

4 Conclusion

This research presents a multi-scale tracking approach for the motion tracking of a flexible multibody
mechanism. It combines an ArUco-based rigid body motion tracking with a subpixel refinement in
order to track component deformations. Two application cases also show how the method behaves in
the case of occlusions or large rotations. The method allows to extract full kinematic information in
time of the studied multibody mechanism which enables the development of new experimental model
identification methodologies in the future.
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(a) Slider crank setup
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Fig. 3: Used slider-crank setup (a) and the motion tracking results of a selected feature point (b).
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Abstract

Experimental modal analysis (EMA) is one of the fundamental methods in the field of structural dynamics. The
modal parameters (natural frequencies, damping ratios and modal shapes), identified by EMA, play a vital role
in various applications, such as structural health monitoring, model updating, and vibration fatigue. It is of great
importance that the tools to perform the analysis are readily available, reliable and that the implementation is
verifiable. An open-source Python package SDyPy-EMA that implements an efficient and widely used Least
Squares Complex Frequency (LSCF) and Least Squares Frequency Domain (LSFD) methods is presented. The
SDyPy-EMA is the successor of the pyEMA package and is the first 1st level package in the SDyPy frame-
work. To transfer and store the experimental data and analysis results, the Universal File Format is used. The
pyUFF package, for reading and writing UFF files was created. A short history of the SDyPy-EMA and pyUFF
packages along with the basic usage is presented in this article.

Keywords: Experimental Modal Analysis, Universal File Format, SDyPy framework

1 Statement of Need

In the field of structural dynamics, the identification of modal parameters (natural frequencies, damp-
ing ratios, and modal shapes) from experimental data is one of the most important tasks. The modal
parameters themselves are either the desired outcome (e.g., determination of the optimal operating
frequency) or they are needed for further analysis. Structural health monitoring, model updating [1]
and vibration fatigue [2] are some examples where the modal parameters play an important role.

Numerous algorithms have been presented for estimating modal parameters based on the measured
Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) [3]. To enable the development of new scientific methods
and to ensure the repeatability of the research in which the methods are used, the implementation
of the algorithms must be accessible, the code verifiable, and, if necessary, adaptable to the specific
needs of the researchers. One of the most accurate, efficient, and widely used algorithms for modal
identification is the Least Squares Complex Frequency (LSCF) method [4] in combination with Least
Squares Frequency Domain (LSFD) method [5]. Since LSCF and LSFD are widely used in scientific
research and industrial applications, open development was considered ideal for implementing these
algorithms.

Without proper storage and convenient transfer of data, the results of experimental work and anal-
ysis are not reusable. The Universal File Format (UFF) [6] standard was introduced in the 1960s to
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address this issue. To ensure the correct implementation of the UFF standard, the open development
of a Python package for reading/writing the UFF files is necessary.

2 SDyPy-EMA: road to 1st level package

Implementation of the LSCF and LSFD algorithms in Python began nearly a decade ago; however,
the first open-source development began in 2018 with the creation of the Python package pyEMA [7].
Open development was initially seen as a convenient way to share the latest code within the laboratory
but it soon became clear that the benefits were much greater (e.g., developer contributions, improved
research repeatability). To extend the benefits of open-source development to a broader field of struc-
tural dynamics, the SDyPy framework was founded. SDyPy is a conglomerate of smaller, highly
focused packages (such as pyEMA) in the field of structural dynamics.

The first five SDyPy Enhancement Proposals (SEPs) were assembled to create the basic structure
of the framework. The SEPs are still being actively developed and improved. One of the most impor-
tant SEPs is SEP 1, which defines the 4 levels of package integration (see the SDyPy documentation
for a full explanation):

• 4th level: external packages associated with structural dynamics.

• 3rd level: packages that conform to the SDyPy template, have an MIT or similar license, and
are available through the Python Package Index.

• 2nd level: namespace packages with code tests and all elements of 3rd level.

• 1st level: 2nd level packages, but developed under the SDyPy organization.

In 2018, when the SDyPy framework did not exist, pyEMA would have been a level 4 package.
In 2019, when the documentation and MIT license were added, pyEMA would have become a level 3
package. With the introduction of the SDyPy framework, pyEMA was the first package to move up
to the 2nd level by becoming a namespace package. PyEMA could then be installed and imported via
SDyPy. Recently, the pyEMA repository was moved to the SDyPy organization and pyEMA became
the first 1st level package in the SDyPy framework. As one of the fundamental modules in SDyPy
(see SEP 4), pyEMA was renamed SDyPy-EMA.

3 pyUFF: the storage

To standardize the transfer and storage of data in structural dynamics, the Structural Dynamics Re-
search Corporation (SDRC) has defined the Universal File Format (UFF) standard [6]. The UFF is
particularly often used in the field of modal analysis. With the introduction of binary set 58, which is
commonly used for storing FRFs, the UFF is equipped to store data from modern, large-scale dynamic
tests.

To take advantage of the UFF standard, the Python package pyUFF was developed. pyUFF enables
the reading and writing of sets. Recently, the package has been updated to simplify the preparation
of data for writing. An important part of any open-source project is the documentation, as it allows
the user to properly use the package and explore the available features. The pyUFF documentation
defines all currently supported sets and gives examples of how to use them.

Since UFF is closely related to Experimental Modal Analysis, the SDyPy-EMA package has been
updated to allow direct import of UFF files. An example can be seen in Sec. 4.
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4 SDyPy-EMA usage example

Import the EMA module and create an instance of the Model class by inputing the arguments:

from sdypy import EMA

a = EMA. Model (
f r f m a t r i x ,
f r e q u e n c y a r r a y ,
lower =10 ,
uppe r =10000 ,
p o l o r d e r h i g h =60 ,
d r i v i n g p o i n t =3 ,
f r f t y p e = ’ a c c e l e r a n c e ’ )

or read the UFF:

a = EMA. Model ( )
a . r e a d u f f ( f i l e n a m e )

The main inputs in the Model class are the FRFs, arranged in a two-dimensional numpy array with
shape (n_locations, n_frequencies), and the one-dimensional vector of frequencies. To set the
frequency limits analysis, the lower and upper arguments are used. The pol_order_high argument
determines the highest polynomial order used to approximate the frf_matrix. The frf_matrix will
be approximated with increasing orders of the polynomial. driving_point argument is the index of
the frf_matrix at the driving location. The frf_type argument gives information about what type
of FRF is used (accelerance, mobility, receptance).

The poles for increasing polynomial orders are computed:

a . g e t p o l e s ( )

After the poles are computed, the stable ones and physically meaningful poles must be selected.
To display the stability chart:

a . s e l e c t p o l e s ( )

To identify the modal constants at the selected poles, the get_constants() method must be
called. get_constants() returns the reconstructed FRFs H and the modal constants A.

H, A = a . g e t c o n s t a n t s ( method= ’ l s f d ’ )

If the driving_point argument was passed to the Model class, the modal shapes are accessed:

m o d a l s h a p e s = a . p h i

5 Conclusions

The open development of the SDyPy-EMA and pyUFF packages was paramount for the reliable imple-
mentation of the LSCF/LSFD algorithms and the UFF standard. Further development of the packages
continues in accordance with open-source guidelines to drive open, peer-reviewed, and repeatable
research.
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